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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift

Price Setting Behavior in Hierarchically Structured Economies

van Willy Spanjers.

I Euthanasie anders dan op uitdrukkelijk en bij vol verst and geuit ver-
zoek van de te dodene dient door een onafhankelijke rechter getoetst
te worden, mede voor de gemoedsrust van de direct betrokkenen.

II De ontwikkelde landen hebben de morele plicht een gelijke verdeling
van besteedbaar inkomen over de wereldbevolking te bewerkstelligen.
Als ze niet bereid zijn hiertoe jaarlijks 75% van hun netto nationaal
inkomen aan ontwikkelingslanden over te dragen dienen ze een andere
oplossing voor de ontwikkelingsproblematiek aan te dragen.

III Daar dienstplicht ontoelaatbare element en van dwangarbeid bevat is er
in Nederland, naar de geest, sprake van systematische schending van
mensenrechten.
[ Zie ook:
Europees verdrag ter bescherming van de rechten van de mens en fun-
damentele vrijheden, Art. 4.2, 4.2.b, Rome, 1950. 1

IV De Nederlandse regering is bereid 17 miljard te bezuinigen om het fi-
nancieringstekort terug te dringen, terwijl ze niet bereid is tweehonderd
miljoen uit te geven om de WAO-regeling voor de huidige WAO-ers on-
der de vijftig te handhaven. Dit wijst op een grove onderschatting van
het belang van de betrouwbaarheid van de overheid als contractpartner.

V De heterogeniteit van de economische structuren van de landen van
de EG maakt dat wisselkoersfiexibiliteit een belangrijk instrument kan
zijn bij het opvangen van economische schokken. Daarom zullen op
lange termijn de baten van een gemeenschappelijke munt in Europa
niet opwegen tegen de kosten van het verlies aan wisselkoersflexibiliteit.
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VI Groeitheorie zou gebaat zijn met een uitdrukkelijker gebruik van het
concept van sociaal kapitaal, hetwelk de fysieke en niet fysieke infra-
structuur van een maatschappij weergeeft. Onder de niet fysieke infra-
structuur dient o.a. het rechtssysteem en, meer in het algemeen, de
organisatievorrn van de rnaatschappij te worden verstaan. Vanuit dit
perspectief zijn overheidsuitgaven veelal investeringen in sociaal kapi-
taal.
[ Zie ook:
COLEMAN, J. (1988), "Social Capital in the Creation of Human Cap-
ital", A merican Journal of Sociology, Vol. 94, Supplement, pp. S95-
S120.
BARRO, R. (1990), "Government Spending in a Simple Model of En-
dogenous Growth", Journal of Political Economics, Vol. 98, Supple-
ment, pp. S103-S125. 1

VII Zonder voldoende inforrnatie kan geen coordinatie plaatsvinden. Volle-
dige mededinging, gemodelleerd als een Walrasiaans evenwicht, vormt
hierop geen uitzondering. Dit dient men te beseffen wanneer aan de
eerste welvaartsstelling beleidsconclusies worden verbonden. Het be-
nadrukt bovendien het belang van onderzoek naar de rol van leergedrag
in prijsvorrningsprocessen in algemene evenwichtsmodellen.

VIII Als wiskundige econornie met een kanon op een mug schiet dan slaat
dit proefschrift met een krant naar een mot.

Tilburg,
28 augustus 1992.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Walrasian equilibrium is at the core of general equilibrium theory. General equi-
librium theory typically analyzes economies with a Walrasian market, trade processes
that lead to equilibrium in this market, and models without markets that yield Wal-
rasian allocations. Essentially, it focusses on one particular type of market which is
analyzed in great depth and with enormous rigor, often by means of sophisticated
mathematical techniques.

The counterpart of general equilibrium theory is found in industrial organization.
In the realm of industrial organization, a large number of market forms is analyzed,
the analysis typically lacking the depth and rigor that is characteristic for general
equilibrium theory. More often than not, industrial economics seems to be a field
that is anecdotic and ad hoc in its very nature. Be this as it may, in industrial
economics a lot of interesting economic problems are successfully addressed that are
difficult to analyze in the mathematically more sophisticated, but for this use too
little flexible, models of general equilibrium theory.

One of these interesting economic problems is about the development of the struc-
ture of markets and, in general, of economies and societies. The problems of changes
in the structure of markets seem to be at the heart of industrial economics. This is
reflected in, e.g., theories on product differentiation, theories on market entry and
theories of horizontal and vertical integration. Changes in the environment in which
the agents operate are central in any of those theories.

In this monograph we focus on models in which the social structure of the econ-
omy is described separately from the agents that operate within this structure. We
describe the trade structure of economies in a rather general way. We find that some

9



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

well known market forms, e.g., the Walrasian market and the monopolistic market,
are obtained as special cases. Modelling economies in this way could lead to insights
that eventually rise to models in which questions concerning changes in the structure
of economies can be answered successfully.

In this introductory chapter we discuss the main ideas that have influenced the
research for and the writing of this monograph. These ideas influenced both the
contents and the form of the models in the Parts II and III. It may communicate
to the reader the hows and whys of the, sometimes unconventional, choices that are
made.

In Section 1.2 we discuss the verbal interpretation of the method of relational
modelling as introduced in Gilles and Ruys (1990) and elaborated in Gilles (1990).
The main idea behind this method is that it does not suffice to describe the individ-
ual characteristics of the agents in the economy, such as their utility functions and
their initial endowments. One should also, separately, describe the social economic
environment in which the agents operate. This principle of relational modelling is
referred to as the separation principle. Once the individual characteristics of the
agents and their social environment are described separately, the interaction of the
both of them determines the behavior of the individual agents. This is referred to as
the interdependency principle. In this monograph the social economic environment of
the agents is described on the basis of a set of bilateral hierarchical relations between
agents. Thus, we follow what in Gilles (1990) is called the relational approach. A
somewhat different interpretation of the relational approach is discussed at length in

Chapter 3.

In Section 1.3 we introduce and discuss the concept of institutional characteristics
of hierarchical relations. In our models the social economic environment of the agents
is represented by a graph of bilateral hierarchical relations between agents in the
economy. This does not suffice to derive the behavior of the agents, since we also
need to specify the economic content of the hierarchical relations. This is achieved
by introducing institutional characteristics. These characteristics specify the trade
rules of the hierarchical relations. The most important property of institutional
characteristics is that they specify how the actions of the dominating agent in a
hierarchical relation influence or restrict the choice set of the dominated agent. We
discuss some links with the existing literature in which institutional characteristics of
relations are already implicitly present. Institutional characteristics are introduced
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more formally in Section 3.2.

In Section 1.4 we discuss the notion of the information structure of economies.
The information structure describes the knowledge agents are assumed to have about
the economy. This knowledge may be about the individual characteristics of the
(other) agents, about the institutional characteristics of the relations, or about the
state of the economy. In our models the information structure can be interpreted as
describing the transparency of the market. It describes the knowledge or information
on the basis of which agents determine what they anticipate to be the consequences
of their actions. As in the discussion of institutional characteristics of relations,
we argue that the information structure describes an important aspect of the social
environment of the agents and therefore has to be made explicit if we want to apply
the method of relational modelling.

Whereas in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 the separation principle of the method of relational
modelling is applied as to fit the models in this monograph, Section 1.5 aims to make
the interdependency principle suitable for application to these models. As before, it
is all about a different way to interpret existing models. We use the anticipations
of the agents to describe the interaction between the individual characteristics of
the (other) agents and the social structure of the economy. The anticipations of the
agents describe what the agents anticipate to be the consequences of their actions as
a function of the individual characteristics of the (other) agents, of the hierarchical
relations in the economy, of the institutional characteristics of these relations, and
of the transparency of the economy as described by the information structure. The
behavior of the agents thus results from the individual characteristics of the agents
and from the separately described social structure of the economy.

I~ Section 1.6 we discuss the equilibrium concept we use in our models. The
equilibrium concept describes the interaction of the behavior of the individual agents.
Defining an equilibrium concept is not as straightforward as it may seem. Equilibrium
concepts as used in economic models often have "implicit" dynamics, or, what is
even worse, "implicit" agents. For exa.mple, in the context of the general equilibrium
model, the Walrasian auctioneer is an implicit agent while the classical tatonnement
process describes some implicit dynamics.

The equilibrium concept to be developed in this monograph verifies the following
three conditions. Firstly, the equilibrium actions of any agent must be anticipated to
be feasible by this agent. This is referred to as anticipated feasibility. Secondly, in
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equilibrium no agent anticipates to be possibly better off by choosing some (other)
actions he anticipates to be feasible. This condition is referred to as the stability
condition. Finally, the equilibrium actions of the agents must be actually feasible at
the equilibrium. This property is referred to as actual feasibility.

1.1 General Equilibrium Theory

The aim of this monograph is to introduce general equilibrium models in the tradition
of Arrow and Debreu with price setting agents, to formulate models on price formation
in exchange economies. In the field of general equilibrium theory much effort has been
spent in trying to find processes of price formation or processes that describe how
(Walrasian) equilibria can be obtained in exchange economies.

The problem of price formation in general equilibrium models is rather old, it has
already been recognized by Walras (1874), who formulated some kind of tatonnement
process to find equilibrium prices. Unfortunately, the classical tatonnement process
need not converge. In Scarf (1967) an always converging algorithm to approximate
fixed points is introduced. Although this algorithm can be used to approximate
Walrasian equilibria, it can hardly be seen as an alternative for the tatonnement
process since it does not have a plausible economic interpretation in the context of
exchange economies. In van der Laan and Talman (1987) and Doup et al. (1987),
a converging algorithm to approximate fixed points is introduced that does have a
nice economic interpretation in the context of pure exchange economies. Indeed, the
interpretation comes very close to that of the classical tatonnement process.

A different approach to the problem of specifying dynamics that lead to equilib-
rium allocations focusses on describing trade processes between groups of agents in
exchange economies. This line of research goes back to Edgeworth (1881). Edgeworth
used the recontracting principle to describe a mechanism that leads to outcomes in
exchange economies. He conjectured that if the number of agents in the economy
becomes larger and larger, then the set of outcomes, being called the core, shrinks
to the set of competitive outcomes, i.e. the Walrasian equilibria. Whereas the Wal-
rasian approach uses non-cooperative game theory, the Edgeworthian approach relies

on cooperative game theory.
Edgeworth's conjecture is shown to hold by Debreu and Scarf (1963) and by

Hildenbrand (1974). Furthermore, in the context of "large economies", i.e. in
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economies with a continuum of agents, Aumann (1964, 1966) proves that if the set
of agents is an atomless measure space, then the core of the economy equals the set
of Walrasian equilibrium allocations. Thus, a plausible process that leads to the core
of a large economy is an acceptable alternative for a process of price formation that
leads to Walrasian equilibrium. Another nice feature of this type of models is that
it seems quite plausible that agents of measure zero behave as price takers in an
economy.

One of the problems encountered in analyzing large economies is that, contrary
to the models with a finite number of agents, not every group of agents can act
as a (recontracting) coalition because of technical problems of measure theory, in
particular since some groups of agents may not be measurable. The combination of
trying to circumvent the technical assumption of measurability and the intention to
construct a process that leads to the core allocations in large economies triggered a
whole line of research. Here we mention Gilles (1990), who focusses on natural large
groups of agents (called primitive coalitions) as the building blocks for coalitions
that can be active in recontracting, and Hammond, Kaneko and Wooders (1989) and
Wooders (1991a, 1991b), who on the contrary focus on small (negligible) coalitions
as the building blocks of the recontracting process.

In the context of finite exchange economies, processes of bilateral trade between
agents in the economy have been defined. This line of research was initiated by
Feldman (1973). It starts from the insight that if two agents repeatedly play a
duopoly with one of them being the price setter and the other one the price taker,
then in the limit they end up with a Pareto efficient allocation. This mechanism drives
the results of Laine (1989). Rubinstein and Wollinski (1985) have introduced a model
with pairwise sequential bargaining in finite economies to describe the process that
leads to an equilibrium. A combination of models of large economies and models of
sequential bargaining can be found in, e.g., Gale (1986a, 1986b) and McLennan and
Sonnenschein (1991)

In this monograph we take an approach that is essentially different from the ones
mentioned above. We analyze exchange economies with hierarchical trade relations.
In Part III we focus on arbitrage in these economies. We speak of arbitrage when an
agent is able to buy certain commodities at a low price on one of his trade relations
on which he behaves as a price taker and can sell those commodities at a high price
on another trade relation on which he is a price taker. In the model of Part III we find
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that if there are "sufficiently many" possibilities for arbitrage in the economy, then
every equilibrium in the economy has uniform prices. Furthermore, we find that if
there are sufficiently many possibilities for arbitrage in the economy and if the agents
in the economy that act as a price setter on all their trade relations have negligible
initial endowments and therefore are unable to use their potential price setting power,
then every equilibrium in the economy corresponds to a Walrasian equilibrium and
vice versa. Therefore we find that, in order to get Walrasian equilibria in markets,
we do not need every agent in the economy to have negligible initial endowments as
in the models of large economies. When there are sufficiently many possibilities for
arbitrage in the economy, it is sufficient that all agents with this type of price setting
power in the economy are negligible.

1.2 The Method of Relational Modelling

The main source of inspiration for the models in this monograph has undoubtedly
been the method of relational modelling. This method is the result of an approach to
economic modelling that emphasizes the "social" environment in which the economic
agents act as decision makers. In many economic models, e.g., the Arrow-Debreu
model, (mathematical) attention is mainly focussed on the individual agents, i.e., the
consumers and the producers. The environment in which they act, the Walrasian
market, is not at all emphasized in the (mathematics of) the model. It is "just"
the social environment in which the model is formalized. The emphasis is on the
agents and, in later research, on the set of commodities and securities in the model.
Although the decision to highlight the agents and the commodities is perfectly under-
standable from the mathematical point of view, it is unsatisfactory from the economic
point of view. For an economist, the choice of the Walrasian market as the institu-
tional environment for the interaction of the individual agents is interesting but not
very realistic. Indeed, one may argue that in the Arrow-Debreu model the main
economic problem is not the specification of the agents, although this aspect is not
very satisfactory either, but the social environment in which the agents operate. The
analysis of different social economic environments is left to the more applied field
of industrial organization. The method of relational modelling aims at making the
social economic environment in which the agents operate as much an explicit part
of the mathematical description of the economy as the description of the economic
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agents. The method of relational modelling is introduced in Gilles and Ruys (1990)
and is elaborated in Gilles (1990). It draws heavily upon a sequence of successive
versions of the tripolar model, also called reconstructive method, as introduced in
Ruys (1974, 1992).

One may argue that in any economic model attention is paid more or less ex-
plicitly to the social environment of the agents. Indeed, for many economic models
making the social environment a separate part of the mathematical description of
an economy may seem a burden that does not add anything to the model. Making
the social economic environment of the agents an explicit and separate part of the
mathematical description of an economy does have its advantages. It seems to open
the road to models from which a number of other economic models result as special
cases. It may lead to models in which the economic environment is no longer given
once and for all. Recent developments in former communist economies once again
stress the importance of economic models that allow for the social economic environ-
ment of the agents to change radically and from there on gradually develop further.
Developments in the social structure of economies playa major role in a number of
non mathematically formulated economic models, as the ones of Marx (1859) and of
Schumpeter (1943). It is felt that making the social environment, or social structure,
of economies a more explicit part of mathematical descriptions of economic models
may lead to formulating economic theories on changes in the social economic structure
of economies.

One of the principles of the method of relational modelling is that the social
economic structure of an economy is to be described separately from the individual
characteristics of the agents in the economy. There are many ways one can think
of to describe the social structure of an economy. For example, one may want to
describe the social structure by the coalitions one allows for in the context of the core
in a (large) economy. This is, sometimes implicitly, the case in Aumann (1964,1966),
Hildenbrand (1974), Gilles and Ruys (1989), Gilles (1990), Wooders (1991a, 1991b)
and Gilles et al. (1992b). For the context of coalition structures we refer to Aumann
and Drese (1974) and for social coalitional equilibria to Ichiishi (1983). Describing
the social structure of an economy by a structure of coalitions is called the coalitional
approach as in Gilles (1990).

As counterpart ofthe coalitional approach, Gilles (1990) introduces the relational
approach. The relational approach describes the social structure of an economy by
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a set of bilateral relations between agents that describe all "communication" pos-
sibilities of the agents in the economy. It is assumed that all these "communica-
tion possibilities" can be described by the use of bilateral relations between agents.
For models in which the relational approach is (implicitly) applied one may think
of Kalai et al. (1978), van den Brink and Gilles (1990), Borm et al. (1991), and

Gilles et al. (1992a).
It seems that just stating the bilateral "communication" relations that exist be-

tween pairs of agents implicitly assumes an institutional context in which these re-
lations are used. It is therefore sensible to make the interpretation of the relations
explicitly by stating their institutional characteristics. Institutional characteristics
state the rules of the game over any single bilateral relation between agents. If we
do so, its seems that some theories on intermediaries are natural examples that fit in

the relational approach.
In this monograph we describe the social structure of the agents in an economy

by a combination of a relational structure and a partition of the set of agents in a
number of hierarchical levels. One may think of models of successive monopolies as in
Machlup and Taber (1960) and Krelle (1976) as implicit examples of this approach in
the field of industrial organization. In this context theories of horizontal and vertical
integration may be interpreted as theories on the dynamics of the social structure of

a set of markets.

We will represent the social structure of an economy by a hierarchical structure.
This hierarchical structure can sometimes be represented by a hierarchy graph and
sometimes by the combination of a relational structure being a connected, simple,
finite graph and a partition of the set of agents in hierarchical levels. For the resulting
hierarchical bilateral relations we define the institutional characteristics.

To conclude the description of the social structure of an economy we will describe
the information structure we assume to hold for the economy. The information struc-
ture can be interpreted as describing the transparency of the economy. For any of the
agents we give the individual characteristics, being the utility function and the initial
endowments. Thus the separation principle of the method of relational modelling is
satisfied since the social structure of the economy and the individual characteristics
of the agent are described separately.

The interdependency principle of the method of relational modelling states that
the social structure of the economy and the individual characteristics of the agents are
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to be interdependent. In this monograph this is achieved through the anticipations
(or conjectures) of the agents in the economy. Therefore, it would not be suitable in
this context to treat the anticipations as exogenously given individual characteristics
of the agents. In our models the anticipations of the agents follow from the interaction
of the social structure of the economy and the individual characteristics of the agents.
The social structure is described by the hierarchical relations and their institutional
characteristics and by the information structure. The individual characteristics of the
agents are described by their utility functions and initial endowments. Thus, both
the separation principle and the interdependency principle of the method of relational
modelling are satisfied in the models of the Parts II and III.

1.3 Institutional Characteristics

In using the method of relational modelling, the first step is to describe the social
structure of the economy separately from the individual agents. In the relational
approach, not to be confused with the method of relational modelling, the social
structure is described by means of a set of bilateral relations between agents. As we
show in Chapter 3, hierarchical structures can be derived from this set of bilateral
relations between agents. Indeed, in this monograph we represent the social structure
of the economy by using a set of hierarchical bilateral relations between agents. This
set of hierarchical relations is not sufficient for a useful description of the social
structure of the economy. In order to obtain a more useful description of the social
economic environment of the agents, we have to specify the economic meaning of the
hierarchical relations. Therefore, we endow the hierarchical relations in the economy
with institutional characteristics. Since in this monograph attention is restricted to
hierarchically structured trade economies, we assume that institutional characteristics
specify the rules of trade between the agents of a bilateral hierarchical trade relation.
We define the institutional characteristic of a hierarchical relation to be such that the
dominating agent can restrict the set of trades over the hierarchical trade relation
that the dominated agent can choose from. The dominating agent, called the leader,
can choose from a certain set of instruments. This set of instruments parametrizes
a collection of sets of net trades between the leader and his follower, the dominated
agent. From this set the latter can choose. In a somewhat more general formulation
we may define institutional characteristics to describe how the choice of instruments
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by the dominating agent restricts the choice set of the dominated agent with respect
to the hierarchical relation. This power of a dominating agent to restrict the choice
set of an agent that is being dominated in some hierarchical relation can sometimes
be used by him in order to make himself better off.

In contexts different from that of the models in this monograph, it may be useful
to define the institutional characteristics of the relations in a different way, since the
above definition may give problems if one wants to describe relations that can (only)

be used to transmit information.

In Section 3.2 the institutional characteristics are introduced formally. We discuss
some examples of institutional characteristics of hierarchical trade relations.

The institutional characteristic associated with monopoly is that of mono price
setting over hierarchical relations. For this characteristic, the monopolist is a price
setter with respect to the other agents. Each of the followers acts as a price taker and
sets the quantities to be traded over the hierarchical relation. The prices for buying a
commodity and for selling it are the same. Still, there are some problems in describ-
ing a monopolist who sets one single price for an entire market of agents. The reason
is that this monopolist is not allowed to engage in third degree price discrimination.
It seems impossible to express this property by just describing the institutional char-
acteristics of the hierarchical trade relations of the monopolist with the individual
consumers in the market. In the model of Chapter 4 this type of problem is solved
by assuming the existence of sufficiently many arbitrage coalitions. In the models of
Chapter 9 and Chapter 10 we exclude third degree price discrimination, i.e., price
differentiation by a monopolist with respect to different submarkets, by assuming
that there are sufficiently many possibilities for arbitrage. For the Walrasian auc-
tioneer we have the same type of problems as for a monopolist without third degree
price discrimination. The well know duopoly model can be interpreted as a model
of trade over one single hierarchical trade relation between two agents that has the
institutional characteristic of mono price setting.

For the institutional characteristic of mono price setting, the leader in a hierarchi-
cal trade relation does not have the possibility to enforce zero trades with his follower.
This is forcefully illustrated in Example 6.3.1. There the impossibility of a leader to
enforce zero trades is a reason for the non existence of an equilibrium. Furthermore,
even if an equilibrium exists, it may lead to involuntary trade for a leader on some

hierarchical trade relation.
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The institutional characteristic of bid and ask prices has some similarities with
that of mono price setting. The main difference is that the dominated agent, who
acts as a price setter, is allowed to set different prices for buying and selling the same
commodity. In the context of trade between two agents in the case of a duopoly, the
institutional characteristics of mono price setting and of bid and ask prices lead to the
same allocation. In the context of "successive duopolies" , as analyzed in Chapter 6 for
mono price setting and in Chapter 8 for bid and ask prices, there is a significant differ-
ence. This difference is illustrated in Example 8.3.3. The institutional characteristic
of bid and ask prices seems to be more suitable for the modelling of intermediaries
than the institutional characteristic of mono price setting is. Furthermore, it enables
the leader in a hierarchical trade relation to enforce "zero trade", thus ensuring that
the leader always trades voluntary over the hierarchical trade relation. The leader
can enforce zero trade by setting the prices he pays for any commodity sold to him
at zero. As a consequence, we find that in the models in Chapter 8 an equilibrium
exists.

The institutional characteristic monopolistic quantity rationing of a hierarchical
trade relation describes the situation in which the dominating agent not only sets
prices for the dominated agent, but also sets maximum amounts the dominated agent
can buy or sell at these prices. The dominated agent acts as a price-rationing taker.
The maximum amount the dominated agent can buy is always larger than or equal
to zero, the same holds for the maximum amount the dominated agent can sell. The
dominating agent can enforce "no trade" by setting the maximum amounts to be
bought or sold over the hierarchical trade relation equal to zero. This characteristic
is introduced in Bohm et al. (1983) and has some similarity with the situation of
rationing in Hahn (1978) and Gale (1978) as discussed in Section 2.3. In the model
of Hahn the dominated agent is assumed to have anticipations about how he can
influence the rations if he is willing to pay higher prices for the commodities he buys
or to accept lower prices for the commodities he sells.

Finally, we mention the institutional characteristic of take-it-or-Ieave-it offers. It
describes the situation in which the dominating agent offers some trade bundle for
the dominated agent. The dominated agent may choose either to accept the proposed
bundle of net trades, or not to trade at all with his leader. The leader can enforce
"no trade" by proposing the empty trade bundle.
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1.4 Information Structures

In the previous section the concept of institutional characteristics of hierarchical
relations is discussed. Institutional characteristics are described in a restrictive way,
as to allow for a certain class of trading rules over hierarchical relations only.

In describing the social economic structure of an economy, it does not suffice to
describe the institutional characteristics of the hierarchical trade relations. An im-
portant part of the description of the economic environment of the agents is specified
by the knowledge of each of the agents about the economy. In some models it is sen-
sible to describe the knowledge or information of every single agent as an individual
characteristic of that agent. In the context of the method of relational modelling
this amounts to assuming that the specification of knowledge is exogenously given
and independent of the relational structure of the economy. This is not the road
we pursue in this monograph. We state rules that describe the knowledge of the
agents in the economy about the economy as a function of the hierarchical structure
of the economy. Furthermore, we assume that the information each agent has about
the actions of the other agents in the economy is also a function of the hierarchical
structure of the economy. Consequently, as in the case of institutional characteristics
of hierarchical relations, these rules are to be a part of the description of the social
structure of the economy.

The set of rules that state how the knowledge of the agents about the economy
and about the actions of the other agents follows from the hierarchical structure of
the economy, is called the information structure of the economy. The term infor-
mation structure is inspired by its use in Basar and Olsder (1982). In the context
of dynamic games they use information structures to describe in any point in time
the knowledge of each agent about the history of the game up to that point. The
agents are assumed not to have any knowledge (certainty) about the development
of the game in the periods to come. The total play of a game is described by the
description of the state of the game in any point in time from its beginning until its
ending. In this context, the information structure as described by Basar and Olsder,
can be generalized to describe at any point of time the part of the play of the game
that is known to the players. In our use of the term information structure we no
longer assume the knowledge of the players about the actions of (some of) the other
players to have the interpretation of knowledge about the history of the game. In a
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dynamic interpretation of the game it may also contain information about parts of
the future. Another difference with Baqar and Olsder is that we do not assume the
description of the economy to be common knowledge.

In this monograph, we consider static models, some of which have a dynamic in-
terpretation. As indicated above, we use the information structures of the economies
to describe what each of the agents in the economy knows about the state of the econ-
omy as described by the actions of the other agents in the economy. Additionally, we
assume that the information structure also describes the knowledge the agents have
about the hierarchical structure of the economy, about the individual characteristics
of the (other) agents in the economy, and about the institutional characteristics of
the hierarchical trade relations in the economy.

The information structure is then used to derive what the agents anticipate the
consequences of a change in their actions to be for the actions of other agents in the
economy. These anticipations, which we sometimes refer to as conjectures, are then
used to derive the actions that each single agent anticipates to be optimal for him for
a given state of the economy. Indeed, we only need the information structure of the
economy to be able to derive the anticipations of the agents from the description of
the economy. Therefore, we sometimes identify the collection of anticipations of the
agents as derived from the information structure in the economy with the information
structure itself.

Three information structures are considered, namely the local information struc-
ture, the downstream information structure, and the subgraph information structure.
The local information structure describes a situation in which the agents have very
limited information, both about the economy and about the actions of the other
agents in the economy. It is interpreted as describing economies with an extremely
low transparency. Both under the downstream and the subgraph information struc-
tures, the agents in the economy are assumed to have more information about the
economy. The agents are assumed to know "almost as much" as they implicitly know
in the corresponding model in the context of subgame perfect equilibrium. Under the
subgraph information structures the agents are, amongst others, assumed to know
the given actions of the agents in their subgraph. Under the downstream informa-
tion structure they do not know these given actions. Both the subgraph and the
downstream information structure are used to describe economies that are highly
transparent.
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1.5 Conjectures

In the previous two sections we described the social structure of an economy by
means of the hierarchical relations in the economy and the information structure. In
the present section we discuss the conjectures or anticipations of the agents. In our
models the anticipations of the agents ensure that the interdependency principle of
the method of relational modelling is satisfied. The anticipations of the agents link
the description of the social structure of the economy to the individual characteristics
of the agents, as to generate behavior in the economy.

One may argue that the anticipations of the agents in the economy ought to
be described as individual characteristics of the agents. This is done, more or less
explicitly, in, e.g., Hahn (1978), Vind (1983), and Hellwig and Leininger (1987). In
the models of Hahn and Vind the anticipations of the agents are exogenously given,
although Vind gives an example in which the anticipations, called expectations, are a
function of the structure of the bilateral trade relations in the economy. In Chapter 2
we discuss this aspect at great length and discuss the corresponding models.

The anticipations link the social structure of an economy with the individual
characteristics of the agents. This seems to make sense, since if some agent is placed
in a different social economic environment, he will adapt his anticipations about the
consequences of his actions to the new environment. This change in anticipations
may even result in a change in the behavior of the agent in the different situations
that may arise. A vivid example of this type of situation is found when one goes on
holiday in a foreign country. This not only makes it often necessary to speak a foreign
language, but the different laws in the foreign country may also make it appropriate
to change ones behavior in order to stay out of trouble.

The anticipations of the agents influence their behavior and therefore ought to
be playing a role in the optimization problem of the agents, either implicitly or
explicitly. One way to achieve this goal can be found in the theory of social situations
of Greenberg (1990). We take a somewhat different approach to the problem. In our
approach agents may anticipate effects as a consequence of their actions that would
not actually occur. This problem most clearly arises in models that have the local

information structure.

From the optimization problems the agents may face, we can derive their strate-
gies. Unfortunately these strategies are not always well defined as a function of every
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possible state. Since we describe equilibrium in terms of feasible states that each
agent anticipates to be feasible and no single agent anticipates to be able to im-
prove upon, we do not need to specify strategies for every state of the economy. The
strategies need only be well defined for a certain subset of the set of states.

1.6 Equilibrium

In economics, the general equilibrium model in the tradition of Arrow and Debreu is
one of the standard models, although the general equilibrium model does have some
weaknesses. One of the weaknesses is the equilibrium concept that is used in the
modeL There are consumers and firms, all of whom act as price takers. The prices
in the version of the model in Debreu (1959) are, however, not chosen by any of the
agents in the modeL This makes the model in some sense inconsistent. It either
means that the model has at least one implicit, and therefore not modelled, agent,
or the agents are modelled in a way that is inconsistent within the modeL

In general equilibrium models, the problem that no agent sets the prices is some-
times solved by adding the Walrasian auctioneer to the economy, as for example in
Arrow and Debreu (1954). The auctioneer is assumed to be a price setting agent who
takes the quantities the other agents in the economy want to buy and sell as given
and sets his prices for "the market" in order to maximize his profits from these trades.
The other agents, as before, act as price takers. An equilibrium in the economy is a
Nash equilibrium in the game with a price setting auctioneer and with price taking
consumers and firms.

Introducing the auctioneer in this way solves the problem where the prices come
from. It introduces another problem, that of how the equilibrium in the economy is
obtained. The Nash equilibrium is a situation that is feasible and in which no single
agent wants to change his actions. It is by no means clear how it is reached in the
economy. Therefore, in the model with the auctioneer, one implicitly assumes there
exists a dynamic process as a result of which the Nash equilibrium is obtained. We
refer to this type of situation as a situation with implicit dynamics. In Walras (1874)
it is assumed that the equilibrium is achieved by the tatonnement process. This
process lowers the relative prices of the commodities in excess supply in the economy
and increases the prices of the commodities that are in excess demand. As mentioned
before, in Van der Laan and Talman (1987) a converging alternative for the process
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is provided that retains the basic intuition of the tatonnement process.
In the economic models as introduced in this monograph, we seem to have solved

the problems with "implicit agents", with prices that come up from nowhere. Un-
fortunately we have not been that successful with respect to the implicit dynamics
of the models we analyze. Only in the models of Chapter 8 and we have been able
to give a dynamic interpretation of an exchange process that discloses some of the

implicit dynamics.
We say that a tuple of actions of the agents in the economy is an equilibrium if

the following three conditions hold:

1. [A nticipated Feasibility}
The equilibrium tuple is anticipated to be feasible by each agent in the economy.

2. [Stability}
The equilibrium actions of each agent are maximal with respect to the set of
actions this agent anticipates to be feasible.

3. [Actual Feasibility}
The consumption bundle an agent anticipates to end up with in equilibrium is
attainable at equilibrium.

For some of the models in Part II and in Part III, actual feasibility is implied by
anticipated feasibility and stability. If actual feasibility does not follow from antic-
ipated feasibility and stability, then we have some kind of implicit dynamics in the
model. This is the case in the models of Chapter 6, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. In
the models of the Parts II and III we have eliminated the implicit agents from our
models. In Chapter 8 we have succeeded in formulating a dynamic exchange process
that makes (some of) the implicit dynamics explicit.

1.7 Summary

In this monograph we analyze the consequences of limitations on the possibilities
of the agents to trade, for the outcomes in an exchange economy. We model these
limitations by assuming the agents to be organized in a hierarchical trade structure.
Therefore we focus on analyzing hierarchically structured trade economies. A hier-
archically structured trade economy consists of three main elements. The first is the
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hierarchical structure. It describes between which of the agents a bilateral trade rela-
tion exists. Since we restrict ourselves to finite economies, the hierarchical structure
can be represented by a directed graph. When needed, this directed graph can be
extended with an echelon partition which partitions the set of agents in a number
of hierarchical levels. The second element of the definition describes the individual
characteristics of the agents of the economy. Each of the agents, in our case con-
sumers, is described by a utility function and a vector of initial endowments. The
third and last element of the definition of a hierarchically structured trade economy
describes of the trade rules on the hierarchical trade relations by means of institu-
tional characteristics.

This monograph consists of three parts. The first part contains of the Chapters
2, 3 and 4 and discusses some of the relevant literature. Part II consists of the
Chapters 5 to 8 and is about exchange economies that have a hierarchical tree as
their hierarchical structure. A hierarchical tree is a hierarchical structure that has a
tree structure and in which exactly one agent is not dominated by another agent in
any of his trade relations. This part consist of the Chapters 5 to 8. The Chapters 9
and 10 form the last part, Part III, which focusses on exchange economies in which
the hierarchical structure allows for arbitrage. By arbitrage we mean that an agent
can by some commodity for a relatively low price and sell it for a relatively high price,
thus making a profit from its position as an intermediary.

The present chapter, Chapter 1, does not belong to any of the three parts. It
explains the background of the models in the Parts II and III and of the hows and
whys of the, sometimes unconventional, choices that are made. It introduces the
key concepts that are used in the economic models, provides some intuition for these
concepts, and describes the principles of economic modelling that are at the basis of
these models.

Part I: Preliminaries

In Chapter 2 we review of the conjectural approach to economic modelling. We
start the chapter with a brief description of the general equilibrium models as formu-
lated in Debreu (1959). Then we discuss the model of monopolistic competition of
Negishi (1961), and the model of conjectural equilibrium as formulated in Hahn (1978)
and discussed in Gale (1978). Finally, we discuss the concepts of equilibrium with co-
ordination and of exchange institutions as introduced in Vind (1983) and commented
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on in Spanjers (1990).

In the model of monopolistic competition of Negishi (1961), some firms are as-
sumed to act monopolistically competitive with respect to some of the commodities
in the economy. The production vector a firm chooses depends the vector of market
prices it anticipates to result for this production vector. Negishi assumes that the
monopolistically competitive firms in the economy anticipate the prices to react as a
linear function of the state of the economy and the quantities they buy or sell.

In the setting of conjectural equilibrium, as introduced in Hahn (1978) and de-
scribed in Gale (1978), the importance of what agents anticipate to be the conse-
quence of their actions is once again recognized. It is assumed that agents anticipate
the prices they will face on the market to be a function of the market signals they
receive and the actions they take. Where Negishi rather arbitrarily assumes the antic-
ipated market prices to be a linear function, we now have that the anticipated market
prices, called conjectures, are arbitrary exogenously given functions. A conjectural
equilibrium is an outcome in an exchange economy for a given set of agents with their
utility functions, their initial endowments, and their conjectures.

The concept of equilibrium with coordination as introduces in Vind (1983) pro-
vides a framework that allows the anticipations of the agents to be about both prices
and quantities. Indeed the anticipations, called expectations, describe for each of the
agents how he anticipates proposed changes in the state of the economy to affect the
state that will eventually result. Once again, these expectations are assumed to be

exogenously given.

Vind also provides an example of an economy with exchange institutions in which
the expectations of the agents are no longer exogenously given, but follow from the
structure of the economy. The expectations are derived from the set of exchange
institutions by a fixed and predetermined rule. Therefore, one might argue, in this
example the expectations of the agents are determined endogenously. In the Parts
II and III of this monograph, this line is followed. The anticipations of the agents
are represented by anticipated net trade correspondences. These correspondences are
not about the prices the agents anticipate to result, but about the net trade bundles
they anticipate to face as a function of, amongst others, the prices they set. These
net trade bundles are derived from the hierarchical structure of the economy, from
the individual characteristics of (some of) the agents, the institutional characteristics

of the relations, and the transparency of the economy.
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In Chapter 3 we discuss the relational approach to economic modelling. The relational
approach aims at describing social structures by a set of bilateral relations. First we
discuss the method of relational modelling as introduced in Gilles and Ruys (1990).
We interpret their application of the method of relational modelling as a scheme of
how to aggregate (large) populations of agents. A population of agents consist of a
(large) set agents and a set of bilateral communication links, called relations, between
some of the agents. The aggregation process is such that it neither adds nor deletes
essential communication links. The aggregation process is illustrated by an example
from Gilles and Ruys (1990).

Next we discuss the trade structures we use in our models. To describe the trade
structure of an exchange economy with bilateral communication and trade links we
use concepts from graph theory. We describe the structures of communication links
and trade relations by means of a hierarchical structure over the set of agents. Then
we introduce the concept of institutional characteristics of hierarchical relations to
describe the economic interpretation of the hierarchical trade relations. Thus the
institutional characteristic of a trade relation describes the rules of trade over this
particular relation.

We end Part I by Chapter 4. In Chapter 4 we discuss and reformulate the model of
Gilles (1989, 1990). Gilles starts from a structure of communication links on a finite
set of agents. The structure of communication links that can be represented by a
undirected graph. From this relational structure Gilles sets out to develop a model
that endogenously determines which of the communication links develop into trade
relations and which tuple of net trade vectors, price vectors and allocations conse-
quently result from the trade process. The model has two stages. In the first stage
it is determined which of the communication links develop into trade relations. In
the second stage the outcomes of the exchange economy with the structure of trade
relations, as it follows from the first stage, is determined. We discuss the solution
Gilles chooses for the second stage of the model, i.e., after the choice which of the
communication link become trade relations is made. He assumes, as we for the main
part do, that hierarchical trade relations are ordinary price setting relations, which
we call mono price setting relations, between the leader and the follower. Further-
more, we assume that there is a set of informal arbitrage coalitions in the exchange
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economy. An arbitrage coalition is a set of agents that can profit from differences in
the price vectors that are set for its members by those of their leaders that are not
also a member of the coalition. Equilibrium tuples of net trade vectors, price vectors
and consumption bundles are defined. One of the conditions for equilibrium is that
the equilibrium tuple is arbitrage proof with respect to the set of (informal) arbitrage

coalitions.

Part II: Hierarchical Trees

In the second part of this monograph models of exchange economies are developed
that have a hierarchical tree as their hierarchical structure. A hierarchical tree is a
hierarchical structure with a tree structure in which only one agent is not dominated
in any trade relation with any other agent. Furthermore, since it has a tree structure,
a hierarchical tree is minimal with respect to (weak) connectedness. Deleting any sin-
gle hierarchical relation would (weakly) disconnect the economy. A hierarchical tree
may result from the first phase of the model of Chapter 4.

In Chapter 5 we address problem of the existence of an equilibrium in a hierar-
chically structured trade economies. We try to prove the existence of an equilibrium
by using the concept of equilibrium with coordination. We analyze the economies
that are of low transparency. This is represented by assuming the local information
structure for the economy. Unfortunately we find that the existence theorem for equi-
librium in a social system with coordination as stated in Chapter 2, is not sufficiently
powerful to solve the existence problem. By applying a different line of proof we find
an existence theorem with very restrictive conditions. We also provide an example
of non existence of equilibrium in this model.

In Chapter 6 we tackle the problem of the existence of an equilibrium in way that
is similar to the adopted in theories of successive monopolies. We build a model of
hierarchically structured trade economies that is similar to that of Chapter 5 and
solve it by backward induction. To be able to use backward induction, we need the
economy to be of high transparency. This is described by the downstream information
structure. Unfortunately, we encounter a problem of non existence of equilibrium.
Essentially, we find that in our models the top agent in the economy, i.e., the unique
agent that is not dominated on any of his trade relations, may have no actions avail-
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able to him that would enable him to fulfil his obligation to provide the commodities
demanded by his direct followers in the hierarchical tree. This problem is caused by
the top agent not having a no trade option. We illustrate this non existence of an
equilibrium in Example 6.3.1. This example also illustrates that, even if an equilib-
rium exists, the top agent may not trade voluntary. Two other examples are given in
which an equilibrium in the hierarchically structure trade economy does exists, and
we briefly discuss the efficiency properties of the equilibria.

In Chapter 7 we discuss an example of an economy with classes. In the economy
we have a class of producers, a class of workers and a class of capitalists. We assume
that the hierarchical structure of the economy may change, but that the underlying
structure of undirected trade relations remains the same. We assume that changes
in the hierarchical structure may occur if they are Pareto improving if side payments
are allowed for. Interestingly, we end up with a hierarchical structure of the economy
that can not be attained in the first stage of the model of Gilles (1989). Furthermore,
the model gives a stylized description of the changes in the division of power over the
classes that have taken place in Western societies over the last centuries.

In Chapter 8, the problem of the existence of an equilibrium is solved for a hier-
archically structured trade economy with the downstream information structure, by
endowing the hierarchical trade relations in the economy with other institutional
characteristics. We no longer assume that the leader in a trade relation acts as an
ordinary price setter, as described by the institutional characteristic of mono price
setting, but that he can differentiate the prices for buying and for selling commodi-
ties. He is allowed to set bid and ask prices. Thus, we not only model the agents
in the economy more accurately as intermediaries, we also solve the problem of the
existence of an equilibrium. This is, amongst others, a consequence of the top agent
having a no trade option.

We provide three examples of equilibrium in a hierarchically structured trade
economy with bid and ask prices. In the first two examples we find that equilibria
with bid and ask prices are the same as in the corresponding economy wit mono price
setting. The third example shows it is not in general the case that equilibria with
mono price setting and voluntary trade for the top agent in the economy, are also
equilibria in the corresponding economy with bid and ask prices.
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Finally, we show that in this model of an exchange economy we can explicitly
model the trade process as, e.g., in Funk (1990). We describe a trade process with
inside money, where each agent accepts "l-'Owe-You's" of his direct leader in the

hierarchical structure.

Part III: Hierarchical Structures with Arbitrage

In the third and last part of this monograph we model arbitrage in a context of hier-
archically structured trade economies. By arbitrage we mean that an agent can buy
commodities at a low price and sell them at a higher price, thus making profits. We
show that if there are sufficiently many possibilities for arbitrage in the economy, then
each equilibrium has a tuple of uniform price vectors. It is shown that under the ad-
ditional assumption that all agents "of the highest hierarchical level" have negligible
initial endowments, then every equilibrium corresponds to a Walrasian equilibrium
and vice versa. Thus we show that, unlike in Chapter 4, we do not need a structure
of arbitrage coalitions for the second theorem of welfare economics to hold, or even

to have equivalence with Walrasian equilibrium.

In Chapter 9 we analyze economies of low transparency, we assume the local in-
formation structure. We prove theorems on the existence of equilibrium and we show
that agents of that are not dominated in the hierarchical structure may be rationed
in equilibrium. The reason for this is that they have no possibility to coordinate the
trades with their respective followers. Indeed, as we found in the models of the Chap-
ters 5 and 6, it need not be profitable to be undominated in the hierarchical structure.
In this chapter we show that for the types of consumers we consider, the conventional
Walrasian auctioneer can be replaced by a Walrasian monopolist who cannot differ-
entiate prices and who has negligible initial endowments. This result is used to show
that if there are sufficiently many possibilities for arbitrage in the economy, and the
initial endowments of the agents that are undominated in the hierarchical structure
of the economy are negligible, then every equilibrium in the economy corresponds to
a Walrasian equilibrium and vice versa. The reason for this is that the feasibility
condition for equilibrium "solves" the coordination problems in the economy.

In Chapter 10 we investigate economies that are extremely transparent, we assume
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the subgraph information structure. As before we find that if there are sufficiently
many possibilities for arbitrage, then an equilibrium in the economy exists. Once
again, if additionally the initial endowments of the agents of the highest hierarchical
level in the economy are negligible, then we have Walrasian equivalence. We may
also hve equilibria that describe an economy in which some agents that do not have
a direct leader in the hierarchical structure seem to be rationed. In particular, the
rationing is such that for some commodities some agents seem to be rationed in their
net supply, whereas others seem to be rationed in their net demand of the same com-
modity. Still, it may pay to off be of the top hierarchical level. This is the case if the
highest hierarchical level consists of one agent only. Depending on the structure of re-
lations in the economy, this single top agent can act as a monopolist with or without
the possibility for price differentiation, with respect to the remainder of the econ-
omy. Thus, we may have Walrasian equilibrium, monopoly equilibrium or monopoly
equilibrium with price differentiation, depending on the hierarchical structure of the
economy and the initial endowments of the agents of the highest hierarchical level.
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Chapter 2

The Conjectural Approach:
Anticipations on Prices and
Actions

In this chapter we discuss the line of research of what we call the conjectural ap-
proach. In the first section we start with a quick review of the general equilibrium
model in the tradition of Walras (1874) and Arrow and Debreu (1954). In the model
in Debreu (1959) the process of price formation remains unmodelled whereas the an-
ticipations of the economic agents concerning the consequences of their actions seem
to be rather naive. As is well known, the prices are anticipated by the agents not to
change as a consequence of the quantities the agents may buy or sell on the market.
In theories of large atomless economies an environment is described in which the
individual agents are negligible. In this context they rightly assume the quantities
they buy and sell do not influence the market price. If one does not want to make
the assumption of small agents, then it seems appropriate to make explicit what the
agents anticipate to be the consequences of (a change in) their actions.

In Section 2.2 we review and discuss a general equilibrium model with monopo-
listic competition. The first general equilibrium model in which the anticipations of
some of the agents in the economy play an important role is the model of monopolis-
tic competition of Negishi (1961). Negishi formulates a model with monopolistically
competitive firms. Each of these firms is able to produce certain commodities and de-
termines how much to produce of them. In determining what amount to produce, the
firm is assumed to have anticipations with respect to the prices that will consequently
result in the market. These anticipated prices are given by the "subjective inverse

35
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demand function" of the firm. These functions are assumed to give the anticipated
prices as linear functions of the quantity produced and the state of the economy.

In Hahn (1978) and Gale (1978) the approach of Negishi (1961) is generalized, in
the context of pure exchange economies, to the concept of conjectural equilibrium.
The models of conjectural equilibrium in Gale (1978) are discussed in Section 2.3.
In these models the anticipations of each of the agents in the economy are about
the market prices and depend upon the market signals the agent receives from the
market and the net trades he plans to have on the market. The market signals an
agent receives are the current market price and the maximum amounts he can buy
and sell at the market at given prices.

Each agent is assumed to have a conjecture, which is a function, that describes the
price the agent anticipates to result as a function of the net trades he plans to have
with the market if these trades exceed the limits on buying and selling. A conjectural
equilibrium is a tuple of market prices and net trades such that:

1. The market clears.

2. The net trades of each agent are anticipated by this agent to be optimal for
him.

3. For each agent the conjectured market price at equilibrium equals the equilib-

rium market price.

Since the conjectures are assumed to be such that each agent anticipates the market
prices not to change as long as his net trades remain between the indicated bounds,
assumptions can be made under which the Walrasian equilibrium is one of the con-
jectural equilibria. Furthermore we discuss the concept of rational conjectures as

introduced in Hahn (1978) and reviewed in Gale (1978).
In Section 2.4 we discuss the concept of equilibrium with coordination as intro-

duced in Vind (1983). The concept of equilibrium with coordination can be inter-
preted as a generalization of a conjectural equilibrium. In the model of Vind, called a
social system with coordination, the anticipations of the agents, called expectations,
are exogenously given functions. An expectation function describes what state an
agent anticipates to result if in some given state it is tried to reach some other state.
The state of the economy is described by the actions of all agents in the economy. So
in this model the anticipations of the agents in the economy may be more than just
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the market price that may result. An equilibrium in a social system with coordination
is a state such that:

1. It is attainable for each agent in the economy, given the equilibrium sta.te.

2. There does not exist a state different from the equilibrium state, which is such
that each agent who observes an intended change from the equilibrium state
to this state anticipates it to result in a state which is feasible from his point
of view, given the equilibrium state, and preferred by him to the equilibrium
state.

We show that the theorems on th~ existence of an equilibrium in a social system with
co-ordination as given in Vind (1983, Theorem 3) and Keiding (1985) are not correct.
Using the proof of Keiding (1985) we prove a correct version of his theorem on the
existence of equilibrium in a social system with co-ordination.

In the fifth and last section of this chapter we discuss the concept of an equilib-
rium in an economy with exchange institutions. This concept is also introduced in
Vind (1983). The model of an economy with (bilateral) exchange institutions is an
example of a model in which the expectations of the agents are not assumed to be
exogenously given but are derived from the structure of the economy. The model of
Vind is amended to ensure that all agents pa.rticipa.te voluntary in the economy with
exchange institutions. Furthermore, a proof of a theorem being similar to Vind (1983,
Theorem 5) is given, using the existence theorem of Section 2.4. This line of proof
can also be used to prove Vind (1983, Theorem 5), the proof of which is invalidated
by the error in Vind (1983, Theorem 3).

2.1 The General Equilibrium Model

In this section we describe the general equilibrium model of an economy with produc-
tion or, following the terminology of Debreu (1959), of a private ownership economy.
This economy consists of a finite number of agents, being consumers and firms. There
are a finite number of commodities. Each of the agents is described by his individual
characteristics. The individual characteristics of a consumer are his utility function,
his initial endowments of the commodities, and his shares in the profits of the firms
in the economy. The firms in the economy are characterized by their production
possibility sets. This leads to the following formal definition.
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Definition 2.1.1 A Private Ownership Economy with I commodities is a tuple

E:= « C, F), {Ui,Wi, {(lij};EFliEC, {Y;}jEF), where:

1. C is the set of competitive consumers.

2. F is the set of competitive firms.

3. U, : R~ -+ R is the utility function of consumer i E C.

4. Wi E R~ is the initial endowment of consumer i E C.

5. {lij E [0,1] is the share of consumer i E C in the profits of firm i E F. For each
j E F it holds that L:iEC {Iii = 1.

6. Y; c R' is the set of production possibilities of firm j E F.

Let us define L to be the set of commodities, i.e., L := {I, ... , I}. We use Y := L:jEF Y;
to denote the total production set of the private ownership economy.

Assumption 2.1.2 Let E be a Private Ownership Economy. For each consumer
i E C it holds that:

1. U, is a continuous, strictly increasing and strictly quasi concave function.

2. Wi ~ O.

For each producer j E F it holds that:

1. 0 E Y;.

2. Y is closed and convex.

3. Yn(-Y)c{O}.

4. Y:J R~.

In Assumption 2.1.2 we make assumptions concerning the utility functions of the
consumers in the economy which are more restrictive than the assumptions on the
preferences made in Debreu (1959). The assumptions on the utility functions are all
technical assumptions. The strict monotonicity states that "more is always better",
which at best is a crude abstraction of reality. The continuity of the utility function
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ensures that only an arbitrary small change in the value of the utility function results
from a sufficiently small change in the consumption bundle. Strict quasi concavity
implies that each consumption bundle that is a convex combination of two bundles
that yield the same utility level, yields a higher utility level. These assumptions

enable us to have Wi E R~ instead of Wi E R~+ without destroying the result on
existence of equilibrium. Some of the assumptions on the production possibility sets
are quite natural. Firstly, we have the technical assumption that the set Y is closed
and convex. 0 E Y; for each j E F implies that each firm has the possibility of
being inactive, i.e., not to engage in production at all. We also have the property of
free disposal for the economy as a whole, which results from the combination of the
convexity of Y and the assumption that Y C R~. Finally production is irreversible
as follows from Y n (-Y) C {u}.

Throughout this monograph we use S':" := {z E R~ I L~=1Zi} to denote the
I-dimensional unit simplex.

Definition 2.1.3 A Price-Allocation-Production Tuple in a private ownership
economy E is a tuple (p, z , y) E S'-1 X R~xl X RFxl where:

1. p E S'-1 is the vector of market prices.

2. Z := (Zi)iEC E R~xl is an allocation, where Zi denotes the consumption bundle
of consumer i E C.

9. Y := (Yi )iEF E RFxl is a tuple of production vectors, where Yi is the production
vector of firm j E F.

Each consumer i E C has a budget correspondence Bi : S'-1 X RFxl :::: R~ which
for each vector of market prices p E S'-1 and production vector Y E RFxl gives the
set of allocations which are attainable for consumer i.

Definition 2.1.4 The Budget Correspondence of consumer i E C in the econ-
omy is a correspondence Bi : S'-1 x RFxl :::: R~ such that:

Bi(p,y) = {Zi E R~ I v- Zi S r- Wi + L Bi;(P' Yin·
iEF
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The decision problem of consumer i E C is to maximize the value of his utility
function over the set of allocations that are attainable for him at given market prices
p and the tuple of production vectors y, i.e.

max U;(z;).
"',EB,(p,lI)

The decision problem of firm j E F is to choose its profit maximizing production
bundle from its production possibility set. The decision problem of the firm j E F
at given market prices p E s':' is:

max P'Yi'
IIjEYj

An equilibrium in an economy with production is a state that is feasible and in which
no agent anticipates to have actions available to him that make him better off. Since
all agents in the economy are assumed to take the market price as given, this leads
to the following definition of an equilibrium.

Definition 2.1.5 An Equilibrium in the private ownership economy E is a tuple

(PO,(Zi);EC, (yj)iEF) E S'-1 X (TI;EC X;) x (TIiEF Y;) such that:

1. For each i E C it holds that z: E argmax""EB,(p',II') U;(z;).

2. For each j E F it holds that yj E argmaxlIjEYj p•. Yi'

In each private ownership economy that satisfies Assumption 2.1.2 an equilibrium
exists as is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1.6 In a private ownership economy E:= ((C, F), {U;,w;, {8;j}jEFhEC,
{Yi}iEF) that satisfies Assumption 2.1.2 an equilibrium exists.

This theorem is a direct consequence of Debreu (1959, pp. 83-84).
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2.2 Monopolistic Competition

The model with monopolistic competition by Negishi (1961) is the first general equi-
librium model in which some firms do not behave as price takers. These firms, referred
to as monopolistically competitive firms, regard themselves as being in Cournot com-
petition in some of the input or output markets at which they are active. For sim-
plicity it is assumed that in each market at most one firm behaves monopolistically
competitive.

It is assumed that the monopolistically competitive firms do not know how the
prices in the relevant markets react on (changes in) the amounts they decide to buy
or sell in these markets. Each agent is assumed to have some anticipations about
how his actions may change the prices in a certain market relative to the prices in
the other markets in the economy. The anticipations of an agent with respect to a
certain market are described by his "subjective inverse demand function" for that
market. This function is assumed to be linear and decreasing with respect to the
amount sold (buying is modelled as selling a negative amount) at the relevant market.
It turns out that under very mild assumptions an equilibrium exists in the general
equilibrium model of the previous section in when some firms behave monopolistically
competitive.

Definition 2.2.1 An Economy with Monopolistic Competition with I com-
modities is a tuple E:= ((C, F", pm), {Ui,Wi, {8ii}iEF<UF"'};EC, {Yi}iEF<UF"') where

1. C is the set of competitive consumers in the economy.

2. F" is the set of competitive firms in the economy. These firms all behave as
price takers on each market in the economy.

9. F": is the set of monopolistically competitive firms.

4· Ui : R~ ~ R is the utility function of consumer i E C.

5. Wi E R~ is the vector of initial endowments of consumer i E C.

6. 8ii E [0,1 J is the share of consumer i E C in the profits of firm j E F" U F'": It
holds that L'EC 8ii = 1.

7. lj C RI is the set of production possibilities of producer j E FC U r=.
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The model of an economy with monopolistic competition is to a large extend the
same as Debreu's model of a private ownership economy in the previous section. In
an economy with production we only had competitive firms, here we have added
some monopolistically competitive firms. As before we define L to be the set of
commodities, i.e., L: = {I, ... , I}.

The interpretation of the individual characteristics of the consumers and on the
productions possibilities sets of the firms are as before.

Instead of Assumption 2.1.2 we make the following assumption.

Assumption 2.2.2 Let E be an economy with monopolistic competition. For each
consumer i E C it holds that

1. U, is continuous, strictly increasing and strictly quasi concave.

2. Wi ~O.

For each firm k E Fe U F'" it holds that

2. Ylo is convex.

3. Ylo is compact.

For each j, h E t= with j :f h it holds that u! n Mh = 0, where Mj denotes the
set of commodities on the markets of which firm j E F'" behaves monopolistically
competitive.

The assumption that for each i, h E F"' with j :f h it holds that Mj n Mh = 0
ensures that no two or more firms behave monopolistica.lly competitive with respect
to the same market. This assumption is made, as in Negishi (1961), for the sake of
mathematical simplicity.

Definition 2.2.3 A Price-Demand-Allocation-Production Tuple in an econ-
omy with monopolistic competition E is a tuple (p,d,x,y) E S'-1 x RF-xl X R~xl X

R(F<UF~)xl where

1. P E S'-l is a vector of market prices.
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2. d := (di)iEF'" E RF"'xl is a tuple of net trade vectors, where for Ie E Mi the
number dill denotes the the total demand firm j faces on market Ie with respect to
which he is a monopolistically competitive firm, and where dill = 0 for Ie f/. Mi.

9. Z := (Zi)iEC E R~xl is an allocation, where Zi denote the consumption bundle
of consumer i E C.

4. y := (Yi)iEF<UF", E R(F<UF"')xl is a tuple of production vectors, where Yi is the
production vector of firm j E F" U E'",

The budget correspondences of the consumers are the same as before, and once again
depend upon the market prices and the production vectors of the firms in the economy
as is seen by the following definition.

Definition 2.2.4 The Budget Correspondence of consumer i E C is a corre-
spondence s.. SI-l x R(F<UF"')xl :::: R~ such that

Bi(p,Y)={ZER~ Ip·z ~ P'Wi+ L 8ij·(p·Yj)}·
jEF"'uF<

Since the monopolistically competitive firms no longer behave as price takers, we have
to model how they anticipate the prices to change as a function of their supply (or
demand) on the market. This is modelled by the subjective inverse demand functions
of the individual monopolistically competitive firms.

Definition 2.2.5 The Subjective Inverse Demand Function of firm j E F":
with respect to commodity Ie E Mi is a continuous function qjlc: R X SI-l X R -+ R

such that for each YjlcE R, p E SI-1 and djll E R:

The above definition states the following. Let j E F": be a firm that behaves mo-
nopolistically competitive in the market for good Ie E u«. The firm j anticipates the
prices in the market for good Ie to be a continuous function of the amount of good Ie
it produces, of the vector of prices in the economy, and of the total demand of good
Ie it faces in the market. Furthermore firm j anticipates the price in the market for
good Ie not to change if it produces exactly the amount of commodity Ie it faces as
total demand in this market.
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In the above definition we typically find that for a change of supply of some
commodity k E u! by producer j E F": the anticipated vector of market prices is
no longer in the l-dimensional unit simplex of prices. However, since the objective
function of the producers in the economy is homogenous of degree one in prices, it is
not necessary to rescale the resulting vector of prices to be in the unit simplex. This
would not make any difference in the outcomes of the model but it would make the
notation much less transparent.

The following assumption states that each subjective inverse demand function
qjl, is a linear function of the supply Yjlr. by firm i of commodity k, Furthermore it
is assumed that qjlr. is decreasing in Yjlr.. Assuming the (first) derivative of qjlr. with
respect to Yjlr. to be negative is natural. Assuming linearity in the functional speci-
fication of qjlr. in Assumption 2.2.6 allows the anticipated prices to become negative.

The assumption that qjlr. is decreasing in Yilr. ensures that, in case commodity k is
an output of firm i. a negative price for the commodity is only anticipated in the
case of what seems to firm j to be excessive supply. In the case that commodity k
is an input, however, this specification may lead to the strange situation that firm k
anticipates the price of commodity j to become negative if he decreases his demand
for it to a level at which it still is positive. Firm j might actually anticipate to get
both some amount of input j and some additional purchasing power.

Assumption 2.2.6 For every j E F'" it holds that for each k E u! the subjective
inverse demand function qjlr. is both linear and decreasing in Yil" i.e., there exist
functions ailr.: SI-1 x R -+ R __ and bile: SI-l X R -+ R, such that

Since under this assumption the subjective inverse demand functions are invertible
with respect to Yilr.we might give them a different interpretation that also is consistent
with the mathematical structure of the model. Let us introduce the function Yjlr. :

R x SI-1 X R -+ R defined by

bjlr.(p, dile)
ajle(p, djlr.)

to be the subjective demand function of producer j with respect to commodity k,
According to this interpretation the "monopolistically competitive" producer j E F":
behaves as a price setter with respect to the markets k E Mi. The function Yjlr. then
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describes how producer j anticipates the prices he sets for the markets with respect
to which he behaves as a monopolist, to influence the amount he has to buy or sell
in this market.

The above specification of the subjective inverse demand functions leads to the
following decision problems of the agents in the economy. As before each consumer
i E C at given market prices p E S'-1 and a system of production vectors Y := (Yj) E
R(F<UF"')xl faces the problem:

max U.(z.).
IO.EB'(P,II)

Each competitive firm j E Fe, as before, at given market prices p E S'-1 faces the
decision problem:

max r- Yj.II;EY;

Finally each monopolistically competitive firm j E F": faces the problem to maximize
its profits, taking into account the impact that changes in his actions may have on
the prices in the markets of the commodities in Mi. At given market prices p E S'-1
and given market demands djlc E R for each commodity k E Mj, firm j faces the
optimization problem:

As noted before, this optimization problem may have an implausible solution since
we may find qilc to become negative for some k E Mj.

Having defined the anticipations of the monopolistically competitive firms and
the decision problems of each of the agents in the economy, we define an equilibrium
in an economy with monopolistic competition.

Definition 2.2.7 An Equilibrium in an economy with monopolistic competition E
is a tuple (pO,dO,zo ,yO) such that

1. For each j E F": and k E Mj we have

Yjlc2: djle = L.Ec(zile - Wile) - LhE(F"'UF<)\{i} yh,..·

2. For each commodity k E L we have Pk . (LiEC(ziw;) - LiE(F""UF<) yj) = o.

9. For each i E C we have zi E argmax".EB.(p',II') U.{z;).
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". For each j E F" it holds that yj E argmaxlljEYjp•. yj.

5. For each j E F": it holds that

yj E argmaxlljEYj Lk~M; Pk' Yjk + LkEMj qjk(Yjk, p., djk) . Yjk·

The above definition states that for an equilibrium tuple in the economy with mo-
nopolistic competition E it holds that the market demand for the commodities for
which a firm behaves monopolistically competitive is what one would expect it to
be, all markets with non zero prices clear and no agent in the economy anticipates
to be better off by choosing other actions that he anticipates to be feasible in the

equilibrium state of the economy.

Theorem 2.2.8 [Negishi (1961, Theorem I)]
If in the economy with monopolistic competition E Assumption 2.2.2 and Assump-
tion 2.2.6 hold, then an equilibrium in E exists.

Assumption 2.2.6 on the subjective inverse demand functions of the monopolistically
competitive firms in the economy can be weakened somewhat. For our purposes it
suffices to assume the following, which amounts to allowing the functions to have a
kink. It should be noted that this assumption does not solve the problem for the
interpretation of the anticipations of Assumption 2.2.6, we discussed above.

Assumption 2.2.9 For each firm i E F"" and commodity k E u! the continuous
subjective inverse demand function qjl. is such that there are functions ajle: SI-l x

R ---> R__ and ajk: SI-1 X R -+ R__, satisfying for each p E SI-1 and djle E R

that ajlr.(p,djk) < ajlr.(p,djlr.), and there are functions bjl.: SI-1 x R -+ Rand
bjle: SI-1 x R -+ R, such that

if Yjk ~
if Yjk <

djle+ LiECWi

djl. + LiEC Wi

Once again Negishi (1961) gives a theorem on the existence of equilibrium.

Theorem 2.2.10 [Negishi (1961, Theorem II)]
If for the economy with monopolistic competition E Assumption 2.2.2 and Assump-
tion 2.2.9 hold, then an equilibrium in E exists.
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2.3 Conjectural Equilibrium

In this section we discuss two more models of exchange economies in which the antici-
pations of the consumers are about changes in the market prices as a function of their
net trades on the market. In the model of an economy with monopolistic competition
of the previous section, we saw that the assumptions on the subjective inverse demand
functions allowed for monopolistically competitive firms to have rather unnatural an-
ticipations. Buying less, but still a positive amount, of some commodity could lead
firms to anticipate the price of the commodity to become negative. If one wants to
apply this concept of Negishi to a pure exchange economy, this type of problem is
likely to carryover. In the model with conjectural equilibria as in Hahn (1978) and
Gale (1978) this problem is solved by assuming that consumers anticipate the prices
to change only if their individual demand or supply of some commodity becomes "too
large". The market is assumed to send a signal to the consumers that consists of both
price and quantity signals. The price signal states the market price. The quantity
signal consists of two vectors that for each of the commodities in the economy give
the maximal non negative amounts the consumer can buy or sell at the market with-
out affecting the market prices. The market price a consumer anticipates therefore
is different from the signaled market price only if the net trades of the consumer are
outside the range of net trades as specified by the quantity signals he receives.

Hahn (1978) interprets this situation as one in which a consumer receives a market
signal that consists of both a market price and maximum amounts to be bought
and sold. Therefore a consumer may be rationed. The signals a consumer receives
correspond to the signals a follower receives from the monopolist in a situation of
monopolist quantity rationing as described in Bohm et al. (1983). A consumer for
whom the rations are binding may be willing to pay a higher price in order to be
able to purchase more of the commodity. The anticipations of the consumer are now
interpreted as summarizing what prices the consumer anticipates to have to pay in
order to relax the rations. A model of conjectural equilibrium is discussed and some
properties of such an equilibrium are given in the first subsection. Special attention
is paid to those equilibria that do not correspond to Walrasian equilibria.

In the second subsection we discuss the concept of rational conjectures as in-
troduced in Hahn (1978). Hahn recognizes that one of the problems of conjectural
equilibrium is that the results depend upon the conjectures of the consumers. These
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conjectures are assumed to be exogenously given. So in fact one may come up with
almost any equilibrium one wants by assuming appropriate conjectures for the con-
sumers in the economy. Hahn (1978) tries to take the sting out of this problem
by focussing attention to rational conjectural equilibrium. He defines 8. conjectural
equilibrium to be rational if there does not exist another conjectural equilibrium in
which all consumers except a given consumer are in conjectural equilibrium and the
markets clear with net trades for the given consumer that would make him better off.
As is explained in Gale (1978), requiring conjectural equilibria to be rational in this
sense seems to be asking too much.

2.3.1 Conjectural Equilibrium and Non- Walrasian Equilib-
rium

The economy under consideration in this section is a pure exchange economy, i.e., an
economy without producers. Such an economy is defined as follows.

Definition 2.3.1 An Exchange Economy with 1 commodities is a tuple E:= ({Ui,

Wi};EA) where

1. A is a set of consumers.

2. U, : R~ --+ R is the utility function of consumer i E A.

9. Wi E R~ is the initial endowment of consumer i E A.

As before we make an assumption with respect to the individual characteristics of
the consumers.

Assumption 2.3.2 Let E be an exchange economy. Then for every consumer i E A
the function U, is continuous, strictly increasing and strictly quasi concave. Further-
more for every consumer i E A it holds that Wi ~ o.
We denote the tuple of price and quantity signals consumer i receives from the market,
shortly the signal consumer i receives, by CTi := (p, bi, sd E ~ := SI-l X R~ x R~. The
signal CTi := (p, b., sd E ~ is to be interpreted as stating the market price p E SI-l

and the maximum amounts of b, E R~ and Si E R~ commodities consumer i can
actually buy from and sell to the market at the market prices, respectively, without
risking a change in market prices. We use d, E RI to denote the net trades consumer

i plans to have at the market.
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Definition 2.3.3 A Signal-Trade-Allocation Tuple is a tuple (CT,d, z) E ~A X

RAxl X R!XI where

1. CT:= (CTdiEAE ~A is a tuple of market signals, where CTi:= (p,bi,sd E ~ .-
SI-1 X R~ x R~ is the market signal received by consumer i E A.

2. d:= (c4)iEA E RAxl is a tuple of net trades vectors, where c4 E R denotes the
net trades of consumer i E A with the market.

9. Z := (Zi)iEA E R!XI is an allocations, where Zi E R+ denotes the consumption
bundle of consumer i E A.

The anticipations of the consumers about how their actions may influence the market
price are given by their conjectures. Let L be the set of commodities, i.e., L :=

{I, ... , I}.

Definition 2.3.4 The Conjecture of consumer i E A is a function Ci : ~ x
RI --+ SI-1 such that there exists a function Di: ~ x RI --+ RI such that for each
(CTi,di)E ~ x RI

and for the function D; the following holds

1. D, is continuous.

2. For each fixed signal CTiE ~ it holds that di . Di( CTi,di) is a conve:c function of
s;

9. For each commodity k E L there exists a function bile: SI-l x R+ x R+ such
that Dile(CTi,di}= bilc(p,(ilc,eilc} where (i/o := max{(max{dile,O} - bile},O} and
eile:= - max{(max{ -dile, O}-Sile}, O}, and the function bile satisfies bile(p, 0, 0) =

Pieand is increasing in (ile and eile.

The above definition of the conjectures of the consumers is a little complicated because
of the price space in the economy is normalized as to be in the I-dimensional unit
simplex, whereas the original model in Gale (I978) had R~ \ {a} as its price space.
The conjecture of each consumer is effectively defined to be the normalization of a
conjecture as defined in Gale to the I-dimensional unit simplex.
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The above definition of a conjecture can be seen as a generalization of the subjec-
tive inverse demand function of the monopolistically competitive firms in an economy

with monopolistic competition.
The budget correspondence of a consumer i E A states which allocations the

consumer anticipates to be attainable for a given market signal a, E E.

Definition 2.3.5 The Budget Correspondence B, : E =! R~ of consumer i E A
is given by

Bi(Ui) = {Xi E R~ I Ci(Ui, (Xi - W;)) . Xi ::::Ci(Ui, (Xi - Wi)) . Wi}.

The decision problem of consumer i E A is:

max Ui(Xi).
"';EB;(u;j

Now we have described the optimization problem of the consumers in the economy
we define an conjectural equilibrium in it.

Definition 2.3.6 A Conjectural Equilibrium in the exchange economy E with
respect to the conjectures {C;} iEA is a tuple (17', d' , x·) such that

1. LEA di = O.

2. For each i E A it holds that di = xi - Wi'

3. For each i E A we have xi E argmax",;EB;("il Ui(x;}.

-4. For each i E A it holds that p' = Ci( 17;, d:).

The above definition states that in a conjectural equilibrium the following holds

1. All markets clear.

2. The equilibrium consumption bundle of each of the consumers is a maximal
element of the set of allocations he anticipates to be attainable for him, given
the equilibrium market signals he receives.

3. Each consumer anticipates the market prices that result from his equilibrium
net trades to be the prices that are in the signal he receives.
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The following theorem states conditions on the conjectures and on the equilibrium
rationing scheme for which a conjectural equilibrium is also a Walrasian equilibrium.

Theorem 2.3.7 [Gale (1978, Proposition I)]
Let E be an exchange economy for which Assumption 2.9.2 holds. If Ci(Ui,ds) is
differentiable with respect to ds for each a; E E, then any conjectural equilibrium in
the economy E with conjectures {Ci},EA, in which at most one side of the market is
constrained, is a Walrasian equilibrium.

The theorem on Walrasian equilibrium states under what conditions a conjectural
equilibrium is a Walrasian equilibrium. Another interesting question is under what
conditions some of the conjectural equilibria are non- Walrasian equilibria. In order
to be able to address this question we first define a function, which we refer to as the
c-function ct. The c-function ct depends on the conjecture Ci and on the commodity
k E L.

Definition 2.3.8 For commodity k ELand for consumer i E A with conjecture Cit
Cile: U X RI -+ RI is a c-Function if there exists a function Df: E X RI -+ RI
such that

Ie( 1 •Ci Ui, ds) = ~ Die ( 0 do) . Di (Ui. di)
L...hEL ih U" ,

and for any h E L

D~h(ui'ds) = {Ph {D ( d) }max ih Ui, i .Ph
if h f= k
if h = k,

The c-function or. is effectively a function of restricted signal iTf := (p, bi.) E t :=

SI-l xR, and diM ER only. Let us define the net trade function tf: SI-1 xR~ -+ R~
consumer i for the c-function at such that

t~(p, bi.) = argmaxd;E{e'ER~Ict(p,b •• ,e.)oe.::;Oand e.+",.~O}Ui( d; + Wi).

Furthermore, let us define Zi: SI-l -+ R~ to be the Walrasian "demand" function,
i.e.,

We now define under what circumstances we a c-function is called kinked.
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Definition 2.3.9 Let i E A and k E L be such that iT; := (p., bilo)E E be a restricted
signal, where v: is a Walrasian equilibrium price in the economy E and btlo- Wile=
x71e(p·) - Wile> O. The c-function ct is said to be Kinked if there exists some 8 > 0
and iTi := (p, bile)E 51-1 X R+ such that II a; - (Ti II< 8 implies that tMp, bile)::;bile.

The above definition considers a restricted signal (Ti := (p., bile) E E which consists
of a price and a maximum amount to be bought for commodity k. An arbitrary
restricted signal a; E E that is sufficiently close «; is chosen. Now the c-function Ci"

is said to be kinked if the net trades that consumer i anticipates to be optimal are
such that less than bi" of commodity k is bought.

After these preliminaries we are equipped to state the following theorem on the
existence of non-Walrasian equilibrium.

Theorem 2.3.10 [Gale (1978, Theorem 1)]
Let E be an exchange economy for which Assumption 2.3.2 holds. Suppose the econ-
omy E has a unique Walrasian equilibrium with equilibrium prices p. E 51-1 and
where for some consumer i E A and some commodity k E L we have Zi"(p·) -
Wi" > O. Suppose that the c-function Ci" has a "kink" at the restricted signal (T. :=

(p. , tilo(P·)) E E. Then the economy E with conjectures {CihEA has a non- Walrasian
conjectural equilibrium in which at most one side of the market is constrained.

2.3.2 Rational Conjectural Equilibrium

One of the problems with conjectural equilibrium is that, for a appropriate choice of
conjectures, many allocations can be supported by a conjectural equilibrium in an
exchange economy. One way to try to solve this problem is by putting additional
restrictions on the set conjectures one allows for in the economy. In Hahn (1978) this
is done by introducing a rational conjectural equilibrium.

For an arbitrary consumption bundle Xi E R~ one might wonder whether or not it
can be supported by actions of the consumers in an exchange economy E with given
conjectures {Cj LEA that are in conjectural equilibrium for all the consumers except
possibly consumer i. Such a supporting tuple of actions is a conjectural equilibrium

relative to Zi for consumer i.

Definition 2.3.11 A Conjectural Equilibrium Relative to zt E R~ for con-
sumer i E A is a tuple «T., d· , z·) such that
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1. EiEA dj = O.

2. For each j E A we have that dj = z; - Wi'

9. For each i E A \ {i} we have zj E argmax"jEBj(C7;lUi(zi)'

4. For each j E A \ {i} it holds that pO= Ci(uj,dj).

5. For consumer i it holds that u: = (pO,bi, s:) and -si :S di :S bi-

The above definition states that all consumers other than consumer i are to be in
conjectural equilibrium, that the _net trades of the consumers other than i are such
that z; is attainable for consumer i without the market clearing condition being
violated, and the quantity restrictions of consumer i are not violated by his net
trades d;.

Definition 2.3.12 For any consumer i E A an allocation zi E R~ is Equilibrium
Feasible for him if there exists a conjectural equilibrium relative to zi for consumer
i. Otherwise z; is called Equilibrium Infeasible for consumer i.

The above definition states that a consumer i may consider some consumption bundle
Zi in his consumption space to be equilibrium infeasible if there are no actions of the
other consumers that would be in conjectural equilibrium for the consumers and that
would allow consumer i to end up with the consumption bundle Zi.

It seems reasonable to assume that sophisticated consumers accept conjectural
equilibria that are dominated only by consumption bundles in the budget correspon-
dence that are equilibrium infeasible, i.e. that can not be supported as a conjectural
equilibrium. A conjecture of consumer i which is such that at a given conjectural
equilibrium (UO,dO,ZO) all allocations Zi in the budget of consumer i that are pre-
ferred by him to the equilibrium allocation z;, are equilibrium infeasible, is called a
rational conjecture for i at (uO,dO,zO).

Definition 2.3.13 A conjecture Ci is a Rational Conjecture for consumer i E A
at the conjectural equilibrium (uO,dO,zO) if each Zi E R~ such that Ui(Zi) > Ui(Z;)
is equilibrium infeasible for consumer i.

A rational conjectural equilibrium in an economy is defined to be a conjectural equi-
librium in which all conjectures are rational with respect to this equilibrium.
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Definition 2.3.14 A Rational Conjectural Equilibrium in the exchange econ-
omy E with conjectures {Ci},EA is a tuple (u·, d", z·) that is a conjectural equilibrium
in E in which the conjecture C, of each consumer i E A is rational at (u·, d·, z·).

Unfortunately, as is shown in Theorem 2.3.16, rational conjectural equilibria need
not exist. In order to illustrate this, consider the following assumption on the utility
functions of the consumers.

Assumption 2.3.15 Let p. E S'-1 be a Walrasian equilibrium price for the economy
E. Then for each i E A the utility function U, is continuously differentiable over some
small neighborhood of Xi(p·) and Xi(p·) belongs to the interior of R~.

This rather mild assumption on the utility functions suffices to prove the following
theorem, from which it may be concluded that requiring conjectural equilibria to be
rational is too much.

Theorem 2.3.16 [Gale (1978, Theorem 2)]
Suppose the exchange economy E satisfies Assumption 2.3.2, Assumption 2.3.15 and
either of

1. E has more than one Walrasian equilibrium.

2. The allocation (Wi)iEA is not Pareto efficient.

Then for any conjectures {C;}iEA the economy E does not have an equilibrium with
rational conjectures.

The intuition of the non existence result is as follows. Under the assumption of
rational equilibrium, the consumers are assumed to be "optimistic" with respect
to the outcomes of the economy, they anticipate to get what is best for them. In
particular, if there is some amount of surplus to be divided within the economy, each
consumer anticipates to get the whole surplus for himself. Since the surplus can be
given to only one consumer, these anticipations cannot be fulfilled if there is indeed
a surplus, i.e., if (Wi)iEA is inefficient. The same type of reasoning holds in the case
that there are multiple Walrasian equilibria. Then each consumer anticipates to get
the equilibrium that is best for him, and if there are multiple Walrasian equilibria,
then none of them Pareto dominates another, and we get the same type of problem

as we had before.
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2.4 Equilibrium with Coordination

The concept of equilibrium with coordination, as introduced by Vind (1983), can
be interpreted as a generalization of the concept of conjectural equilibrium. Conjec-
tures are functions that describe what the agents anticipate to be the impact of their
actions on the prices in the economy. An equilibrium with coordination allows the
anticipations of the agents to be about all variables in the economy. Furthermore
an equilibrium with coordination allows some of the agents in the economy to veto
changes in the actions of other agents in the economy if they anticipate the conse-
quences of these actions to be undesirable for themselves. Therefore one may say
that the concept of an equilibrium with coordination is a powerful concept.

Analogous to the concept of a social system or abstract economy as introduced
in Debreu (1952), Vind (1983) defines an equilibrium with coordination within the
context of a social system with coordination. Both in Debreu (1952) and in Shafer and
Sonnenschein (1975), theorems on the existence of an equilibrium in social systems are
proved, which turned out to be useful tools to prove the existence of an equilibrium
in a wide range of general equilibrium models. Analogous to these theorems on the
existence of equilibrium in social systems, Vind provides a theorem on the existence
of an equilibrium in social systems with coordination.

In Vind (1983) the models of social systems with coordination is applied to an
economy with bilateral exchange institutions. Economies with exchange institutions
are discussed at length in Section 2.5. Vind applies the same procedure as used
to apply the theorems on existence of equilibrium in social structures or abstract
economies. He reformulates the economy with bilateral exchange institutions as a
social system with coordination. Then his theorem on the existence of an equilibrium
(Vind (1983, Theorem 3)) is applied to prove the existence of an equilibrium in an
economy with bilateral exchange institutions.

Keiding (1985) intends to generalize the existence theorem for an equilibrium in
social systems with coordination as given in Vind (1983). Unfortunately, in Keid-
ing's theorem an assumption of convexity is missing. This invalidates the theorem.
In Theorem 2.4.3 we amend the existence theorem of Keiding (1985, Theorem 2).
Our proof is, essentially, that of Keiding. We note that this theorem is not, contrary
to Keiding's claim, an extension of the existence theorem of Vind (1983, Theorem 3).
Also, we show that the latter result is incorrect. The error invalidates the proof of
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Vind's (1983, Theorem 5) equilibrium existence result for an economy with bilateral
exchanges. Therefore, in the next section of this chapter, we use our Theorem 2.4.3
to derive an equilibrium existence theorem for an economy with exchange institu-
tions (Theorem 2.5.4). Our method of proof can also be used for a correct proof of

Theorem 5 of Vind (1983).

2.4.1 Social Systems with Coordination

We define a social system with coordination and an equilibrium in such a system.
Before giving a formal definition we discuss the notion of coordination.

If someone coordinates the actions of his subordinates, what happens? First of all
he is assumed to know about the (relevant) actions of his subordinates. One might
assume some course of action is planned by the coordinator for each of his subordi-
nates. If some subordinate deviates from the actions the coordinator planned for him,
he may by deviating take actions conflicting with the actions of other subordinates or
of the coordinator. The combination of his new actions and the actions of the others
might lead to a less preferred situation for the coordinator.

The crucial aspect of coordination is that the subordinate is allowed to undertake
actions different from the planned actions only if his coordinator agrees to the change.
The coordinator can be said to have the right to veto any deviations from the planned
actions he coordinates. An agent may have more than one coordinator. If a change
in the tuple of actions is proposed every agent takes into account the changes in his
own actions and the changes in the actions of the agents he coordinates.

An equilibrium tuple of actions is required to be feasible and stable. Stability is
defined to mean that no change in actions can be proposed that leads to anticipated
states that are attainable and anticipated not to be vetoed by any agent.

This leads to the following formalization.

Definition 2.4.1 A Social System with Coordination is an indexed family

r := (X, {/3", P", e"},,EA) where:

1. A is a finite non empty set.

2. X c R' is a non empty set.

9. /3,,: X::::::X is a correspondence.
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4. Pu: x::: X is a correspondence such that z f/. Pu(z ).

5. eo: X X X -+ R' is a function.

We give the social system with coordination, r, the following interpretation. The
set A is the set of agents. The set X is the set of actions or states available to
the social system as a whole. As an example we might define the set of states of
the system as X := nUEA Xu, where Xu is the set of actions available to agent a.
The correspondence {3uassigns to each z E X the set {3u(z) of states attainable for
agent a for a given state z. We define {3: X::: X by {3(z) = nUEA{3u(Z). The
correspondence {3 assigns to every state z E X the set of states that are attainable
for all agents in A. The correspondence Pa assigns to each state z E X the set Po (z)
of states strictly preferred to z by agent a. For the pair of states (z, y) E X x X
we interpret eu(z,y) as the vector of actions in R' ( not necessarily a state in X)
anticipated by agent a to be obtained when instead of state z state y is proposed.

Now that we have defined a social system with coordination, we define an equi-
librium in it. We define M: X x X::: A such that M(z,y) = {a E A I eu(z,y) =f. z}
and define I : X ::: X such that l(z) = {y E X I M(z,y) =f. 0}. We interpret
M(z,y) as the set of agents who are informed about a planned change in state from
z to y. The set I(z) is interpreted as the set of states y such that at least one agent
is informed about a change from state z to state y. This means that a change from
state z to some state y E I( z) is not unobserved.

Definition 2.4.2 A state z· E X is an Equilibrium m the social sy.!tem with
coordination r if:

1. z· E {3(z·).

2. fJy E I(z·): Va E M(z·,y) [ea(z·,y) E Pa(z·) n{3a(z·)J.

Thus a state z· is an equilibrium if and only if:

1. It is attainable given the actions Z·.

2. There does not exist a state y such that the change from state z· to state y

is not unnoticed, and for every agent a E M( z· ,y) who is informed about the
change the state eu( z· , y) which he anticipates to result is:
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(a) attainable from his point of view.

(b) strictly preferred by him to the state z".

Equilibrium in a social system with coordination is a generalization of the Nash
equilibrium concept. In the case of a Nash equilibrium every player looks for im-
provements for himself, given the actions of the other players. So we have a Nash
equilibrium if for every a E A and every z, y E X it holds that ea(z, y) := (Z-a; Ya).
One might say that in the case of a Nash equilibrium players only coordinate their
own actions or, as Vind (1983) puts it, the Nash equilibrium arises in the case of no
coordination in the social system.

2.4.2 An Existence Theorem

In this section we state an amended version of the theorem on the existence of an equi-
librium in social systems with coordination as given by Keiding (1985, Theorem 2).
Furthermore, we show that the existence theorem for an equilibrium in Vind (1983,
Theorem 3), which Keiding claims to extend, is incorrect. Vind's assumptions are
not sufficient for his assertion. Therefore the proof of the equilibrium existence theo-
rem for an economy with bilateral exchanges, as given in Vind (1983, Theorem 5), is
invalid. Our method of proof of the theorem on the existence of an equilibrium in an
economy with exchange institutions can be used to give a correct proof of Theorem 5

of Vind (1983).

Theorem 2.4.3 Let r := (X, {.Ba,Pa, ea}aEA.) be a social system with coordination
such that:

1. X is a non empty, convex, compact set.

2. .B: X::::: X is continuous with closed, convez, non empty values.

S. Va E A Pa; X::::: X has an open graph and for each Z E X it holds that
x rf- int Pa(Z ). Furthermore the closure Pa of Pa has convex (possibly empty)
values.

4. Va E A ea: X x X ~ R' is continuous, and for each Z E X, ea(z, y) is affine
in y and ea(z,z) = x.

5. VaE A, Vz,yE X [ea(z,y) E .Ba(Z) =? Y E .Ba(Z)].
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6. V z E X 13(z} C intX.

Then there ezists an equilibrium in r.

Instead of Assumption 3 the existence theorem of Vind (1983, Theorem 3) assumes
P~, which has the complements of the values of Pa as its values, and Pa, which
has the closures of the values of Pa as its values, to be continuous correspondences.
Furthermore Pa is assumed to have convex values and for every z E X the set Po(z)
is assumed to be open in X. Finally, it is assumed that for every z E X it holds that
z E Pa(z). This existence theorem of Vind (1983) is not correct. A counter example
is given by r:= (X, (13.., Pa, ea)aEA) with A:= {1},X := [-1,2],131 := [O,l],P1(z):=
X \ {z},el(z,y):= y.

It seems difficult to give an example which shows Assumption 6 of the theorem
to be necessary. The example to illustrate the necessity of the assumption in Keid-
ing (1985) has several errors. Firstly, Assumption 5 of the theorem does not hold for
the example. Secondly, the example has a continuum of equilibria instead of none.
Attempts to construct an example which shows Assumption 6 to be necessary failed.

The proof of this existence theorem is essentially the proof of Keiding (1985). In
the existence theorem of Keiding the convex valuedness of 13was not required. The
structure of the proof is a well known structure in proofs of existence of equilibria.
First a correspondence is defined which satisfies the conditions of a fixed point theo-
rem. In this case the fixed point theorem will be that of Eilenberg and Montgomery.
Then the existence of a fixed point is proved. Finally it is proved that the fixed point
of the correspondence is an equilibrium and therefore an equilibrium exists.

Proof of Theorem 2.4.3

Step 1. Definition and properties of <Po.
Let A := {I, ... ,n}. Define

T = {p E R' II P I :S I},

where I . I denotes the Euclidean norm. Define j : X x X x T" --+ R such that

n

!(Z,y,Pl,' ",Pn) = LPa' e..(z,y).
0=1
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Because of Assumption 4 the function f is continuous. Furthermore by Assumption 4

it holds that f(x",Pl," .,Pn) is affine.
Define 4Jo: X x T" ::: X by

{y E t3(x) I f(x,Y,Pl, ... ,Pn) >
f(x,Y,Pb''',Pn) for all Y E t3(x)}.

By the maximum theorem [see e.g. Hildenbrand (1974, p. 29)] 4Jo is upper hemi-
continuous for every x E X and P E T", Since f3( x) c X is bounded by Assumption 1,

4Jo is compact valued.
Furthermore 4Jo has convex values since f( x,·, PI, ... , Pn) is affine and f3(x) is convex
by Assumption 2. Also, since Y x EX: f3(x) I- 0, it follows that

Step 2. Definition and properties of 4J.. for a E A.
(a) Definition of 4J.. , and a proof that 4J.. has non empty values.
For a E {I, ... ,n} define the correspondence 4J.. : X x T" ::: T by:

(2.1)

if P..(x) I- 0
if P..(x) = 0.

Since x f/- P..(x) by Assumption 3 then, if p..(x) I- 0, by the Minkowski separation

theorem,

3 P.. E T [ I P.. I = 1 and Y i.: E p..(x): P .. · i.: ~ P ... x ] (2.2)

and therefore

3 P.. E T [I P.. I = 1 and Y i.: E p..(x): Pc' i.: ~ Pc . x ],

so all the values of 4J.. are non empty.
(b) A proof that 4J.. is upper hemi continuous and compact valued.

For 4J.. (X,Pb''',Pn) C T it holds that 4J.. (X,PI"",Pn) is bounded. Next we prove
that 4J.. is closed correspondence, and from this it follows that 4>.. is u.h.c., because T
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is compact.
By definition, a correspondence w: X:::: Y is closed at a point ZO if and only if

If P,.(z) = 0, then, trivially, <1>,. is closed in (Z,Pl,'" ,Pn).
Suppose that P,.(z) -=I- 0.
Take any sequence

and any p! E <I> .. (z",pr, ... ,p~), such that (P~):'l -+ P~with ~ E T.
Clearly, I P~ 1= 1. Suppose that P~ ~ <I> .. (z,Pl>" . ,Pn). Then

3- P. ( ) 00 - -0z E .. z : p,. . z < P«: e,

Since P..(z) has an open graph it follows from Assumption 3 that for v sufficiently
large:

because (P~):'lconverges to P~and ZV -+ z.
But this contradicts (2.1).

SOP~ E <I> .. (z,Pl>'" ,Pn) and <1>.. is closed at every (Z,Pl,'" ,Pn) E X x T", i.e., <1>.. is
u.h.c. on X x T":
(c) <I>.. (Z,Pl,'" ,Pn) is contractible to a point.
We shall show that <I> .. (z, PI , ... ,Pn) is homomorphic to a convex set. Because of the
compactness of <I>.. (z, Ph ... ,Pn) this implies contractibility of <I> .. (z,Pl>'" ,Pn) to a
point.
If p..(z) = 0, then <I>.. (z,Pl>'" ,Pn) = T, which is convex.
Suppose p..(z) -=I- 0. Next we prove that p..(z) n intX -=I- 0.
If p..(z) nintX = 0 then every point, y, of P,.(z) is a limit point of X \ p..(z) (since
intX = X). Since p..(z) -=I- 0, it follows that X \ p..(z) is not closed, so p..(z) is not
open, which contradicts Assumption 3.
So choose i E p..(z) n int X and consider the set

Q(z) .- {q E R'I q·i = 1, q·i::; q'Z, for all i E p..(z)}
{q E RI I q. i = 1, s- i ::;s : e , for all i E p,.(z)}.
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This set clearly is convex and non empty.
Now the map h : Rl \ {O}-+ T such that

h(p) := I: I
IS a homomorphism from the set Q(x), which is convex, to </>,,(X,Ph ... ,Pn), so
</>,,(X,Ph ... ,Pn) is homomorphic to a convex set.

Step 3. The fixed point theorem of Eilenberg and Montgomery.
Define </> : X x T" =: X x T" by </> := </>0 X OaEA </>'" i.e.,

{(i,p, ... ,Pn) E X x T" liE </>o(x, PI , ,Pn)

and Va E {I, ... ,n} : p = </>..(x,Pl> ,Pn)}.

Since </> is the product of </>0 and </>,., a E A, it is upper hemi continuous with non
empty, compact values which are contractible to a point.
By the fixed point theorem of Eilenberg and Montgomery [see Border (1985, p. 73)],
:3(XO,p~, ... ,p~) E X x Tv :

( 0 ° °) -1.( ° ° 0 )X ,PI'···' P« E 'I' X ,Pu···, P« .

Step 4. The fixed point is an equilibrium.
Since XO E </>0 ( xo, p~,... ,p~) it holds that xo E f3( xo) and

(2.3)

Suppose xo is not an equilibrium.
Then :3y E X, MeA, M f: 0 such that:

(2.4)

and

(2.5)

Now by Assumption 5 it follows that y E f3(XO). Furthermore:
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Since p~ E 4>.. ( zo, p~, ..• ,p~) it follows that

by (2.1) and (2.4).
By Assumption 6 of the theorem, (2.4) and (2.5), it follows that for all a E M:

e..(zO,y) E intX.

It holds that for all a E M(zO,y) that e..(zO,y) E p..(ZO) C p..(ZO). Furthermore by
Assumption 3 it holds that p..(ZO) is convex. It follows from (2), (4) and (5) that

p~. e..(zO,y) ~ p~ . ZO for every a E A.

Since ZO f/ p...(ZO), e...(zO,y) E intX, and P..(ZO) is open in X, this implies that

p~ . e...(zO,y) > p~ . zO for every a E M(zO,y).

As a consequence, since M(zO,y) i- 0,
n

!(ZO,y,p~, ... ,p~) = L>~'e..(zO,y)
0=1
n

> LP~' ZO
0=1

= !(ZO, zO,p~, ... ,p~),

This contradicts Formula (2.3). So it follows that the fixed point ZOis an equilibrium.
Q.E.D.

2.5 Exchange Institutions

In this section we discuss the model of Vind (1983) of an economy with exchange
institutions. Although the model is fairly simple, we discuss it in length because
we interpret it as a model in which the anticipations of the agents in the economy
follow endogenously from the structure of the economy. The anticipations of the
agents are derived by some fixed rule from the set of exchange institutions in the
economy. Later on in this monograph we analyze models in which the anticipations
of the agents follow in a more complicated way from the structure of the economy.
Then both the institutional structure and the transparency of the economy are used
to derive the anticipations of the agents.
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In Vind (1983) the concept of equilibrium with coordination is illustrated by
applying it to an exchange economy with bilateral exchanges. In this economy Vind
introduces exchange institutions, through which all exchanges in the economy take
place. The exchange institutions are defined as to coordinate the exchanges between
pairs of agents. An economy with exchange institutions is interpreted as a social
system with coordination in which the expectations of the agents depend upon the
set of exchange institutions of the economy. Vind wants to prove the existence of
an equilibrium in this economy with bilateral exchange institutions by applying the
existence theorem for social systems with coordination.

In Vind (1986) it is pointed out that proving existence of an equilibrium in an econ-
omy with bilateral exchanges presents some difficulties if one requires all exchanges,
being uses of the exchange institutions, to be voluntary. In the case of voluntary
exchanges no consumer wants to drop (a fraction of) the exchanges through some
exchange institution. It is shown that Walrasian equilibria correspond to voluntary
exchange equilibria in a bilateral exchange economy with money.

The paper of Grodal and Vind (1989) gives an application of a social system
with coordination to the theory of missing markets. Premarkets are introduced as
institutions through which exchanges of certain goods can take place. Furthermore
some agents may be able to use a certain premarket for their exchanges whereas
others may not. A market is defined to be a premarket with a (given) price vector.
Trades through a market are assumed to be possible only if for every agent using the
market the net trade vector has value zero. This leads to an economy that consists
of a set of consumers and a set of markets.

In this section we define an exchange economy with exchange institutions along
the lines of Vind (1983). Since in his definition equilibria with involuntary exchanges
may exist, we slightly change this definition. In our economy all trade is effected
through bilateral exchange institutions which are coordinated by the consumers that
are allowed to use them. We use the theorem on the existence of an equilibrium
in social systems with coordination to prove the existence of an equilibrium in an
economy with exchange institutions. This line of proof can also be used to give a
correct proof of Vind (1983, Theorem 5). Finally we analyze whether this improved
version of Vind's economy with exchange institutions supports the following alloca-
tion mechanisms: the core, the Walrasian market, and the monopolistic market. We
arrive at a negative answer for the last mechanism only.
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2.5.1 The Economy with Exchange Institutions

In Walras! (1874) attention is paid to coordination, institutions, and the relation
between the two of them. Walras writesr'

" for any phenomenon to be classified under the heading institutions
( ) it is necessary and sufficient that this phenomenon too originate in
the exercise of human will and, besides, that it consist of a relationship
between persons and persons designed for the mutual coordination of
destinies of the persons concerned."

Walras understands institutions to be organization forms that help coordinate the
actions of persons. In the context of an exchange economy one might be inclined
to think of markets as institutions. Furthermore, considering core like equilibrium
concepts one might interpret coalitions as institutions. We say more about this later
in this section.

In Vind (1983) an exchange economy in which exchange takes place through
bilateral exchange institutions is introduced. These exchange institutions do not
have relevant preferences of their own. The consumers are assumed to coordinate the
institutions they participate in, thus assuring these institutions are "designed for the
mutual coordination of the destinies of the persons concerned." Therefore they seem
to meet Walras' description.

This leads to a model of an economy with two kinds of agents. The first kind are
the consumers. The set of consumers is denoted by C. The second kind of agents
are the exchange institutions. The set of exchange institutions is denoted by I. The
exchange institutions do not really have preferences which they try to maximize.
Their role in the economy is to "supervise" the exchanges. In fact exchanges are
assumed not to take place directly between consumers but to be performed indirectly
with the exchange institutions as intermediaries.

We assume the preferences of the consumers to be defined over the allocation of
goods over all consumers in the e'conomy. We could also have defined the preferences
such that they depend on the way in which the exchange institutions are used, that
is in such a way that it matters from whom you get the commodities. This is the case
if one likes to eat apples from Argentina but rejects to eat the same type of apples

lWalras (1874), page 63.
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if they come from Chile. This amounts to enlarging the set of commodities in the

economy.
In defining the set of states attainable for consumer c, (3e, we require that consumer

c participates in the economy voluntarily. In our context voluntary participation is
defined as to capture the notion of individual rationality.

Definition 2.5.1 A consumer, c, with preference relation te on X and initial en-
dowments We E R~, Participates Voluntary in an exchange economy E which
yields an allocation x· E Rt;C if and only if z· te be, where

be E argmin~, {Z E Rt;C I z is feasible in E and Ze = we}

In assuming voluntary participation we exclude the case in which consumer c would
be sure to be better off by abstaining from all trade. Note that consumer c does not
take the voluntary participation of the other consumers into account in determining
the worst possible outcome if he would not participate in the economy. If there are
no external effects and there is only one exchange institution, which consists of all
consumers, then voluntary participation implies voluntary exchange.

In the economy with exchange institutions we denote the set of consumers by C,
whereas the set of exchange institutions is denoted by I. We denote an exchange
institution by the consumers who are allowed to trade through this institution. We
take as the set of institutions in our social system with coordination a subset of
2c, the set of all subsets of the set C. We define exchange institutions such that all
participating agents are allowed to exchange all commodities through the institutions.
Of course, one could define exchange institutions such that agents can only exchange
certain commodities through an exchange institution. One might even define them
in such a way that not every agent participating in an exchange institution is allowed
to exchange the same commodities through this institutions. After suitable changes
in the definitions, the type of results in the remainder of this section still hold.

We define a coordination system, as described by the functions {e"}"EcUI, such
that on the one hand the exchange institutions coordinate the exchanges taking place
through them and on the other hand consumers coordinate the exchanges through the
exchange institutions they are part of. We use (Z-i; Yi) to denote the vector Z with Zi

replaced by Yi. It should be noted that assuming the preference of the consumers to be
complete preorderings as we do in the following definitions, is an assumption that is
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much stronger than the assumptions on the preferences of the agents in Theorem 2.4.3
on the existence of equilibrium in a social system with coordination.

Definition 2.5.2 Let C be a set of consumers with preference relations te which
are complete preorderings over R'xc, where 1 denotes the number of commodities,
and with initial endowments We E R~, c E C. Let I be a subset of 2c. Then an
Economy with Exchange Institutions E = ({te,We}eEC,!) is the social system
with coordination r = {Y, {Ba, Pa, ea}aEcUI), where:

intY:J{y:CxI-+R'IVCEiEI:-LeECWe s y{c,i) s LeECwe},

For every exchange institution i E I:

/3i{Z) = /3i= {y E Y I LeEiy{c,i) = o}.

Pi{Z) = Y \ {z}.

For every consumer c E C:

/3c{Z) = /3e = {y E Y I (Wd+ Li3dy(d,i))dEC tc be

and Li3C y( C, i) ~ -we}

where be E argmintJ Z E R~xC I 3 y E niEI/3i such that Vi E I: y( i, c) = 0

and Vd E C \ {c} : Zd = Li3dy(i,d) + Wd}.

Pc(z) = {yEYlwe+Li3cy(c,i))-c Wc+Li3ez(c,i)}.

Note that the expectation functions {ea}aEA in r are a function of the set of ex-
change institutions in the economy with exchange institutions E. Therefore we may
argue that the anticipations of the agents follow endogenously from the structure of
exchange institutions in the economy E.

We define an equilibrium in an economy with exchange institutions to be an
equilibrium in the social system with coordination it can be represented by. Because
of the special characteristics of an economy with exchange institutions it follows that
for every y =I- z it holds that M{z,y) := {a E A I ea(z,y) =I- z} =I- 0. This leads to the
following equivalent formalization of an equilibrium.
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Definition 2.5.3 Let E = ({te,We}cEC,!) be an economy with exchange institutions
and let :c E Y. Denote:

P(:c) := {y E Y I Va E M(:c,y): ea(:c,y) E Pa(z)}.

B(:c):= {y E Y I Va E M(:c,y): ea(:c,y) E .Ba(:C)}.

A tuple of net trades v: E Y is an Equilibrium in an economy with exchange
institutions E if:

1. v' E .B(y.).

2. P(y') n B(y·) = 0.

The first equilibrium condition in the above formulation states that an equilibrium
tuple of net trades is attainable. It is a statement about the actual equilibrium state.
The second equilibrium condition is about anticipated states. The set P(:c) is the set
of net trades that, for a given z , are anticipated to result in net trades preferred to :c
by every agent that anticipates a change in net trades. The set B(:c) is the set of net
trades that, for a given z , are anticipated to result in an attainable state by those
agents that anticipate a change in net trades. Condition 2 states that no net trade
exists that by every agent that anticipates a state different from v', is anticipated to
result in a state that is both preferred to v: and to be attainable from y ",

In the proof of the theorems on equilibria in economies with exchange institutions
we use the equivalent formulation of equilibrium in a social system with coordination.
This formulation is less suited for the purpose of exposition but easier to work with

in the proofs.

Theorem 2.5.4 [Existence Theorem]
Let E = ({te,We}eEC,!) be an economy with exchange institutions such that for every
consumer c E C the preferences te are continuous and convex. Then an equilibrium

in E exists.

Proof
The equilibria in the social system with coordination r = (Y, (.Ba, P", ea)aECU[),which
is the economy with exchange institutions E, correspond to the equilibria in the social

system with coordination r = (Y, (i1e,r; ee)eEC) where i1e= e, n (ni~e.Bi).
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Restrict the economy with exchange institutions E without loss of generalization
to the set Y c Y such that

Y::J {y: C x I -+ Rl I Vc E i E I: - L We :s; y( c, i) :s; L we},
ceC eeC

and Y is convex and compact. Such a Y exists. Assumptions 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 of
Theorem 2.4.3 are easily checked to hold for the social system with coordination
t = (Y, (.Be, Pc, ee)ceC)' Equilibria in r correspond to equilibria in E restricted to Y
and vice versa.

Assumption 3 remains to be checked. The convexity of the values of Pc follows
directly from the convexity of tc for the agents c E C. The irreflexiveness of Pc follows
from its definition and implies z f/. int Pc( z ). The preferences of every consumer care
such that they can be represented by a continuous utility function. Furthermore the
preference relation has no "thick" indifference classes except possibly for the class of
satiation points.? So for the restriction of Pc to the set of net trades excluding the
satiation points the graph of Pc is open. Furthermore, because of the continuity of
the preferences the set of satiation points is closed, and, therefore, its complement in
the set of net trades is open. The correspondence Pc is, by definition, empty valued
for the satiation points. But then the correspondence Pc has an open graph.
Q.e.D.

2.5.2 Some Allocation Mechanisms

In this subsection we compare an equilibrium in an economy with coordination with
three well known allocation mechanisms. We examine whether these allocation mech-
anisms can be supported by exchange institutions.

We restrict ourselves to individualistic preference relations that, for every con-
sumer c E C can be represented by a continuous, quasi concave and strictly monotonous
utility function, Ui; We denote a set of such preference relations by the correspond-
ing utility functions {Uclcec. We define E := {UC'WC}CEC to be a pure exchange
economy.

First we show that in a connected economy with exchange institutions the al-
location resulting from an equilibrium tuple of net trades is Pareto efficient and
individually rational in the exchange economy E consisting of the consumers of the

'See Debreu (1959) sections 4.6. and 4.7.
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economy with exchange institutions. Furthermore, every Pareto efficient allocation
that is individual rational for given initial endowments {WC}CEC can be supported by
a tuple of net trades in any connected economy with exchange institutions.

Then we look at the core and find that coalitions, in this context, can be in-
terpreted as exchange institutions. Every core allocation can be supported by an
equilibrium in the economy with exchange institutions in which the set of exchange
institutions is the set of non empty coalitions.

We show that the Walrasian market is supported by an exchange institution.
Every Walrasian equilibrium is supported by an equilibrium in an economy with
exchange institutions with the set of consumers C as the exchange institution to
represent the Walrasian market.

Finally we show that not every market can be supported by an exchange institu-
tion. There may exist equilibria in a monopolistic market that are not supported by
some equilibrium in the economy with exchange institutions.

Pareto Efficiency

We prove that for preferences as described above the set of equilibria in a connected
economy with exchange institutions supports and only supports the set of Pareto
efficient allocations that are individually rational in E. This makes it easier for us
to do the comparisons with the allocation mechanisms mentioned before because
results on the Pareto efficiency of the allocation mechanisms we compare with are
well known. We make the following assumption throughout the remainder of this

chapter.

Assumption 2.5.5 Let E be an economy with exchange institutions or an exchange
economy with I commodities. For every consumer c E C we can represent the prefer-
ence relation r;by an individualistic utility function Uc : R~ -+ R that is continuous,
strictly quasi concave and strictly monotonic.

As a result of the assumption on the preferences of the agents, we have that strong
Pareto efficiency is equivalent to weak Pareto efficiency of the models under consid-
eration. We define Pareto efficiency as weak Pareto efficiency.

Definition 2.5.6 Let E := ({Uc,Wc}cEC) be an exchange economy. An allocation
x· E R~XI is (weakly) Pareto Efficient in E if there is no allocation y E R~xl

such that:
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2. V c E C: Ue(Ye) ~ Ue(:e;).

9. 3 c E C: Ue(Ye) > Ue(:e;).

Given the exchange institutions of the economy with exchange institutions E = ({te,
We}eEC, I) one might wonder if it is possible for every consumer in the economy to
exchange any commodity with any other consumer in the economy. If this is possible
we call an economy with exchange institutions connected.

Definition 2.5.7 An economy with exchange institutions E = ({te,We}eEC,I) is
Connected if for each two consumers a, b E C there exists a sequence of institutions
i17 ••• ,ilc E I such that a E i1 and b E ilc and for every j E {I, ... , Ie -I} it holds that
ii n ii+l ::j:. 0.

Now we have introduced sufficient terminology to formulate the following theorem.

Theorem 2.5.8 Let E = ({Ue,we}eEc,I) be a connected economy with exchange
institutions such that Assumption 2.5.5 holds. Then an allocation :e. is (weakly)
Pareto efficient and individually rational in E := {Ue, We}.EC if and only if there exists
a tuple of net trades v: that is an equilibrium in E such that :e; = Ei3e y.( c, i) + We
for all consumers c E C.

Proof
If
Suppose v: is an equilibrium in E and :e; = Ei3e y.( c, i) + We'
:e. is individua.lly rational for every consumer c because v: is an equilibrium and by
the definition of f3e.
Suppose e" is not (weakly) Pareto efficient. By Assumption 2.5.5 it follows that :e. is
not strongly Pareto efficient. Therefore there exists some allocation Z E R~)(l with

EeEc( ze) = EeEC We that is individua.lly rational for every consumer c E C and such
that for each c E C it holds that Ue(ze) > Ue(z;) ~ Ue(we).
Since E is connected, every pair of consumers in C can exchange any commodity
with each other through some sequence of exchange institutions in I. Therefore,
there exists a ii with iii ::j:. Yi for a.ll i E I, such that for every c E C:

Lii(c,i) + We = s,
i3c
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and for every exchange institution i E I:

Ly(c,i) = O.
cEi

So Y E (3 = (3(y.).
For every c E C it holds that ee(Y·, y) =I v: and that ee(Y·, y) E Pe(y·) because
Ue(iCc) > Ue(x~). Furthermore it holds that ee(Y·, y) E (3e since s, 2: 0 and U( iCc) >
U(x~).
For every i E I it holds by construction that ei(Y·, y) =I y. and by definition of Pi
that ei(Y·, y) E Pi(y·). Since LiEI y( C, i) = 0 it holds that y E (3i.
Therefore y is such that Condition 2 for an equilibrium in a social system with
coordination does not hold in r with respect to y ". This contradicts the fact that y.
is an equilibrium in r.
Only if
Let z" be an allocation that is Pareto efficient and individual rational for every
consumer.
Because of the connectedness of E there exists a v: such that for every c E C

Ly·(c,i) = x; -We

i3c

and for every i E I

Ly·(c,i) = O.
eEi

Furthermore it holds that x~ 2: 0 because x· is feasible. It also holds that

Therefore y' E UiEI (3i and v' E UeEC (3e by the definition of (3e and the individual
rationality of x~. So Condition 1 for v: to be an equilibrium in r is satisfied.

Suppose v' is not an equilibrium in r, i.e.

3 iJ E P(yO) n B(yO).

This implies iJ =I yO. Define

Mc := M(iJ,yO) n C.

M/ := M(iJ, yO) n I.
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Now define ~e := Ei3ey(c,i) + We' For every c E Mc it holds that Ue(~e) > Ue(z:)
and for c ¢ Mc it holds that Ue(~e) = Ue(z;).
Furthermore it follows that ~ is attainable because for every a E A it holds that
e..(y.,y) E /3..(Y), since y E B(y·). But this implies ~ is weakly Pareto preferred to Z·

which gives a contradiction.
Q.E.D.

The Core
The first allocation mechanism we compare with the concept of an equilibrium in an
economy with exchange institutions is the core. We define the core as follows.

Definition 2.5.9 The Core of an exchange economy E, denoted by C(E), is the set
of Z E X with EeECZe = EeECWe, such that there does not exist a non empty set
FCC such that for some z E X and for all c E F it holds that:

Define Ec = ({Ue,We}eEC, Ic) with the consumers of this economy with exchange
institutions as in E and with Ic := 2c \ {0}. Now the following result holds.

Property 2.5.10 Let E be an exchange economy for which Assumption 2.5.5 holds.
Let Z· E C(E). Then there exists a y' E Y which is an equilibrium in Ec
({Ue,We}eEC,!C) such that z; = Ei3ey'(c,i)+we for all c E C.

Proof
From the definition of the core it follows immediately that every core allocation is
both Pareto efficient and individually rational. Furthermore Ec is connected and
therefore Theorem 2.5.8 can be applied.
Q.E.D.

So we find that a core allocation is supported by an equilibrium in the economy
that has the coalitions as exchange institutions. Therefore coalitions can be inter-
preted as some special kind of exchange institutions for consumers with preferences
as specified at the beginning of this section.
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The Walrasian Market

Next we consider the Walra.sian market in the exchange economy E. We denote the
set of Walrasian allocations by W(E). We interpreted a Walra.sian equilibrium as
stemming from an economy with only one market at which all commodities are
traded. As corresponding economy with exchange institutions we therefore take

Ew = ({Uc,wc}cEc,lw) where 1w:= {C}.

Property 2.5.11 Let E be an exchange economy for which Assumption 2.5.5 holds.
Let x' E W(E), i.e., z' is a Walrasian equilibrium allocation. Then there exists a
y' E Y which is an equilibrium in Ew = ({Ue,Wc}CEC,IW) such that z; = y'(c,C)+wc
for all c E c.

Proof
The allocation z' is Pareto efficient by the first theorem for welfare economics. Be-
cause there is voluntary exchange z" is individual rational for every consumer. Finally
Ew is connected and therefore application of Theorem 2.5.8 completes the proof.
Q.£.D.

Summarizing: the Walrasian market is supported by some exchange institution, given
the conditions we imposed on the preferences of the consumers in the beginning of
this subsection.

The Monopolistic Market
Not every market form can be supported by some kind of exchange institution.
To show this we consider an economy consisting of two consumers, a and b and
two commodities, in which consumer a is a price setter and consumer b a price
taker. The example shows that in this economy the equilibrium does not corre-
spond to an equilibrium in the economy with exchange institutions for which As-
sumption 2.5.5 holds and in which the exchange institution is a monopolistic market,
viz. EM = ({UC,WC}cEC,IM) with 1M := {{a,b}} = {C}. Clearly EM is connected.
As the well known example depicted in the Edgeworth box in Figure 1 illustrates,
the equilibrium allocation z" need not to be Pareto efficient and therefore, using
Theorem 2.5.8, it may be the case that no equilibrium v: in EM exists such that

z; = y"(c, {a,b}) + We for c:= {a,b}.
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U..(z ..) = U..(w..)

FIGURE 2.1: The Monopolistic Market

This shows that not all markets can be supported by exchange institutions. As noted
in Vind (1990) a market with monopolistic price setting can be represented by a so-
cial system with coordination in which the monopolist has the net dema.nd function
of his follower in his expectation function. This, however, ca.nnot be supported by an
exchange institution.



Chapter 3

The Relational Approach:
Bilateral Trade Structures

The consequences of restricting the communication possibilities of the agents in an
economy has been a topic in economic research for quite some time. In recent years
it has also become the focus of some game theoretic analysis.

In economics, restrictions on the possibilities to communicate lead to two basically
different types of models.

The first type of models focusses on situations in which there is a physical barrier
to buy or sell certain commodities. These barriers are modelled as physical distances
that can only be overcome by the use of costly transportation of commodities. These
notions materialize in research in the field of spatial economics. Analysis has been
done with respect to equilibria within a given system of transportation technologies
that lead to transportation costs. An example of this type of analysis is found in
Karmann (1981). A second topic in spatial economics is that of choosing an optimal
location in an environment in which, after the choice of location has been made,
transportation costs will occur. This type of analysis is typically applied to the
problem of a shop choosing a location for its place of residence, where the location
determines the size and the composition of the market the shop will face. This type
of models are also used to describe endogenous product differentiation by firms.

Another type of economic models that incorporate restrictions on the possibilities
of the agents to communicate are models on intermediaries. In the field of industrial
economics we refer to partial equilibrium models of price differentiating monopolists
and models of successive monopolies. In these studies the main interest is in the
efficiency properties of the model, not in questions of existence of an equilibrium.

77
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More recent theories on intermediaries are in the field of search theory. In models
of search theory, agents search for trading partners with whom they can engage in a
profitable trade. In these models searching is a costly activity. Sometimes the models
also allow for advertizing by some of the agents. The main interest is once again in
questions concerning the efficiency properties of the models and of the outcomes.
Finally we note that some models, as for instance the model of Gehrig (1990), focus
on the emergence and the role of networks of intermediaries and the consequences
thereof for the outcomes of the market.

In Gilles (1990), models with restrictions on the possibilities of the agents to
communicate are approached from a different angle. It is assumed that restrictions on
the possibilities to communicate lead to restrictions on the possibilities of the agents
to cooperate. The main emphasis is on the social structure of exchange economies.
This approach on the social structure of economies is illustrated by an ingenious
extension of the concept of the core in (large) exchange economies in the tradition
of Aumann (1964, 1966) and Hildenbrand (1974). In using a different axiomatic
foundation of measure theory, Gilles is able to transform the assumptions on the
set of coalitions of agents in the economy from technical assumptions into economic
assumptions. In Gilles (1987, 1988, 1990) the set of coalitions in the economy, which
represents the social structure of the economy, arises as a consequence of quite natural
economic assumptions. Technically, he no longer needs the set of coalitions to be a
IT-algebra, he assumes the set of coalitions to be a ring which is derived from a semi-
ring of primitive (fundamental) coalitions. The latter approach gives an economic
interpretation with respect to which coalitions can be formed, starting from a semi-
ring of primitive coalitions, whereas a IT-algebraof coalitions does not have such an

economic interpretation.

Another part of Gilles (1990) is about (large) sets of agents with a set of bilateral
relations between agents. These relations may be interpreted as direct communication
links. In Gilles and Ruys (1989, 1990) the main focus is on characterizing economic
agents in arbitrary communication structures. In Section 3.1 we interpret their model
as a model on the aggregation of groups of agents in relation ally structured economies.
The main emphasis is on aggregating the agents in such a way that some of the
fundamental communication properties of the relational structure are maintained.

Within a (large) relation ally structured set of agents, Gilles (1990) then focusses
on particular groups of agents. He looks for those groups of agents that are (poten-
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tially) capable of taking care of all communication within the set of agents. Such a
group of agents is called a network if it has a direct communication link with each
agent that is not a member of the network, it is finitely connected within the rela-
tional structure, and no member of the network can be deleted from it such that the
reachability and the finite connectedness hold for the remaining group of agents. In
Gilles et al. (1989) and Gilles (1990), the problem of the existence of such networks
in (large) relation ally structured economies is analyzed. In Gilles and Ruys (1989)
and Gilles et al. (1992) this type of analysis is used to model coalition formation in
exchange economies, i.e., the groups of agents are interpreted as coalitions.

In Section 3.2 we discuss the concepts we use to describe the trade structure of
the economies in the Parts II and III of this monograph. As in Gilles (1989, 1990),
we indicate how the concept of networks within networks can be used to derive
hierarchical structures from the relational structure of an economy. The definition
of networks we use differs from that of Gilles, it has networks as defined by him as
a special case. As a result, we may come up with hierarchical structures that could
not have been obtained by using the concepts of Gilles (1989, 1990), as is illustrated
in Example 3.2.4.

To describe the hierarchical structure of an economy it is neither sufficient to
describe just the social environment in which the agents operate, nor to describe the
trade structure in the economy. In order to obtain a complete description of the
trade structure of the economy we have to describe the trade rules over the hierar-
chical relations in the economy. We do 80 by introducing institutional characteris-
tics of hierarchical relations. If we endow each hierarchical relation in the economy
by its institutional characteristics, then we properly describe the trade structure of
the economy. The concept of institutional characteristics of hierarchical relations
seems to have some resemblance with that of exchange institutions as introduced by
Vind (1983) and discussed in Section 2.5. As follows from the example of monopolistic
markets, however, this resemblance is- superficies.

3.1 Relational Modelling and Aggregation

In this section we review the method of relational modelling as introduced in Gilles
and Ruys (1990) and elaborated in Gilles (1990). The method, as verbally introduced
in Chapter 1, is used to describe an additional step in the process of aggregating an
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economy. Contrary to the generally accepted process of aggregation, they do not
just aggregate the individuals in the economy, they also aggregate and maintain the
structure of communication links between agents. The method of relational modelling
neither creates nor destroys essential communication links through the aggregation
process. Indeed, even if one starts from an uncountably large set of agents, two
representative agents, 0: and {3, can communicate through a finite number of inter-
mediaries within the aggregated structure if and only if some agent represented by
0: can communicate in the population with some agent represented by f3 through a
finite number of intermediary agents.

3.1.1 The Separation Principle

The separation principle in relational modelling states that the individual charac-
teristics of an agent and his social position in the population ought to be described
separately. The individual characteristics of an agent are those characteristics that
describe him as an individual, independent of his environment. Typical examples of
individual characteristics of an agent in the context of general equilibrium models
are his utility function and initial endowments or his production possibilities set.
In another context one may think of, e.g., a reservation price to be an individual
characteristic of an agent. In applying the method of relational modelling, the social
characteristics of the agents are described by bilateral relations between agents. These
bilateral relations are assumed to be direct communication links between agents. Al-
though one might argue that, equivalently, one may regard the set of agents with
whom an individual agent has a direct communication link to be an individual char-
acteristic, this will not be pursued. Communication, which is assumed to be possible
through a finite number of intermediaries (through a finite chain of communication
links) only, depends upon the communication links in the population as a whole.
Turning the communication possibilities of an agent into an individual attribute does
not pay sufficient tribute to this fact.

The starting point of our analyses is a population of agents. A population of
agents is assumed to consist of a set of "blank" agents, i.e., agents whose individual
attributes are not yet specified, and a set of bilateral relations between agents. The
bilateral relations between agents are interpreted as communications links, i.e., they
can be used to transmit messages. In this context relations are not to be interpreted
as trade relations, bargaining relations, or the like. One may consider the relations
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in the population to be "blank", just like the agents are.

Definition 3.1.1 A Population is a pair (A, R) where:

1. A is a (possibly uncountable) set of agents.

2. R C {{a, b} I a E A, b E A} describes between which agents in A a relation
(communication link) exists.

We say two agents in a population are able to communicate if there exists a finite
chain of relations (communication links) in the population that connects them. This
means the agents can communicate through a finite number of intermediary agents.

Definition 3.1.2 Let (A, R) be a population. Two agents i,j E A are able to Com-
municate in (A, R) if {i,j} is in the finite transitive closure of R.

It should be noted that two agents being able to communicate is something different
from the existence of a relation (communication link) between these agents.

Definition 3.1.3 The population (A, R) satisfies the Full Communication Prop-
erty if every two agents i,j E A are able to communicate in (A, R).

Gilles and Ruys (1990) argue that it seems sensible to restrict the analysis to those
populations that have the full communication property. Of course, if one were to
analyze a model of the formation of communication links, as in search theory, this
would be the wrong assumption to make. Since in our model attention is focussed
on aggregating a population into larger units which can modelled as representative
agents, the assumption seems to be reasonable. Indeed, if there were groups of agents
that can not communicate with each other, then it seems reasonable to represen t them
by different populations in which the agents are able to communicate.

Since the agents in the population are "blank" agents, it seems appropriate to
describe them as economic agents by endowing them with individual characteristics.
The set of individual characteristics we want to endow the agents with may depend
upon the specific (economic) problem under consideration. Each tuple of individual
characteristics that belongs to at least one agent in the population is referred to
as a Type. Thus each agent in the, possibly uncountable, set of agent is mapped
to a type. Two agents that are represented by the same type, i.e. have the same
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individual characteristics, can no longer be distinguished. Therefore they ought, at
least potentially, to be able to act as a unit. In order to guarantee this, two agents
in the population are only allowed to be represented by the same type if they can
communicate within the population.

To end up with a relational structure after having described the agents in the econ-
omy, we assume that a relation (communication link) between two types of agents
exists if and only if some agent represented by the first type has a relation (commu-
nication link) in the population with some agent of the second type.

The followingdefinition of a pre-characterization states that a pre-characterization
is a function that endows two agents with the same tuple of individual characteristics
only if they can communicate in the population. Thus no additional communication
possibilities arise as a consequence of the description of the agents in the economy.
Since each agent in the population may be identified by his index, having the name
of an agent to be one of his individual characteristics suffices to ensure that each
type represents one agent only. In this special case, describing the agents by their
attribute does not give rise to the problems mentioned above. If the set of attributes
is chosen to be too small, not allowing for sufficiently many types of agents, we may
find that no pre-characterization exists.

Definition 3.1.4 Let (A, R) be a population of economic agents, and let C be some
collection of attributes. The function g: A -> C is a Pre-Characterization of
(A, R) into C if for every attribute a E g(A) the set g-l(a) C A is finitely connected
as a subgraph of(A,R).

Definition 3.1.5 A Description of the population (A, R) in the collection of at-
tributes C is a pair (A, R) such that for some pre-characterization g: A -t C we
have:

J. A = g( A) is the set of types in the description.

2. (a,(3) E R if and only if there exists a pair (i,j) E R such that a = g(i) and
(3 = g(j).

Since in a description of a population the individual characteristics of the agents
are described separately from the relational structure, we find that a description
of a population satisfies the separation principle. As we have seen, in describing a
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population of agents, we must be careful in choosing the set of attributes we allow
for and not to create additional relations (communication links) through the mere
description of the types of agents in the economy.

3.1.2 The Interdependency Principle

Although some aggregation may take place in describing the economy, the actual
aggregation process only starts after a description of the population is given. Indeed,
we want to decide which agents to aggregate to a unit on the basis of, amongst
others, their similarity. Recognizing this, the next step is to specify which individual
attributes of the agents are considered to be similar. This is achieved by choosing a
topology on the set of individual characteristics. Which topology is chosen for this
purpose depends on the problem to be analyzed.

Definition 3.1.6 An Attribute Space is a pair (C,T) consisting of a collection of
attributes C and a topology T C 2c such that for every e , y E C with :z: i y, there
exists an open set VET such that :z: E V and y ¢ V and an open set U E T such
that y E U and :z: ¢ U.

The topology that is to be chosen ought to be such that if two types are "sufficiently
similar" according to the topology under consideration, then it must have been pos-
sible to represent them by a single type in some description of the population in the
given set of attributes.

This amounts to assuming that sufficiently similar types can potentially communi-
cate through a finite chain of intermediary agents within the population. Since in the
present context the description of the population, and not the population itself, is the
primitive concept, this is achieved by assuming that between two "sufficiently simi-
lar" types a relation (communication link) exists in the description of the population.
Any description that satisfies this property is called a typification.

Definition 3.1.7 A description (A, 'R) in the set of attributes C is a Typification
in the attribute space (C, T) if for every type a E A there exists some open topological
neighborhood u; E T such that {3 E u; n A implies (a,{3) E'R.

The class of typifications depends on the description of the population that is chosen.
A typification combines properties of both the space of attributes and of the relational
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structure. Whether or not a description of a population is a typification follows from
the interdependence of the attribute space and the relations in the description, which
are described separately following the separation principle. This interdependence is
referred to by Gilles and Ruys (1990) and Gilles (1990) as the Interdependency
Principle.

Next we define a mapping, the type-relation mapping, which assigns to each type,
0:, in the typification (A, R) the set of types with which 0: has a relation within the

typification.

Definition 3.1.8 Let (A, R) be a typification in the attribute space (C, r). A Type-
Relation Mapping of the typification (A, R) is a correspondence Q: A::::: A such
thatVo:EA:

Q(o:) := {,8 E A 1(0:,,8) E R}.

In order to be able to formally define type connectedness we introduce the concept
of an irreducible chain. An irreducible chain between two sets, B and C is a finite
sequence of sets, the first being B, the last being C. This sequence is such that
two consecutive sets have a non empty intersection, whereas any two sets from the
sequence that are not consecutive have an empty intersection. This chain is called
irreducible since deleting one of the sets of the sequence would destroy B and C being
finitely connected by the remain sequence of sets.

Definition 3.1.9 Let E be some non empty set. Moreover, let B,C C E. Then a
finite sequence D1, ••• ,Dn C E is an Irreducible Chain between Band C in E if
it satisfies the following properties:

1. Dl = Band Dn = C.

2. For every integer a E {1, ... ,n - 1} it holds that D,. n Da+l i= 0.

3. For every two integers a, b E {1, ... ,n} with a 2': b+ 2 it holds that Da n Db = 0.

A typification is type connected if each type can communicate with every other type
through a finite sequence of intermediary types.
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Definition 3.1.10 Let (A, R) be a typification of the population (A, R) in the at-
tribute space (C, T). The typification (A, R) is Type Connected if for any two
types a, f3 E A there exists some finite sequence of types 1'1, ... ,'Yn in A such that
the open sets int(Q(-Y1»,'" ,int(Q(-yn» form an irreducible chain between int(Q(a»
and int(Q(,B» in (A, T I A).

The following theorem shows that in this step of the aggregation process essential
relations are neither created nor deleted if and only if the typification is type con-
nected. We leave the communication properties of the population intact in this step
of the aggregation process.

Theorem 3.1.11 [Gilles and Ruys (1990, Theorem 3.4)J
Let (A, R) be a typification of the population (A, R) in the attribute space (C, T). Then
the following statements are equivalent:

1. The population (A, R) satisfies the full communication property.

2. Every two types a, f3 E A can communicate.

3. The typification (A, R) is type connected.

3.1.3 Typologies

After having aggregated a population of agents to a typification, one may still feel
uncomfortable. Although some aggregation may have taken place, the number of
agents may still be uncountable. What is worse, the typification may be such as to
give no clues as how to aggregate the agents to a countable number of groups of agents.
To solve this problem we make an additional property on the way the description of
a population and the topological structure of the attributes space interact. This
property is that the set of types can be covered by a countable sequence of connected
subsets of the attribute space. As a consequence we get a countable number of, more
or less natural, classes of types of agents, to which we also refer as Macro Types.
A typification which has this property is called a typology. In order to aggregate a
population to an economy with a countable set of representative agents, each ma.cro
type has to be mapped to a single representative a.gent.
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Definition 3.1.12 A description (A, R) is a Typology in the attribute space (C,T)
if it is a typification and there exists a countable sequence of connected subsets (Cn)nEN
of the restricted attribute space (A, T I A) such that

00

A pre-characterization which maps a population into a description that is a typol-
ogy for the attribute space under consideration is called a characterization of the
population into the attribute space.

Definition 3.1.13 Let g: A ~ C be a pre-characterization of the population (A, R).
Suppose that the resulting description (A, 'R) is a typology with respect to the attribute
space (C, T). Then 9 is a Characterization of the population (A, R) into the attribute

space (C,T).

The following lemma states that the set of types of a typology can be partitioned in
a natural way in a countable number of classes.

Lemma 3.1.14 [Gilles and Ruys (1990, pp. 339-340)]
Let (A, R) be a typology with respect to the attribute space (C,T). There exist! a
unique, at most countable sequence (An)nEN of maximal topologically connected sub-
sets of the restricted attribute space (A, T I A) such that

U An = A.
nEN

The sequence (An)nEN in the above lemma is a partition of the set A, and can be
interpreted as a subdivision of the set of types in the economy in classes of "related"
types. Since the subdivision is a partition, the classes are disjoint.

In the following definition we represent each class of agents by one representative.
We, as yet, do not specify the individual characteristics of the representative agents.
Thus a (countable) undirected graph results form the typology. This graph is referred
to as a condensation. In order to complete the aggregation process we only have to
determine the individual characteristics of the representatives of a class of types as
a function of the individual characteristics of the types in the class. In a different
interpretation, which better suits the context of Gilles (1990), the classes can be

interpreted as coalitions.
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Definition 3.1.15 Let (A, 'R..) be a typology of the population (A, R) in the attribute
space (e,T). Furthermore, let (An)nEN be the unique subdivision of (A, 'R..). A pair
(A,R), with A c A and RcA x A, is a Condensation of (A, 'R..) if there ezists a
surjective mapping c : A --+ A, which satisfies the following properties:

1. For each n EN and for any pair of types 0.,{3 E An it holds that c(o.) = c({3).

2. For every n, mEN, with n =1= m, and any two types 0. E An and (3 E Am it
holds that c(0.) =1= c({3).

3. (:Il,y) E R if and only if there ezist n, mEN and two types 0. E An and (3 E Am
such that c(o.) =:Il, c({3) = y, and (0.,{3) E 'R...

As before we want to give conditions under which no essential relations (communi-
cation links) have been created or deleted through the process of aggregation. The
counterpart of the full communication property of a population for a typology is the
property of component connectedness. It states that any two classes of types in the
typology can communicate through a finite number of intermediary classes.

Definition 3.1.16 Let (A, 'R..) be a typology of the population (A, R) in the attribute
space (e,T). The typology (A, 'R..) is Component Connected if there exists a con-
densation (A, R) of (A, 'R..), which is a finitely connected graph.

The following theorem confirms that no essential relations are established or deleted
through the aggregation process if and only if the resulting typology is component
connected.

Theorem 3.1.17 [Gilles and Ruys (1990, Theorem 4.5)J
Let (A, 'R..) be a typology of the population (A,R) in the attribute space (e,T). The
following statements are equivalent:

1. The population (A, R) satisfies the full communication property.

2. The typification (A, 'R..) is type connected.

3. The typology (A, 'R..) is component connected.
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3.1.4 Relationally Structured Economies

The aim of the method of relational modelling is to describe and aggregate relation ally
structured sets of agents. A relation ally structured economy is defined to be a possible
result of the method of relational modelling. Furthermore, we illustrate the method
of relational modelling in the context of aggregation by means of a simple example.

As in Gilles and Ruys (1990) a relation ally structured economy is defined to be a
typology which is type connected. So every type connected typology is by definition
a relationally structured economy, independent of the set of characteristics in which
the agents are described. It should be noticed that a relation ally structured economy
does not have a condensation of a typology as its primitive concept. It may consist
of macro types, which may be large groups of agents, that are not yet represented
by a single representative agent. Therefore a relation ally structured economy may be
used as a primitive concept to aggregate types into representative classes.

Definition 3.1.18 A Relationally Structured Economy is an ordered triple E=

«A, R), (C, T), g) consisting of:

1. A population (A, R), which has the full communication property.

2. A n attribute space (C, T).

3. A characterization g: A -+ C of the population (A, R) in the attribute space

(C,T).

The following example is a simple illustration of the method of relational modelling.

Example 3.1.19 [Gilles and Ruys (1990, Example 5.2)]
The population consists of the non negative half of the real line in which agents that
are sufficiently close have a communication link (or relation). We use 6 to indicate

how close is sufficiently close. We assume 0 < 6 < ~.

Population

A:=R+
R := {{i,j} liE A, j E A and Ii - i I:S 6}.

The set of individual characteristics is the real line, the topology chosen to con-
struct the attribute space is the Euclidean topology on the real line.
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Attribute Space
(C, T) is the Euclidean topology on the real line.

We represent all agents that are less than 5 away from a natural number n by the
agent n. All other agents are represented by themselves. Thus we find the following
characterization and set of types.

Characterization
g: A -+ C where

g(i) := { ~
3n E fi :1 i - n 1< 5.
else.

Set of Types
00

A := [0, 1 - 5) U U [n + 5, n + 1 - 5) U fi.
n=l

Clearly the description of the population is a typology, furthermore it is type con-
nected. Although the characterization does not endow the agents with a utility
function and initial endowments, this typology is referred to as a relation ally struc-
tured economy. One can easily replace z E R by some tuple of "proper" economic
attributes. The topology is transferred accordingly.

3.2 Trade Structures

In the previous section we discussed how a large population of agents can be ag-
gregated to a relation ally structured economy with a countable number of classes or
representative agents, without adding or deleting any essential communication links.
In the present section we provide the concepts we need to describe the trade struc-
ture of the finite economies under consideration in this monograph. The description
of the trade structure of an economy consists of two main parts. The first part is
the hierarchical structure of the economy. The hierarchical structure is introduced in
such a way as to lead to bilateral dominance relations between agents. The second
part is about describing the trade rules over the dominance relations as they follow
from the hierarchical structure. These asymmetric trade rules are described by use
of what we call the institutional characteristics of the hierarchical relations.
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In Subsection 3.2.1 we elaborate the concepts we need to describe the hierarchical
structure of economies. We refer to Gilles (1990) and van den Brink and Gilles (1992)
for a slightly different way to introduce similar, but different, concepts. The partic-
ularities of the models as discussed in this monograph force us to deviate from their
terminology. We discuss how a hierarchical structure can be derived from a relational
structure as described by an undirected graph over a finite set of agents. In doing
so we use some terminology about graphs. Since textbooks on graph theory are not
uniform in their use of terminology, we recapitulate and slightly extend the termi-
nology as used in Wilson (1985) in the Appendix to this chapter. The terminology
is used throughout this monograph.

In Subsection 3.2.2 we introduce the concept of institutional characteristics of
hierarchical (in particular asymmetric) relations. The concept is introduced to de-
scribe the rules of trade. The power of the concept is that it provides the possibility
to describe models in which different hierarchical trade relations between agents have
different trade rules. Thus, it provides a framework in which particular "markets
forms" from the realm of industrial organization may in a natural way be incorpo-
rated in a general equilibrium framework. In this monograph, however, we restrict
ourselves to economies in which all hierarchical trade relations have the same insti-

tutional characteristics.

3.2.1 Hierarchical Structures

In this subsection we discuss a method to derive a hierarchical structure from a finite

undirected graph, e.g., from a finite typology.
We refer to this undirected graph as a Relational Structure. The main idea is

that within a relational structure there are groups of agents that are able to provide
for the communication within the population. Such a group of agents must be con-
nected within the relational structure and each agent outside the group must have a
communication link with some agent of the group. Furthermore, as in Gilles (1990),
one may assume a network to be minimal in the sense that no agent can be deleted
from it without destroying either the connectedness or the reachability property. We
believe that requiring networks to be minimal is too strong. Therefore, we require the
property of reduction instead, i.e., there is at least one agent in the relational struc-
ture that is not a member of the network. We provide an example which illustrates
why we believe the property of minimality is too strong, see Example 3.2.4.
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Definition 3.2.1 Let E c A be a subset of the agents of a finite relational.!tructure
(A, R). A set of agents NeE is a Network in (E, R I E) if:

1. [Reachability]
For each agent i E E there ezists some agent j E N .!uch that {i,j} E R.

2. [Connectiveness]
The graph (N, R I N) is connected.

9. [Reduction]
There ezists an agent i E E such that i (j. N.

Given a network within a relational structure, one can look for a network within
the restriction of the relational structure to the network, and so on. The resulting
sequence of networks within networks is called a hierarchy in the relational structure.

Definition 3.2.2 Let Nl C ... C Nic := A be a sequence of subsets of agent.! in the
relational structure (A, R). This sequence is a Hierarchy in (A, R) if:

1. For each a E {1, ... , II: - 1} it holds that No is a network with respect to
oc.;« I No+l).

We can partition a hierarchy for a set of agents in different hierarchical levels. We
do this by echelon partitions.

Definition 3.2.3 Let A be a set of agents. Let e := (SI, ... , Sn) be a partition of
the set A. Then e is an Echelon Partition of A. We use i tt j to denote i E Sa
and j E Sb with a :::;b. Similarly, we use i )--e j to denote that i E Sa and j E Sb with
a> b.

For a given hierarchy, it is possible to partition the set of agents in echelons that
correspond to different hierarchical levels. An agent is of a higher hierarchical level
than some other agent if he is a member of a network in the hierarchy of which the
other agent is not a member.

Definition 3.2.4 Let Nl"'" Nic be a hierarchy in (A, R). An Echelon Partition
Induced by this Hierarchy is a tuple e := (S1>'" , Sic) such that:
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2. For each a E {2, ... , k} it holds that S" := N" \ N,,-l.

In the following example we show why the minimality condition for networks seems

to be counter intuitive.

Example 3.2.5

--::---.'e J
Consider the relational structure that consists of n+3 agents as depicted in the above
graph. The agents a, b, c and d are such that:

R:= {{a,b},{b,c},{c,d}}U{{i,j}C A\{a,b,c} I i=Jj}

The relational structure (A, R) consists of a complete graph Kn with the agents
a, b, and c "attached". If the minimality condition of networks is used, the same
echelon partition of the relational structure (A, R) results for any n 2: 2. This echelon

partition is given by:

~:= ({c},{b,d},(A \ {a,b,c,d})).

So for any n 2: 2, no matter how large, agent c is of the highest hierarchical level.
Intuitively, one would expect that for n sufficiently large agent d may be "more impor-
tant" in the relational structure than agent c. This possibility is excluded by assuming
networks to be minimal with respect to the graph they are defined in. Weakening the
minimality condition to the reduction condition does allow for an echelon partition
in which agent d is of the highest hierarchical level. It also allows for a score of other

echelon partitions to result.
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A relational structure combined with an echelon partition is called a hierarchically
structured population. This echelon partition needs not necessarily to be an echelon
partition derived from a hierarchy. One of the properties of an echelon partition de-
rived from a hierarchy is that it has exactly one agent in its highest echelon. We do
not want this property to hold for every hierarchically structured population. In Part
III of this monograph we analyze economies that have more than one agent of the
highest hierarchical level, which we also want to denote as hierarchically structured
populations.

Definition 3.2.6 A Hierarchically Structured Population is a tuple l' :=

«A,R),{) where (A,R) is a relational structure and { is an echelon partition of
(A,R).

In a hierarchically structured population we introduce the concepts of a leader of an
agent, of a follower of an agent and of a top agent. The leaders of an agent, i, are
all these agents in the hierarchically structured population that have a relation with
agent i and, furthermore, are of a higher hierarchical level than agent i. Formally,
the set of leaders of agent i, denoted by L, is defined as:

L, := {h E A I {h,i} E R and h >--ti}.

The set of followers of agent i, denoted by F, is defined as

F; := {jE A liE Li}'

F, is the set of agent with whom agent i has a relation and that are of a lower
hierarchical level than agent i. Finally we sayan agent, k; is a top agent in the
hierarchically structured population if Lie = 0. Finally, for a given hierarchically
structured population, one may be interested in the set of agents of the hierarchical
level of at least a that have a relational with some agent i that is dominated in this
relation. This set is the value in (i, a) of the correspondence Q: A x {I, ... , Ie} =: A
where:

Q(i,a):={hEAI{h,i}ER with h>--ti and 3b:::;a such that hES.}.

The correspondence Q has an important role in defining the anticipated net trade
correspondences of the agents in the model of Chapter 10.
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In a hierarchically structured population one may be interested in the set of agents
that are either directly or indirectly dominated by some agent i. One way to define
this set is by taking it to be the set of agents that have a relation with agent i through
a sequence of agents such that each of these agents belongs to hierarchical echelons
dominated by agent i in the echelon partition. A hierarchical echelon Sb is dominated
by agent i E Sa if a < b. This set of agent is called the subgraph of agent i.

Definition 3.2.7 Let (( A, R), 0 be a hierarchically structured population. The Sub-
graph of agent i E A is the set of agents S( i) such that j E 8( i) if there exists a
path ,.,.(i, j) := ({ i, ad, {al, a2}" .. , {amj}) from i to j in (A, R) such that for each
k E {I, ... ,n} we have that i ?-{ ale, and furthermore i ?-e i.
In some cases one may only be interested in the structure of bilateral dominance
relations in the economy. Indeed, sometimes one may want the hierarchical structure
to be described by bilateral dominance relations only. In that case the hierarchical
structure is represented by a hierarchical graph. We define a hierarchical graph to
be any connected simple directed graph. So notice that we allow for circuits in the
directed graph. We do this because we want to interpret the hierarchical graph as
describing price setting relations in an economy. We do not want to exclude the
possibility of a circuit of price setting relations between agents.

Definition 3.2.8 Let'H:= (A, D) be a weakly connected simple directed graph. Then
1(. is a Hierarchical Graph.

Analogous to the case of a hierarchically structured population we use Li := {h E A I
(h, i) E D} to denote the set of direct leaders of agents i E A. We use Fi := {jE A I
i ELi} to denote the set of direct followersof agent i E A and Sl := {k E A I Lie = 0}
to denote the set of top agents.

A hierarchical graph that is minimal in its relations with respect to (weak) con-
nectedness and in which there is exactly one agent that is not dominated by any
other agent is called a hierarchical tree.

Definition 3.2.9 Let H := (A, W) be a hierarchical graph with a tree structure and
exactly one source. Then 'H is a Hierarchical Tree.

From every hierarchically structured population we can derive a hierarchical graph,
the other way around may not be possible. In particular it is not possible to derive
hierarchically structured populations from hierarchical graphs with circuits.
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Definition 3.2.10 Let «A, R), e) be a hierarchically structured population. The Hi-
erarchical Graph Derived from «A,R),e) is the directed simple graph'H. .-
(A,D) where D := {(i,j) E A x A I {i,j} E R and i ~(j}.

According to this definition, any relation {i,j} E R for which i and j are in the
same echelon in e is not represented by an arrow in the hierarchical graph (A, D).
In Chapter 10 we explicitly only consider hierarchically structured populations with
echelon partitions such that for any i,j E A it holds that either i ~( j or j ~(i.
This assures that every relation in the set R corresponds to exactly one arrow in the
set D of the hierarchical graph (A, D) that is derived from (A, R). Such an echelon
partition is called complete.

Definition 3.2.11 Let «A,R),e) be a hierarchically structured population. The
echelon partition e is Complete if for the hierarchical graph (A, D) derived from
«A, R), e) it holds that #D = #R.

Given an echelon partition, one may be interested in a minimal set of hierarchical
relations that assures the full communication property in the graph and maintains the
direct dominance relations. Such a set of relations leads to a hierarchical spanning
tree. This hierarchical spanning tree is a directed tree in which each arrow comes
from some agent of a hierarchical level which is higher than the hierarchical level of
the agent where it points to.

Definition 3.2.12 Let «A, R), e) be a hierarchically structured population. A Hi-
erarchical Spanning Tree in «A, R), e) is a directed graph (A, W) such that:

1. The undirected graph underlying (A, W) is a spanning tree of (AO, R).

2. (i,j) E W implies i ~(j.

In Chapter 4 we discuss a model of an economy in which the structure of trade
relations is a hierarchical spanning tree of the hierarchically structured population
of agents. Which of the hierarchical spanning trees arises with what probability is
determined endogenously in the model.

Finally we describe how an echelon partition can be derived from a hierarchical
tree. This procedure is used in Part II to construct the anticipations the agents
have about the consequences of their actions. One procedure to construct an echelon
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partition from a hierarchical tree is to start with the top agent in the economy and
have each echelon consisting of agents such that the path from the top agent to any of
these agents has the same number of vertices. In Part II we use a different procedure
that start with the agents that do not have any followers in the hierarchical tree.
Instead of using a construction procedure that start at the top, we a use procedure

that starts from the bottom.
Let T := (A, W) be a hierarchical tree. We start to construct the set C1 := {jE

A I Pj = 0}. We define Al := C1• Given some set At with t E N\ {O},we construct the

set Ct+! as Ct+1 := {i E A \ At I Pi C At}. Then we define At+l := At UCt+1• We stop
this recursive procedure when we have k such that A" = A. Since T is a hierarchical
tree such a k exists. The tuple e := (SIl"" S,,) with for each i E {1, ... , k} :
S, := C/o+1-i is a echelon partition of T.

In this section we have introduced some concepts to describe hierarchical struc-
tures. We touched upon the subject of how to derive hierarchical structures, in
particular hierarchically structured populations from a relational structure. What
is missing is a process that specifies which of the, possibly many, echelon partitions
eventually arises from the relational structure. The intuition of power indices as ana-
lyzed by Gilles (1988) and van den Brink and Gilles (1990) may provide a useful basis
to develop a model that endogenously determines which hierarchical structure arises
from a finite, relational structure. Such a model may be combined with the choice
of trading partner part of the model of Chapter 4, and either the model Chapter 8
on bid and ask prices or a similar model with take-it-or-Ieave-it offers. This would
provide a model that, starting from a relational structure, describes the emergence
of a hierarchical structure, of a hierarchical tree of hierarchical trade relations and
of resulting (prices,) trades and allocations in the economy. This would be a very

powerful model indeed.

3.2.2 Institutional Characteristics

In applying the method of relational modelling as discussed in Chapter 1, the first
step is to describe the social structure of the economy separately from the individual
agents. In the relational approach, which is not to be confused with the method of
relational modelling, the social structure is described by means of a set of bilateral
relations between agents. As we have shown, hierarchical structures can be derived
from the set of bilateral relations between agents. In the models in this monograph
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the set of hierarchical relations is not sufficient for a useful description of the social
structure of the economy. In order to obtain a more useful description of the social
economic environment of the agents, we have to specify the economic meaning of the
hierarchical relations. Therefore we endow the hierarchical relations in the economy
with institutional characteristics. Since in this monograph attention is restricted to
hierarchically structured trade economies, we assume the institutional characteristics
to specify the rules of trade between the agents of a bilateral hierarchical trade rela-
tion. We define the institutional characteristics of a hierarchical relation to be such
that the dominating agent can restrict the set of trades over the hierarchical trade
relation that the dominated agent can choose from. The dominating agent, called
the leader, can choose from a certain set of instruments that parametrize a collection
of sets of net trades between the dominated agent, his follower, and himself, from
which this follower can choose. In a somewhat more general formulation we may
define institutional characteristics to describe how the choice of instruments by the
dominating agent restricts the choice set of the dominated agent with respect to the
hierarchical relation. This power of a dominating agent to restrict the choice set of
any agent who is dominated by him in some hierarchical relation can sometimes be
used by him in order to make him better off.

Definition 3.2.13 Let (i,i) be a hierarchical relation in which agent i dominates
agent i. The Institutional Characteristics inst(i,;) of the hierarchical relation (i,i)
are represented by a correspondence Tin.t : X ~ Y where V:c E X, chosen by agent i,
the set Tinot(:c) denotes the set of instrument values in Y for the hierarchical relation
(i,i) that agent i can choose from.

In contexts different from that of the models in this monograph, it may be useful
to define the institutional characteristics of the relations in a different way, since the
above definition may give problems if one wants to describe relations that can (only)
be used to transmit information.

Here we focus on trade relations. We give four examples of institutional charac-
teristics of relations, the namely characteristics of mono price setting, of bid and ask
prices, of monopolistic quantity rationing, and of take-it-or-leave offers.

Mono Price Setting
The institutional characteristic associated with a monopoly is that of mono price

,
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setting over hierarchical relations. For this characteristic the dominating agent, the
leader, is a price setter with respect to the dominated agent, the follower. The leader
sets a single price for any of the commodities, this is the price at which he buys and
sells the commodity. The follower acts as a price taker and determines the quantities
to be traded over the hierarchical relation. Since the leader sets one single price for
each of the commodities we call this institutional characteristic that of mono (single)
price setting.

The well known duopoly model of the monopolistic market as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5, can be interpreted as a model of trade over one single hierarchical trade
relation between the two agents. This hierarchical relation has the institutional char-
acteristic of mono price setting. There are some additional problems to describe a
monopolist that sets one single price for an entire market of agents. The reason
is that the monopolist is not allowed to engage in price differentiation between the
agents. It seems difficult to express this property by the institutional characteristics
of the hierarchical trade relations of the monopolist with the individual consumers in
the market. In the model of Chapter 4 this type of problem is solved by assuming
the existence of sufficiently many arbitrage coalitions. In the models of Chapter 9
and Chapter 10 we, to some extend, exclude price differentiation by assuming that
there are sufficiently many possibilities for arbitrage. For the Walrasian auctioneer
we encounter the same type of problems as for the monopolist who has to set a single
price for the whole market.

Finally, we mention that for the institutional characteristic of mono price setting
the leader in a hierarchical trade relation does not have the possibility to enforce zero
trades with his follower. This is forcefully illustrated in Example 6.3.1. There the
impossibility of a leader to enforce zero trade is a reason for the non existence of an
equilibrium. Furthermore, even if an equilibrium exists, it may lead to involuntary

trade for a leader on a hierarchical trade relation.

Formally, we say a hierarchical relation has the institutional characteristics of
mono pricing if the follower can choose those net trade bundles from the space of net
trade bundles that, at the prices set by the leader, have a value of at most zero. Since
we restrict ourselves to monotonic utility functions in this monograph, allowing for
net trade bundle that have value zero or for those that have a value of at most zero

does not make any difference.
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Definition 3.2.14 Let (i,j) be a hierarchical relation in which agent i dominates
agent j. This relation has the institutional characteristics of Mono Price Setting,
denoted by mon(i.i), if its institutional characteristics can be represented by the cor-
respondence rmon: SI-l:::: RI from the space of prices that agent i may choose
from into the space of net trades over the relation (i, j) that agent j can choose from,
where V p E SI-l :

rmon(p) := {d ERI I r- d:S O}.

Bid and Ask Prices
The institutional characteristic of bid and ask prices has some similarities with that
of mono price setting. The main difference is that the dominated agent, who acts
as a price setter, is allowed to set different prices for buying and selling the same
commodity. In the context of trade between two agents in the case of a duopoly,
the institutional characteristics of mono price setting and of bid and ask prices lead
to the same allocation. In the context of "successive duopolies", as analyzed in
Chapter 6 for mono price setting and in Chapter 8 for bid and ask prices, there is a
significant difference. This difference is illustrated in Example 8.3.3. The institutional
characteristic of bid and ask prices seems to be more suitable for the modelling
of intermediaries than the institutional characteristic of monopolistic price setting.
Furthermore, it enables the leader in a hierarchical trade relation to enforce "zero
trade", thus ensuring that the leader always trades voluntary over the hierarchical
trade relation. The leader can enforce zero trade by setting the prices he pays for
any commodity sold to him at zero. As a result of, amongst others, the possibility
to enforce zero trades, we can prove the existence of an equilibrium in the models in
Chapter 8.

Definition 3.2.15 Let (i,j) be a hierarchical relation in which agent i dominates
agent i- The relation has the institutional characteristic of Bid and Ask Prices,
denoted by bap(;.;), if it can be represented by the correspondence r""p : S21-l :::: RI
from the space of bid and ask prices into the space of net trades over the hierarchical
relation (i,j) such that V(P,E) E S21-l :

L Pc' max{O,dc} + L Ec' min{O,dc} :S O}.
cE{l •...•I} cE{l •...•I}
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Monopolistic Quantity Rationing
The institutional characteristics monopolistic quantity rationing describes the situa-
tion in which the dominating agent not only sets prices for the dominated agent, but
also sets maximum amounts the dominated agent can buy or sell at these prices. The
dominated agent acts as a price-rationing taker. The maximum amount the domi-
nated agent can buy is always larger than or equal to zero, the same holds for the
maximum amount the dominated agent can buy. The dominating agent can enforce
"no trade" by setting the maximum amounts to be bought or sold over the hierarchi-
cal trade relation at zero. This characteristic is introduced in Bohm et al. (1983) and
has some similarity with the situation of rationing in Hahn (1978) and Gale (1978)
as discussed in Section 2.3 on conjectural equilibrium. In the model of Hahn (1978)
the dominated agent is assumed to have anticipations about how he can influence
the rations if he is willing to pay higher prices for the commodities he buys and to
accept lower prices for the commodities he sells.

Definition 3.2.16 Let (i,j) be a hierarchical relation where agent i dominates agent
j. It has the institutional characteristic of Monopolistic Quantity Rationing,
denoted by mqr(i,i)' if it can be represented by the correspondence Tmq?' : Sl-l X R~ x
R~ =! R' from the space of prices and rations into the space of net trades over the
hierarchical relation (i,j) such that V (p,1:,r) E s':' x R~ x R~ :

Tmqr(p,1:,r) := {d E RI I r- d::; 0 and r::; d ::;=}.

Take-it-or-Ieave-it Offers
Finally we mention the institutional characteristic of take-it-or-leave-it offers. It
describes the situation in which the dominating agent offers some trade bundle for
the dominated agent. The dominated agent may choose either to accept the proposed
bundle of net trades, or not to trade at all with this leader. The leader can enforce
"no trade" by proposing the zero trade bundle.

Definition 3.2.17 Let (i,j) be a hierarchical relation in which agent i dominates
agent j. It has the institutional characteristic of Take- it- or-leave-it Offers, denoted
by tol(i,j) if it can be represented by the correspondence t= :RI =! RI from the space
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of proposed net trade bundles into the space of net trade bundles over the hierarchical
relation (i,j) such that Vt E R' :

Ttol(t) := {O, t}.
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Appendix on Graphs

In this appendix we introduce some graph theoretic notions. In different textbooks
on graph theory one may find different names for the same concept and, what is even
worse, different concepts denoted by the same name. In this monograph we mostly

use the terminology of Wilson (1985).

Definition A.l A Graph is a pair (A, R) where A is a non empty finite set of
elements called Vertices and R is a finite FAMILY of unordered pairs of elements of
A, called Edges. Two distinct edges e, fER are Adjacent if en/ =I- 0.

A graph as defined above is also referred to as an undirected graph. The definition of
a graph allows R to be a family of unordered pairs of vertices in A. This implies that
a certain unordered pair of vertices may occur in R a number of times. Furthermore,
the definition allows for edges from a vertex to itself. In this monograph we are only
interested in a special subclass of graphs, the simple graphs.

Definition A.2 A graph Q := (A, R) is Simple if R is a finite SET 0/ unordered
pairs of DISTINCT elements of A.

A simple graph is a graph in which the family R is a set. Therefore there is at most
one edge between two vertices. Furthermore all edges are between distinct vertices,
so the possibility of an edge form one vertex to itself is excluded. A typical example
of a simple graph is the graph (A,R) with A:= {a,b,c} and R:= {{a,b}}.

Definition A.3 Let Q := (A, R) be a graph. A finite, non empty, sequence ,( Vo, vm)

of edges in Q is a Path in Q from Vo E V to Vm E V if:

1. Any two consecutive edqe« in ,( Vo, vm) are adjacent.

2. All edges in ,( Vo, vrn) are distinct.

9. All vertices in ,(vo,vm) are distinct with the possible exception that Vo = Vm•

A special class of sequences of edges in a graph form a path in the graph. In this
definition of a path, no edge occurs twice in a path. Furthermore, all vertices in
the path are distinct except that the begin vertex may equal the end vertex. The

following definition is straight forward.
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Definition A.4 A graph 9 := (A, R) is Connected if for any pair of distinct ver-
tices V,w E A there ezists a path "y(v,w) in 9 from v to w.

Next we define what we mean by a circuit in a graph. In other text books circuits
many, for instance, be called cycles or cyclic paths.

Definition A.5 Let 9 := (A, R) be a graph. A Circuit in 9 is a path "y( Vo, vm) in
9 such that Vo = vm• A circuit that passes through every vertez v E A ezactly once is
a Hamiltonian Circuit.

Clearly a circuit is a path that begins and ends in the same vertex. A Hamiltonian
circuit is a circuit that goes through every vertex in the graph. We later use it to
define Hamiltonian graphs. First we define trees.

Definition A.6 A simple graph T := (A, R) is a Tree, if it is connected and has
no circuits.

A tree has the property that no single edge can be deleted from the set R is such a
way that we and up with a connected graph. So a tree has the minimal number of
edges with which it is still possible to have a connected graph over the given set of
vertices.

Definition A.7 Let 9 := (A, R) be a connected graph. Any tree T := (A, R) with
R c R is a Spanning Tree of g.

A spanning tree of a graph is a tree, that has the same set of vertices as the original
graph, and all edges of which are also edges in the original graph. The spanning
tree has the property that it has the minimal number of edges that allow the set of
vertices of the original graph to be connected. Ingeneral, a graph may have a number
of spanning trees.

Definition A.8 A graph 9 := (A, R) that has a Hamiltonian circuit is a Hamilto-
nian Graph.

Another special class of graphs we introduce is that of complete graphs.

Definition A.9 A simple graph 9 := (A, R) in which any pair of distinct vertices
is adjacent is a Complete Graph. We use Kn to denote the complete graph with n

vertices.
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The following definition can not be found in Wilson (1985) but is relevant for the
models we consider. It defines what we mean by the restriction of a graph to a subset

of the set of vertices.

Definition A.IO Let 9 := (A, R) be a graph. Let E C A, be an non empty set.
The Restriction of 9 to E is the graph 9 I E := (E, (R I E)) where R I E .-

Rn{{v,w}cE}.

The above graphs are graphs with edges that are unordered pairs of agents. Next
we turn to directed graphs in which the "relations" are ordered pairs of agents. We
immediately define simple directed graphs, since we do not use directed graphs that

are not simple.

Definition A.ll A Simple Directed Graph is a pair 1t := (A, D), where A is
a non empty finite set of vertices, and D is a finite set ORDERED pairs of distinct

elements of A, called Arrows.

As we did in the case of (undirected) graphs we define adjacency.

Definition A.12 Let 'H := (A, D), be a simple directed graph. Two distinct vertices
v,w ED are Adjacent if either (v,w) E D or (w,v) ED.

We can also define paths in directed graphs. The definitions is similar to that in the

case of undirected graphs.

Definition A.13 Let H := (A, D) be a simple directed graph. A finite, non empty,
sequence 'Y( Vo, vm) of arcs in 9 is a Path in 9 from Vo E A to Vm E A if;

1. For any two consecutive arcs (vn, wn), (vn+!, Wn+l) E D we have Vn = Wn+l'

2. All arcs in 'Y( Vo, vm) are distinct.

3. All vertices in 'Y(vo,vm) are distinct with the possible exception that Vo = Vm•

In some cases one may be interested in the structure of the arrows of the directed
graph without taking into account the direction of the arrows. This comes in handy

if one wants to define connectedness of a directed graph.
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Definition A.14 Let 1£ := (A, D), be a simple directed graph. A graph 9 := (A, R)
is the graph Underlying 1£ if R can be constructed by replacing each ordered pair
(v, w) E D by the unordered pair {v, w}.

The definition of connectedness of a directed graph is once again similar to that of a
undirected graph.

Definition A.IS A 8imple directed graph 'H := (A, D) is (weakly) Connected if
the graph 9 := (A, R) underlying 'H is connected.

The last graph theoretical concept we introduce is that of a source in a directed
graph.

Definition A.16 Let 1t := (A, D), be a simple directed graph. A vertez v E A is a
Source in 1t if the set {w E A I (w,v) E D} = 0.



Chapter 4

Endogenous Trade Structures
with Informal Arbitrage

In theories of industrial organization much attention is paid to models in which
the structure of the market is endogenized. This is, amongst others, the case in
models on product differentiation as in Furth (1990), and in models on horizontal
and vertical integration as in Machlup and Taber (1960), Krelle (1976) and, more
recently, Emons (1991). In Gehrig (1990) the structure of networks of intermediaries
is endogenized, whereas in Gehrig (1991) both the location of market places and the
product differentiation in each market place is, to some extend, endogenized.

As is outlined in Chapter 1, the aim of this monograph is to model economies in
such a way that the environment in which the agents operate is modelled separately
from the agents themselves. Moreover, the way in which the social environment
of the agents, as represented by the trade structure, is modelled is intended to be
rather general. By modelling the social structure of the economy separately from the
agents, we hope to be able to, eventually, discuss the problems of endogenizing the
social structure, and in particular the trade structure, of the economy. In the present
chapter we give an ad hoc sketch of a model with an endogenous trade structure.
This sketch is inspired by and elaborates on a similar model in Gilles (1989) and
Gilles (1990, Chapter 5).

The model of Gilles (1989, 1990) has two main features. The first is that it is
intended to be a model of an economy with official trade relations as well as informal
black market activities. The official trade relations are modelled as price setting
relations (in the terminology of Chapter 3 "mono price setting" relations). The black
market activities are modelled as exchanges within coalitions of agents. The second

107
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main feature of the model is that the trade structure of the economy is endogenously
determined. Unfortunately the version of the model in Gilles (1989) is rather informal,
whereas the version in Gilles (1990) has certain features that seem to be unintended.
In formulating the model in the present chapter it is tried to preserve what are meant
to be the essentials of these models as much as possible.

In Gilles (1989, 1990) attention is restricted to finite economies. These economies
give a sketch of a model that starts from a finite economy with a relational structure,
and ends, after a number of steps, with an equilibrium structure of official trade
relations and of equilibrium prices, net trades and allocations. The main structure of
this sketch is as follows. In the relationa.lly structured economy a sequence of networks
is constructed within the economy. From this sequence of networks a hierarchical
structure for the economy is derived. Given the hierarchical structure, each agent
(except the agent highest in the hierarchy) chooses a single agent from a higher
hierarchical level with whom he has a relation, and establishes an official trade relation
with this other agent. This official trade relation is then gets the trading rules of
mono price setting, i.e., the agent higher in the hierarchy acts as a price setter while
the agent lower in the hierarchy acts as a price taker, with respect to this official
trade relation. Finally, within the economy an equilibrium in prices, net trades and
allocations may result.

The aim of this chapter is to develop a two stage model in which the structure of
the official trade relations is endogenously determined, as is the tuple of equilibrium
trades, prices and allocations. Both the structure of trade relations and the equilib-
rium are derived from the relational structure of communication links over the finite

set of agents.

In the first stage of the model the structure of the official trade relations emerges.
This structure can be represented by a hierarchical tree. For each (potential) hierar-
chical tree we have an exogenously given structure of unofficial arbitrage coalitions.
Arbitrage coalitions are groups of agents that are able to profit from differences in
the price vectors set for members of the coalition by agents that are not a member of
the coalition. The agents profit from these differences in price vectors by performing
arbitrage, i.e., through buying commodities that are relatively cheap from one leader
in order to sell them to another leader at relatively high prices. If there are different
price vectors set for some arbitrage coalition, the agents in the coalition can obtain
arbitrarily high incomes by engaging in arbitrage.
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In the second stage of the model the official trade relations are assumed to be mono
price setting relations in which the dominating agent sets the prices for the dominated
agent with respect to this relation. Given, amongst others, the structure of official
trade relations and the structure of unofficial arbitrage coalitions, an arbitrage proof
equilibrium is defined for the second stage of the model.

It is assumed that the choice of trading partners in the first stage of the model is
in line with what the agents anticipate to be the consequences of this choice in the
resulting second stage model. Therefore the model may be solved by using techniques
of backward induction.

After we have specified the model we illustrate it by some examples of arbitrage
structures.

4.1 The Model

In this section we discuss the basics of the model. First we define what particular
relation ally structured economies we consider. Then we discuss both the first and
the second stage of the model in an informal way.

Definition 4.1.1 A Trade Economy is a tuple E= «(A, R), e), T,g) where:

1. (A, R) is a finite population.

2. e is an echelon partition of (A, R).

9. T: T~::::: A is a correspondence where T~ is the set of hierarchical trees in
(A, R) with respect to e. T(A, W) is the set of arbitrage coalitions in case the
hierarchical tree (A, W) E T~ materializes. We denote Tw := T(A, W).

4. g: A -+ U x R~ is a characterization. The function g is injective and assigns
to each agent i E A a utility function U, E U and a vector of initial endowments
Wi E R~, where U := {U: R~ -+ R}.

The first part of the definition of a relation ally structured trade economy consists of a
finite population (A, R) of agents and an echelon partition e of this population. The
second part of the definition consists of the correspondence T which maps each hier-
archical tree (A, W) in «A,R),e) to a set Tw of arbitrage coalitions. As mentioned
before, arbitrage coalitions are coalitions that can gain from differences in the prices
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set for its members by agents that are not a member of the arbitrage coalition. Since
the price setting agents are quantity takers, the agents in an arbitrage coalition can
get an arbitrarily large profit form buying a sufficiently large amount of a commodity
that has a relatively low price set by one leader, and selling it at the relatively high
prices as set by another leader.

The mapping 9 endows each agent i E A with a utility function and a non negative
vector Wi E R~ of initial endowments. Here I is the number of commodities in the
economy, the set of commodities being L := {I, ... , I}. For convenience we assume
that 9 is an injective function. Consequently there is a one-to-one mapping between
the set of agents A and the set of types g(A). Thus no aggregation takes place through
the characterization of the economy. Although each hierarchical tree is accompanied
by an arbitrage structure as induced by 7, no process is described as to how they
are related. Later the hierarchical tree is interpreted as a structure of official trade
relations, whereas the arbitrage structure is interpreted as a set of potential unofficial
arbitrage coalitions. In this context it seems sensible to model the arbitrage structure
accompanying a hierarchical tree as to result from the relations (communication links)
in the population that have not materialized into an official trade link.

We make the following assumption throughout this chapter. It states that the
utility functions of the agents are continuous, strictly monotonic and strictly quasi
concave. Furthermore it states that each agent that is not of the highest hierarchical
level in the economy has a positive amount of each of the commodities in his initial
endowments.

Assumption 4.1.2 Let E= (((A, R),e), 7,g) be at trade economy. The class U
consists of continuous, strictly increasing and strictly quasi concave utility functions
only. Furthermore, ViE A \ 51': Wi ~ O.

In the first stage of the model the agents choose trading partners. Each agent except
the top agent chooses a single trading partner from the set of agents that are higher in
the hierarchy and with whom he has a relation (communication link). This amounts
to choosing a trading partner from the largest network of which the agent himself is
not a member. In this stage of the model some relations (communication links) are
transformed, by the choice of trading partners by the agent, in official hierarchical
trade relations. It should be noted that an agent h being appointed by some agent i
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to be his leader with respect to the, from then on official, trade link (h, i), is obliged
to accept this appointment, even if it may prove to be disadvantageous for him".

The choice of official trade links by the agents determines the hierarchical tree
of official trade relations in the second stage of the game. An agent is assumed to
choose his official trading partner such that, given the choices of the other agents,
the hierarchical tree materializes that gives him the best consumption bundle in the
resulting equilibrium in the second stage. Clearly this assumes agents to have a
lot of knowledge about the second stage of the model and thus, implicitly, about
the individual characteristics of the other agents. Furthermore, this type of Nash
equilibrium in pure strategies, as proposed in Gilles (1989, 1990), may not exist,
even if in the second stage of the game a unique equilibrium exists. Therefore we
consider Nash equilibria in mixed strategies. In any case, it simplifies the analysis
considerably if for each hierarchical tree there exists a unique equilibrium in the
resulting trade economy. In the second stage of the model assumptions are made in
order to assure the uniqueness of such an equilibrium. It should be noted that if we
allow for mixed strategies in Stage I of the model, then the utility functions can no
longer be interpreted as ordinal utility functions, but are to be interpreted as cardinal
utility functions.

In stage II of the model the actual trade in the economy is described. The official
trade relations are (exogenously) endowed with institutional characteristics, i.e. the
trading rules of the official trade relations are determined. In particular, it is assumed
that on each official trade relation the dominating agent behaves as a price setter,
whereas the dominated agent behaves as a price taker with respect to this relation.
Furthermore, assumptions are made concerning the unofficial arbitrage possibilities.
If the tuple of price vectors is arbitrage proof, then the unofficial arbitrage possibilities
do not become activated. So a tuple of price vectors is arbitrage proof if for every
arbitrage coalition it holds that each of its members gets the same price set by his
leader on the official trade relation if this trader is not a member of the coalition.
Thus, arbitrage proofness rules out the possibility for arbitrage by any arbitrage
coalition.

In this stage of the model a hierarchically structured trade economy with arbitrage
coalitions is analyzed. In the analysis the conjectures of the agents play an important
role. It is assumed that the conjectures of an agent with respect to the behavior of

lSee Chapter 6, Example 6.3.1.
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his followers are the reaction curves of these agents. The hierarchical structure of the
economy prevents a lot of difficulties that might otherwise arise from this assumption.
It is assumed that the reaction curves of the agents are represented by functions, not
correspondences. Since each variable in the model is chosen by one agent or another,
and because the hierarchical structure of the economy is a hierarchical tree, the
equilibrium, if it exists, is unique, given the reaction functions of the agents. The
reaction functions are assumed to be such that they take the arbitrage proofness

condition into account.
An equilibrium is defined to be a trade-price-allocation tuple that is arbitrage

proof, and which is such that no individual agent can take different actions which he
anticipates to result in a arbitrage proof trade-price-allocation tuple that makes him

better off.

4.2 A Model of Actual Trade

In this section we analyze the second stage of the model, i.e., we assume that the
hierarchical tree (and therefore the arbitrage structure) is already determined in the
first stage of the model. Furthermore we assume the institutional characteristics of
the official trade relations to be those of an mono price setting relation. The leader
in such a relation is assumed to behave as a price setter, the follower as a price taker.

Definition 4.2.1 A Hierarchically Structured Trade Economy with Arbi-
trage Coalitions with I commodities is a tuple E = ((A, W), Tw, {Ui,WihEA,
{monw}wEw), where:

1. (A, W) is a hierarchical tree.

2. Tw C 2A is the set of arbitrage coalitions in the economy.

3. U, : R~ -+ R is the utility function of agent i E A.

4. Wi E R~ is the vector of initial endowments of agent i E A.

5. mon., denotes that the hierarchical relation w = (i, j) E W has the institutional
characteristic of mono price setting.

Since we analyze the second stage of the model discussed in the previous section,
Assumption 4.1.2 implies that the utility functions of the agents in the hierarchically
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structured trade economy with arbitrage coalitions are continuous, strictly monotonic
and strictly quasi concave. Furthermore it implies that of each of the commodities a
positive amount is available in the economy.

In a hierarchically structured trade economy with arbitrage coalitions we describe
the actions of the agents through the official relations in the economy by the following
trade-price-allocation tuple.

Definition 4.2.2 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with arbitrage
coalitions. A Trade-Price-Allocation Tuple is a tuple (d,p,:/:) E X x R'xA with
X = RWxl X (SI-l)W where:

1. ~ E RI is the vector of net trades on the trade relation (h, i) E W.

2. Pi; E SI-l is the price vector charged on the trade relation (i,j) EW. We
denote Pi := (Pi; );EF;'

9. :/:i E R~ is the consumption bundle of agent i E A.

We introduce a stability condition with respect to the informal part of the economy.
This condition, called arbitrage proofness, 1s a no arbitrage condition. If a tuple of
price vectors is arbitrage proof, this means that, given the prices as quoted in the
official part of the economy, no coalition from the informal arbitrage structure Tw
can (profitably) engage in arbitrage.

The condition of arbitrage proofness is a weakened form of the assumption of
retrade proofness as made by Gilles (1989, 1990). There it is assumed that the
way a (retrade) coalition may engage in retrade is as follows. The members of the
coalition can change the amounts they buy from their leaders if these leaders are not
a member of the coalition themselves. However, they are obliged to meet the demand
from those of their followers which are not a member of the coalition. The trades
with their leaders must have a value that does not exceed zero. Finally, the coalition
can redistribute the commodities of its members, possibly after the change in trades
with the leaders outside the coalition. If such a scheme of actions can be undertaken
as to make each of the members of the coalition better off than they were before, then
the trade-price-allocation tuple we started out with was not retrade proof. Note that,
in particular, a trade-price-allocation tuple is not retrade proof if two leaders cha.rge
different prices for some pair of agents that both are members of some arbitrage
coalition in Tw of which these leaders are not a member.
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The condition of retrade proofness is very strong and gives rise to a score of
difficulties in defining the remainder of the model. The model of Gilles (1989) is rather
informal about the formulation of reaction curves and budget correspondences. The
model in Gilles (1990), although intending to formalize the previous model, differs in
crucial aspects of the model in Gilles (1989). Unduly it is claimed that the examples
which are given in Gilles (1989) are also special cases of this model.

In order to prevent the problems Gilles encounters we take a less ambitious ap-
proach and assume arbitrage proofness of the tuple of prices vectors instead of retrade
proofness of the trade-price-allocation tuple. We say a trade-price-allocation tuple is
arbitrage proof if the corresponding tuple of price vectors is arbitrage proof.

Definition 4.2.3 A tuple of price vectors p E (S'-1)W is Arbitrage Proof with
respect to the arbitrage structure Tw if there exists no arbitrage coalition F C Tw
such that for some i,j E F with h E L, \ F and gEL; \ F it holds that

A trade-price-allocation tuple (d, p, z ) E X X R~A is arbitrage proof with respect to
Tw if its tuple of price vectors is arbitrage proof with respect to Tw. We denote

P(Tw) := {p E (SI-1)W I :3 (d,p,x) E X x R~ :

(d,p,x) is arbitrage proof with respect to Tw}.

For each agent in the economy, except the top agent, we describe his reaction curve as
a function of the reaction curves of his followers and of the tuple of price vectors in the
economy. The reaction curves of all these agents are represented by the reaction curve
configuration. Following Gilles (1990) we only put two conditions on the reaction
curve configuration. The first type of condition is a feasibility restriction on the
reactions of the agents. The second one is that for each price vector set by his leader
the reaction curve of the agent is single valued, i.e., we assume the reaction curves
to be functions. Whereas Gilles (1990) puts these assumptions on the reactions with
respect to the trades only, we also put it on the reactions curve with respect to price
setting. This stronger assumption leads, at least for all agents except the top agent,
to reactions that are uniquely determined as a function of the environment, as was
the explicit goal of Gilles. Only putting uniqueness conditions on the trades does not
achieve this goal. In our definition the top agent is assumed to choose one specific
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solution to his optimization problem; the reaction curve may be a selection of the
correspondence of optimal reactions. Thus our model guarantees the uniqueness of
equilibrium, if an equilibrium exists at all.

Since one of the conditions for a trade-price-allocation tuple to be an equilibrium
is going to be that the tuple of price vectors is arbitrage proof, we define reaction
curve configurations for arbitrage proof tuple of price vectors only, as we do for the
budget correspondences. This does not influence our description of an equilibrium
and circumvents some nasty problems with respect to the formulation of the model.

Definition 4.2.4 Let E be a trade economy and let (A, W) be a hierarchical tree.
A Reaction Curve Configuration is a tuple ((thi)hEL.,(qij)jEF;)iEA , with qi :=

(qij)jEFi where for each i E A \ 81 and j E Fi it holds that thi: P(Tw) -+ R', and
%: P(Tw) -+ 8'-1 such that for each i E A \ 81, h E L, it holds for each P E P(Tw) :

1. Phi' thi(p) :::;0

2. Wi + thi(p) ::::L:jEFi ti;(p-i; qi(p)).

For k E 81 and for each j E k we have qlej
P E P(Tw)

Wle::::L tj"(p_,,; q,,(p)).
JEF.

P(Tw) -+ 8'-1 such that for each

In defining the choice correspondences of the agents, which we refer to as budget cor-
respondences, we combine the concepts of reaction curve configuration and arbitrage
proofness. We define the budget set of an agent, given the price set by his leader, as
the set of actions of the agent that satisfy two conditions. The first is that, given the
reaction curves of the other agents, the actions yield him a non negative consumption
bundle. The second condition is that the actions as chosen by the agent keep the
tuple of price vectors arbitrage proof.

Definition 4.2.5 Let E be a trade economy and let (A, W) be a hierarchical tree.
For an agent i E A \ 81 with h E L, the Budget Correspondence Bi: P(Tw) ~
Xi X R~ is such that Vp E P(Tw) :

Bi(p):= ((ei,qi,Yi) E Xi X R~ I V hE Li: e, E Tmon(Phi),
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Yi :S Wi + e, - E ti;(p-i; qi)},
;EFi

where Xi :== RIXL• x (SI-ll'.
The budget correspondence BIc : P(Tw) ::! XIc X R~ of agent Ie E Sl is such that

Vp E P(Tw):

BIc(p) :== {(qlc, YIc) E XIc x R~ I (p-Ic; qlc) E P(Tw) and

Ylc :S WIc- E t;lc(p-le; q,,)},
;EF.

The next definition introduces the property that the reaction functions of the agents
give the optimal reactions of the agents, given their budget correspondences. Thus
we ensure that, given the reaction curves of the other agents and given the arbitrage
structure as given by Tw, no agent can improve upon his reaction as given by his
reaction function. Note that compatibility of a reaction curve configuration implies
that the choice set of the top agent, k E Sl, is non-empty. This rules out the non-
existence of equilibrium caused by the emptiness of the choice set as in Example 6.3.1.

Definition 4.2.6 A reaction curve configuration (( th;)hEL;! (qi; );EFJiEA is Compat-
ible with an arbitrage structure Tw if for each p E P(Tw) we have that for every

i E A \ Sl and j E F, it holds that:

and for k E Sl it holds that:

To end this section we define an equilibrium in the type of economy under consid-
eration. It states that the equilibrium tuple of price vectors is arbitrage proof with
respect to Tw, and that the actions of the agents are the values of the compatible
reaction curves for the equilibrium tuple of price vectors.

Definition 4.2.7 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with arbitrage.

Let (( thi)hELp (qi; )jEFJiEA be a reaction curve configuration that is compatible with

Tw. Then a tuple (d·,p·,z·) E X x R~xl is an Equilibrium in E if:
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1. p' E P(Tw)

2. Vi E A \ SI, for h E L, it holds that di = thi(P') and for each j E F, it holds
that Pii = qi;(P·)·

9. For k E 81 it holds that Pk = q,,(p').

4· Vi E A it holds that ~: = Wi+ d: - LiEF. dj.

4.3 The Choice of Trading Partners

In this section we briefly discuss and slightly extend the model of choice of trading
partners of Gilles (1989, 1990). In this model each agent except the top agent chooses
an agent higher in the hierarchy with whom he has a relation (communication link),
to institutionalize this relation (communication link) as an official hierarchical trade
relation. This official hierarchical trade relation is endowed with the institutional
characteristics of a mono price setting. Since each agent from A \ 81 formalizes one
of his relations (communication links) in this way, we end up with a graph of official
trade relations which has a tree structure. Thus the number of official trade relations
is the minimal number that is needed to have this graph connected.

In our model of an economy with the choice of trading partners we assume that for
each tree of official trade relations (A, W) E T{ that may arise from the hierarchical
structure ((A, R), e) we have an exogenously given set of unofficial arbitrage coalitions
Tw. The unofficial arbitrage coalitions describe the possible black market activities
of the agents is the economy.

As we have seen in the previous section we can make assumptions to ensure
the uniqueness of the equilibrium in the second stage of the economy, if such an
equilibrium exists. This could be done by, exogenously, picking one of the possibly
many reaction curve configurations. For convenience we make the ad hoc assumption
that for each hierarchy in T{ there exists a unique equilibrium.

Assumption 4.3.1 Let E= (((A,R),e), T,g) be an economy with choice of trading
partners. We assume that for each hierarchical tree (A, W) E T{ it holds that in
the corresponding hierarchically structured trade economy with arbitrage coalitions
E:= ((A, W), Tw, {Ui,WihEA, {monw}wEw) there exists a unique equilibrium.
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In the next definition we specify the set of actions of the agents in A \ S1 in this
first stage of the model. We allow for randomized or mixed strategies by the agents
in A \ S1' This is an extension with respect to the model of Gilles (1989 and 1990),
where only pure strategies are considered.

Definition 4.3.2 Let E be an economy with choice of trading partners. The Set of
Instruments of agent i E A \ 51 in the first stage of the model is

c. := {r E R~; I L rh = I},
hEC;

where

Ci:={hEAI{i,h}CR and h~ei}.

We denote C := lliEA\S, C, to be the set of actions in the first stage of the economy
E.

The choices of probabilities by the agents from their set of instruments leads to a
vector of probabilities with which the hierarchical trees of Te may occur. This is
formalized by the function of probabilities in the following definition.

Definition 4.3.3 Let E be an economy with choice of trading partners. Let C be the
set of actions in the first stage of the economy E. The Set of Probabilities over
the Set of Hierarchical Trees given ~, being Te, is given by

D = {r E RI( I L r(A,W) = I}.
(A,W)ET(

The Function of Probabilities of the hierarchical trees in the set Te as a function
of the actions of the agents in A \ 51 is the function f: C --+ D given by f( r) :=

U(A,W)( r) )(A,W)ET( where

f(A,w)(r):= IT ri«.
(h,i)EW

For each vector of probabilities over the hierarchical trees in Te we can, under Assump-
tion 4.3.1, define the corresponding payoffs of the agents. This is achieved through
the payoff functions in the following definition.
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Definition 4.3.4 Let E be an economy with choice of trading partners such that
Assumption .4-3.1 holds. Let D be the set of probabilities over the set of hierarchical
trees. The Payoff Function of agent i E A \ Sl is a function V; : D ----> R+ where
for any lED:

V;(f) := E 1(A.,w) . Ui(x(A.,W),i),
(A,W)ET(

where x(A.,W) is the unique equilibrium allocation in the economy E(A, W) := ((A, W),

Tw, {Ui,Wi},EA, {mon"'}"'Ew)

Now we have defined the sets from which the agents can choose their actions, the way
these choices interact, and what resulting payoffs for the agents are, we can define an
equilibrium for the first stage of the model. The definition is such that an equilibrium
for the first stage of the model by Assumption 4.3.1 implies an equilibrium for the
hierarchically structured trade economy with arbitrage coalitions which follows from
the, randomly determined, hierarchical tree from the first stage. Therefore we also
refer to an equilibrium of the first stage of the economy as an equilibrium for the
relation ally structured economy with choice of trading partners.

Definition 4.3.5 Let E be an economy with choice of trading partners such. that
AS.!umption 4.9.1 holds. Let lor each i E A \ Sl the function V; be his payoff function.
An Equilibrium (in the first stage) of the model is a vector r· E C .!uch that for
each i E A \ Sl it holds that ,lI ri E C, such that:

Our definition of equilibrium is that of a Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies. Clea.rly
it would be worthwhile to consider different equilibrium concepts for the first stage of
the model. As for now we sa.tisfy ourselves with this solution. The following theorem
holds.

Theorem 4.3.6 [Existence of Equilibrium]
Let E:= (((A, R), 0,T, {Ui, Wi},EA, {monw}wEw) be an economy with choice of trad-
ing partners, such that Assumption 4.1.2 and Assumption 4.9.1 hold. Then an equi-
librium in the economy E exists.
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The Proof of this Theorem is straightforward.

The model of Chapter 8 of this dissertation considers different institutional char-
acteristics for the official trade relations in the second stage of the model. Even in
the case that Tw is empty, these characteristics assure the existence of an equilibrium
in the second stage of the model, although uniqueness of equilibrium is not guaran-
teed. This result seems to make it worthwhile to reformulate and improve the model

of this chapter.

4.4 Some Arbitrage Structures

In Gilles (1989,1990) attention is paid to some retrade structures in order to see how
these retrade structures influence the outcomes of the second stage of the model of
economies with choice of trading partners. In this section we apply the same type
of analysis with respect to the arbitrage structures of hierarchically structured trade
economies with arbitrage coalitions. For the type of examples as analyzed by Gilles
we find the same kind of results. We briefly discuss no-arbitrage structures, local

arbitrage structures and full arbitrage structures.

4.4.1 No-Arbitrage Structure

We speak of a no-arbitrage structure of arbitrage coalitions Tw if the arbitrage coali-
tions are as follows. For each arbitrage coalition F E Tw there is at most one agent
i E F such that his leader h E L; is not a member of the coalition F. Thus effectively
no arbitrage coalition can engage in arbitrage, since it takes two (different) price
vectors to perform arbitrage. This notion is formalized as follows.

Definition 4.4.1 Let E:= «A, W), Tw, {Ui,Wi};EA, {monw}wEw) be a hierarchically
structured trade economy with arbitrage coalitions. The arbitrage structure Tw IS a
No-Arbitrage Structure with respect to (A, W) if for each F E Tw :

#{ i E F I t; \ F -I- 0} < 1.

Thus models with a no-arbitrage structure of arbitrage coalitions are models that are
much like the models as discussed in Chapter 6 of this dissertation. As follows from
Chapter 6, Example 6.3.1, in these models an equilibrium need not exist.
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4.4.2 Local Arbitrage Configuration

The local arbitrage structure is a structure in which the set of arbitrage coalitions is
such that it forces each leader to set the same prices for each of his followers.

Definition 4.4.2 Let E:= ((A, W),Tw, {U;,W;};EA, {mon",}wEW)be a hierarchically
structured trade economy with arbitrage coalitions. The arbitrage structure Tw ts a
Local Arbitrage Structure with respect to (A, W) if:

1. 'V FE Tw it holds that #{h E A \ F I :3i E F: s e L;} :::;1.

~. 'V hE A, i,j E Fh it holds that :3 FE Tw such that i,j E F and h fj. F.

So Tw is a local arbitrage structure if:

1. For each arbitrage coalition F E Tw there is at most one agent that is not a
member of F and who is the leader of some member of F.

2. For each leader and each two of his followers it holds that there is a coalition in
the arbitrage structure of which the two followers are members and the leader
is not.

A local arbitrage structure is also a no-arbitrage structure and vice versa if for each
agent i E A it holds that #F; :::;1.
An example of a local arbitrage structure is given by the following arbitrage structure:

Tw := {F; liE A}.

Once again in these models, as follows from Chapter 6, Example 6.3.1, there need
not exist an equilibrium.

4.4.3 Full Arbitrage Configuration

Finally we describe the full arbitrage structure. This structure is defined as to ensure
that, in equilibrium, on each official trade relation the same price vector is set. Such
a tuple of price vectors is called a uniform tuple of price vectors.

Definition 4.4.3 Let E:= ((A, W), Tw, {U;,W;};EA, {mon"'}"'Ew) be a hierarchically
structured trade economy with arbitrage coalitions. Let p E (SI-l)W be a tuple of
price vectors in E. Then p is a Uniform Tuple of Price Vectors if there exists a
price vector q E SI-1 such that for each (i, j) E W it holds that P;j = q.
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Next we define a full arbitrage structure.

Definition 4.4.4 Let E:= ((A,W),Tw,{U;,w;};EA,{monw}wEw be a hierarchically
structured trade economy with arbitrage coalitions. The arbitrage structure Tw is a
Full Arbitrage Structure with respect to (A, W) if there exists a sequence (a1, ... ,
am) of agents from A\ Sl such that for each i E {I, ... ,m -I} it holds that 3 FE Tw
such that:

3. F n (La, U Lo.0+1) = 0.

4· U~1{ai} = A \ 51.

Thus an arbitrage structure is full if there exists a sequence of agents such that for
each two subsequent agents it holds that there exists an arbitrage coalition such that:

1. The two subsequent agents are different. This assumption is not crucial.

2. The two agents are both members of the arbitrage coalition.

3. The arbitrage coalition does not contain the leader of any of the two agents.
This ensures, together with 1 and 2, that the arbitrage coalition is effective
with respect to differences in the price vectors as set for the two agents by their

leaders.

4. In the sequence of agents each agent except the top agent occurs at least once.
This assumption assures that the set of agents minus the top agent is "con-
nected" through arbitrage coalitions.

As a consequence of the above definition the following two theorems hold. They
are inspired by Theorem 5.3.4 and Theorem 5.3.3 of Gilles (1990). First we give a
theorem on the existence of an equilibrium in an economy E with a full arbitrage

structure.

Theorem 4.4.5 [Existence Theorem]
Let E:= ((A, W), Tw, {U;,wihEA, {monw}wEw) be a hierarchically structured trade
economy with arbitrage coalitions. Let Assumption 4.1.2 hold. Let the arbitrage
structure Tw be full with respect to (A, W). Then an equilibrium in E exists.
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Proof

As noted by Gilles (1990, Theorem 5.3.4), if an equilibrium exists under these condi-
tions, then it is a uniform price equilibrium. Thus the agent k E S1optimally behaves
as a price setter with respect to the market consisting of the agents in A \ S1' From
the definition of E it therefore follows from the properties of the utility functions and
the initial endowments that the aggregated demand function of the agents of A \ S1
is such that an equilibrium exists.
Q.C.V.

The next theorem states when we have a Walrasian equilibrium.

Theorem 4.4.6 [Walrasian Equilibrium]

Let E:= «A, W), Tw, {Ui,Wi}iEA, {mon..}"'EW) be a hierarchically structured trade
economy with arbitrage coalitions. Let Assumption 4.1.2 hold. Let the arbitrage
structure Tw be full with respect to (A, W). Suppose that w" = ° for k E S1' Then ev-
ery equilibrium in E corresponds to a Walrasian equilibrium in the exchange economy
E:= {Ui,Wi};EA.

This property follows directly from Gilles (1990, Theorem 5.3.3) and the previous
theorem.
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Hierarchical Trees
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Chapter 5

Price Differentiation with Local
Information

In this chapter we discuss a model that links the conjectural approach of Chapter 2
with the relational approach of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. We introduce a particular
version of a hierarchically structured trade economy in which no arbitrage is possible.
So arbitrage is neither possible through inofficial arbitrage coalitions, as in the model
of Chapter 4, nor through official trade links as in Chapter 9 and Chapter 10. We
make special assumptions with respect to the knowledge or information the agents
have about the economy. These assumptions are such that the model of the economy
is equivalent to some social system with coordination as discussed in Section 2.4. As
in the model of Section 2.5, the anticipations of the agents follow endogenously from
the structure of the economy. The anticipations are derived from, amongst others, the
hierarchical structure of the economy and the knowledge or information the agents
have about the economy. The hierarchical structure on the set of agents seems to
give sufficient structure to the economy to allow for the problem of endogenizing the
anticipations of the agents to be solved successfully. In the context of Walrasian
exchange economies, it seems to be the lack of structure on the set of agents that
makes it difficult to successfully endogenize the anticipations of the agents.

We consider a finite pure exchange economy, in which the agents are ordered
according to some hierarchical dominance pattern. Such a hierarchically structured
economy is described with the use of graph theoretic tools. In the description of the
hierarchical structure of the economy we start from a directed graph in which an arc
from one agent to another implies that the first agent dominates the second agent. We
refer to this graph as a hierarchical graph. In this chapter we consider hierarchically
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structured trade economies in which each hierarchical relation in the hierarchical
graph represents a trade relation. On such a trade relation the dominating agent is
called the leader, whereas the dominated agent is called the follower with respect to
this relation.

We assume the hierarchical structure of the economy to be such that the re-
sulting pattern of trade relations between agents is a graph theoretic tree. Hence,
the number of trade relations is minimal with respect to the requirement that any
agent is potentially connected to any other agent in the economy through a finite
number of intermediary agents. This implies that if one destroys one of the trade
relations in such an economy, one arrives at the situation in which there are two
separate economies, which are not able to trade with each other through the given

trade relations.

We assume that the hierarchical relations have the institutional characteristics
of a mono price setting. This implies that on any trade relation in the hierarchical
structure the leader sets the prices at which trade takes place, while the follower sets
the quantities to be traded on that relation. So the agents in the lowest echelon in
the hierarchical structure on the market only act as price takers, while the agents in
the highest echelon only act as price setters. The agents in the "inbetween" echelons
act as price setters on their trade relations with agents in the lower echelons, while
they act as a price taker on the trade relations with agents in the higher echelons.

In such an economy there are several plausible rules to derive the conjectures of
an agent from his knowledge of the individual characteristics of the agents and the
institutional characteristics of the relations. This is because the hierarchical structure
of the economy not only describes limitations on the possibilities to trade, but it is also
assumed to limit the possibilities of agents to communicate. As a consequence agents
may have limited access to information on the reaction patterns of other agents.

We investigate the situation in which the agents have no knowledge about the
individual characteristics of the agents in the economy that are not their direct fol-
lowers. We call this setup the local information structure. Under the local informa-
tion structure, we assume that each agent knows nothing about the economy but the
institutional characteristics of the relations he is a part of and the individual charac-
teristics, being the initial endowments and the utility function, of himself and of his
direct followers. Furthermore, he is assumed to know the total amount of net trades
of each of his followers with their followers, the prices set for him by his leader(s}, and
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the prices set for his (direct) followers by their leaders. In Chapter 9 this structure
is analyzed for hierarchical structures that allow for arbitrage and therefore cannot
be represented by a hierarchical tree.

An alternative for the local information structure is the downstream information
structure as analyzed in Chapter 6. In this model relations have the same institutional
characteristics as in the model of this chapter. Under the downstream information
structure it is assumed that the agents take into account all reaction curves of their
direct and indirect followers. Thus, an agent takes into account (an aggregate of) all
consequences, direct as well as indirect, of a change in the prices as set by him on
the trade relations with his direct followers in the hierarchical trade structure in the
economy, given the prices set by the agents of at least the same hierarchical level as
himself. If the hierarchical structure of the economy is a hierarchical tree, this implies
that the reaction curves of his followers are a function of the prices he sets only.

An equilibrium in a hierarchically structured trade economy is defined to be a
tuple of actions of the agents such that these actions are feasible for every individual
agent, and such that no agent anticipates to be possibly better off by choosing actions,
different from his equilibrium actions, which he anticipates to be feasible for him. In
restricting ourselves to the local information structure we assume each agent, as
a consequence of his limited knowledge of the economy, only takes into account the
"direct" reaction curves of his direct followers. The resulting model of a hierarchically
structured trade economy with the local information structure can be interpreted as
a social system with coordination. This is formalized in an equivalence theorem.
Unfortunately the theorem on the existence of an equilibrium in social systems with
coordination as formulated in Section 2.4, does not apply for the model of this chapter.

We prove a theorem on the existence of an equilibrium in an hierarchically struc-
tured trade economy with the local information structure by applying the Kakutani
fixed point theorem. The result on existence can only be proven under very restrictive
assumptions. It seems that a straightforward extension of a monopolistic market to
a situation with even a single middleman leads to severe problems with respect to
the existence of an equilibrium.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 5.1 a model of hi-
erarchically structured trade economies with the local information structure and a
hierarchical tree is presented. Section 5.2 is used to show that a hierarchically struc-
tured trade economy with a hierarchical tree and the local information structure can
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be interpreted as a social system with coordination as described in Section 2.4. This
is stated in an equivalence theorem. The existence of equilibrium in hierarchically
structured trade economies with a hierarchical tree and the local information struc-
ture is analyzed in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4 we give an example of a hierarchically
structured trade economy with linear utility functions.

5.1 The Model

In this section we give a definition of a hierarchically structured trade economy. For
a discussion of some reasons to define an economy in this way we refer to Chapter 1.

Definition 5.1.1 A Hierarchically Structured Trade Economy with I com-
modities is a tuple E = ((A, W), {Ui,Wi}.EA, {monw}wEw), where:

1. (A, W) is a hierarchical tree.

2. U, : RI ~ R is the utility function of agent i.

3. Wi E R~ is the initial endowment of agent i E A.

4. mon., with w = (i,j) E W denotes that each hierarchical relation ha3 a3 insti-
tutional characteristic mono price setting.

The economy consists of a hierarchical structure (A, W), a set of agents with their
individual characteristics, and a set of hierarchical relations between agents with their

institutional characteristics.
The hierarchical structure describes a set of agents and a set of hierarchical re-

lations between the agents. It is assumed to have a specific structure, that of a

hierarchical tree.
For each agent a utility function and a vector of initial endowments of commodities

are specified as his individual characteristics. As will become clear later on, the model
is such that it is necessary to define the utility functions of the agents not just over
R~, but over RI. Thus we ensure that the endogenously determined anticipations
of the agents are well defined. Hence an agent may prefer a consumption bundle
that is negative in some of the commodities to a consumption bundle which is non
negative. The remainder of the model is constructed in such a way as to ensure that
in equilibrium all consumption bundles are non negative. In the other chapters of
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this monograph we do not make this unusual assumption with respect to the utility
functions.

Finally the institutional characteristics of the hierarchical relations are given. One
could think of a wide range of possible specifications of the institutional characteristics
of hierarchical relations. In this chapter a leader in a hierarchical relation sets the
prices for the trade over the relation, whereas he follower is the price taker with
respect to this relation. The leader in a relation is obliged to buy or sell any amount
the follower wants to buy or sell over this relation, given the prices set by this leader.

One could argue, as in Hahn (1978) or implicitly in Vind (1983), that the con-
jectures of the agents about consequences of changes in their actions ought to be
part of the description of the individual characteristics of the agents in the economy.
Since we want to derive the conjectures of the agents as a function of the hierarchical
structure, the (other) individual characteristics of the agents and of the institutional
characteristics of the hierarchical relations of the economy we, unduly, refrain from
making the conjectures of the agents an explicit part of the description of an economy.

In order to achieve equivalence with social systems with co-ordination, we need
the assumptions of strict increasingness, strict quasi concavity and continuity of the
utility functions.

Assumption 5.1.2 Let E he a hierarchically structured trade economy. For every
agent i E A the utility function U, is continuous, strictly increasing and strictly quasi
concave and furthermore, ViE A \ 81 : Wi ~ o.

Now we have defined a hierarchically structured trade economy we go on by defining
the relevant choice spaces for the agents in the economy. We start by determining
the price space. Having defined the price space we define for each agent i E A \ 81 the
space of allowable trades with his leader in the hierarchical structure of the economy.
This is not quite straightforward, since in defining these spaces we have to take into
account the way in which we define the anticipated net trade correspondences later
on. Finally we define the extended consumption space that we use in defining the
anticipated net trade correspondences.

We define a space of price vectors and net trades of commodity bundles that we
allow to occur in our trade economy. Let 81-1 be the (I-I)-dimensional unit simplex
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defined by
I

S'-1 := {q E R~ I Lq .. = I}.
..=1

We show that we can restrict ourselves to a compact price space contained in int
S'-1, the relative interior of S':",
For each agent i E A the function z;: int S'-l -+ R~ is defined such that for each
p E int S'-l :

zi(p) := argmax.;EbER~lp'lI:Sp,,,,;}Ui(Zi).

So z; (s) is the optimal consumption for the, for this purpose price taking, agent i E A,
given the price vector p. Since the utility functions of the agents in the economy are
strictly monotonic, there exists some e > 0 such that without loss of generaJ!ty we
can restrict ourselves to the set of prices

Q := {q E s':' I q ~ e . I,},

where e is such that

qE intS'-
1\Q=>ViEA\SI: 3 eEL: zi.,(q) > We,

where W = LiE A Wi, L = {I, ... , I} and 11 is the I-dimensional vector of ones. Denote
W := (We)eEL where We := LiEAm8.XqEQz;Aq).

We define Y := {d E R' I -W :::;d :::;w} to be the set from which the trades
over a hierarchical relation must be chosen. The set from which the anticipated net
trades between agent i E A \ SI and his leader are chosen is equal to li := {d E RI I
-(1 + #Fi)·w :::;d:::; (1+ #Fi)·w}. Hence the space of trade of agent iwith his leader
always contains the sum of the trades of agent i with his followers. Thus we find as
the space of trades and prices agent i E A \ SI can choose from the set Xi := lix QF;.
For the top agent k E SI we define XIc := QF•. We define X := niEA Xi. Finally we
define the set of allocations to be Z := {z E RI I - #A . W :::;z}. So, in principle, we
allow for consumption bundles to be negative. Nevertheless in our definition of Z we
assure the negative consumption bundles to be bounded from below. The bound is
chosen in such a way that for whatever trade agent i face from his followers he can
always end up with a consumption bundle from Z.
We give the following definition of a trade-price-allocation tuple in an given hierar-
chically structured trade economy. We assume e to be as in the above.
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Definition 5.1.3 A Trade-Price-Allocation Tuple in the economy E is a tuple
(d,p,z) E X x RZ:A where:

1. dih E Y; is the vector of net trade on the trade relation (i, h) E W. We denote

d; == (dih)hEL;.

2. Pi; E Q is the price vector denoting the prices charged on the trade-relation
(i,j) E W. We denote Pi == (Pi;);EF;'

9. Zi E R~ is the consumption bundle of agent i.

In separately describing the hierarchical structure, the agents with their individual
characteristics and the relations with their institutional characteristics in the defi-
nition of an economy, the separation principle of a modified version of the method
of relational modelling as discussed in Chapter 1, is satisfied. The second principle
of relational modelling is the interdependency principle. According to this principle
there must be a way in which the individual characteristics of the agents and the
social structure with its institutional characteristics described separately interact, in
order to describe the behavior of the agents. We use the conjectures of the agents
to perform this task. Agents assume that their actions do not influence the prices
their leader sets for them. On the other hand we assume that the agents correctly
anticipate the consequences for the demand coming from their followers as a function
of the prices they set and the net trades of these followers with their followers in the
given state of the economy.

The informational situation as analyzed in this chapter is called the local infor-
mation structure. The local information structure is analyzed for a broader class of
hierarchical structures in Chapter 9. The conjectures of the agents are described by
their anticipated net trade correspondences. Since under the local information struc-
ture a leader i only takes into account the commodity bundle of a follower j E Fi
after the trade with his followers m E F;, agent i may observe a commodity bundle
for j that is negative in some of its components. So in choosing his prices the leader
takes into account the utility function of the follower over some set of consumption
bundles that are not non negative. Thus a leader may implicitly force his follower
to change the prices he sets for some of his followers, without knowing the possible
consequences of such a change. In order to bound the trades an agent may anticipate
to have with his followers we restrict the anticipated trades to the set Y. Other trades
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are not feasible in the economy anyhow. In Section 5.4 we see in an example what
the impact of this restriction on the equilibria in the economy may be. This impact
can be very large.

Definition 5.1.4 The Anticipated Net Trade Correspondence tij : yFj X Q :::::
y of agent i with respect to agent j E F; for the local information structure is such
that for each (dmj)mEFj E yFj and % E Q :

where IPj: X x Q :::::Z such that for each ((dmj)mEFj'%) E yFj X Q :

IPj((dmj)mEFj,eji):= {e E Z I Xj ~ Wj + eji - L dmj}.
mEFj

In this formulation tii is a correspondence which, for every tuple of trade and price
vectors, gives the anticipated net trade between agent i and his follower j for a
possible change in the actions of agent i. It is shown in the following section that the
net trade correspondence tij can be represented by continuous functions of qij. The
correspondence tij only depends on qij, being the vector of prices agent i sets for the
trade between him and agent i, and the values of dmj for m E Fj•

In the Chapters 6 and 8 for the downstream information structure, and in Chap-
ter 9 for the local information structure, the possibility that tij is not singleton-valued
gives rise to problems in defining tij. In Chapter 9 and Chapter 10, the possibilities
for agents to engage in arbitrage gives rise to yet another complication. In the present
chapter the hierarchically structured trade economies and the information structure
are such that these complications do not arise.

Given the anticipated net trade correspondences we define the budget correspon-
dences B, : X::::: Xi x R~ for the agents i E A.

Definition 5.1.5 The Budget Correspondence B, : X :::::Xi x R~ of agent i E A
is defined for every (d, p) E X as:

B.(d,p) := ((eih,qi,Yi) E Xi x R~ V hE L,: eih E Tmon(Phi),

Y, ~ Wi + E eih - L eii
hEL. jEF.

and V j E Fi : eji E ti;((dmj)mEFj'%) }.
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The optimization problem of a.gent i E A, given a.tuple of net trade and price vectors
(d, p), becomes:

Now we have described the individual optimization problem for every agent i E A we
define an equilibrium in the hierarchically structured trade economy.

Definition 5.1.6 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with the local
information structure. A tuple (d*,p*,z*) E (X x R~A) is an Equilibrium in E if
for every agent i E A :

An equilibrium is a tuple of actions of the agents in the economy such that the follow-
ing three properties hold. Notice that the first two properties, anticipated feasibility
and stability, both follow from the first equilibrium condition. In equilibrium we
have:

1. [A nticipated Feasibility}
The actions of any agent are anticipated to be feasible by this particular agent.

2. [Stability}
No agent can change his actions, anticipated by the agent to be feasible given
the equilibrium tuple, in such a way that he anticipates this change in actions
to (possibly) make him better off.

3. [Actual Feasibility}
The actions of any agent are actually feasible in equilibrium.

It should be noted that, since the anticipated net trade correspondences can be
represented a by function, a trade-price-allocation tuple that is both anticipated to be
feasible by every agent and stable for every agent, is also actually feasible. Therefore
in this model actual feasibility (Condition 2) can, without loss of generality, be deleted
as an equilibrium condition.
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5.2 Equivalence

Social systems with co-ordination are introduced in Vind (1983) and summarized in
Section 2.4. We prove that an economy with a hierarchical tree and the local informa-
tion structure is equivalent to some particular social system with co-ordination. We
prove that a trade-price-allocation tuple is an equilibrium in an economy E if and only
if it is an equilibrium in the corresponding social system with co-ordination. In order
to establish this equivalence we show that the anticipated net trade correspondences
of the above economy can be represented by continuous functions.

Lemma 5.2.1 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with the local in-
formation structure. Let Assumption 5.1.2 hold. Then for any agents i E A and
j E F; it holds that the anticipated net trade correspondence tij: yF; X Q =:.y can
be represented by a continuous function.

Proof
Let i E A and let j E F; be a follower of agent i.We proof that the anticipated net
trade correspondence tij can be represented by a continuous function. We consider
two cases.

(a) Fj = 0
Suppose agent j has no followers, i.e., Fj = 0. Agent i is the leader of agent j
in the hierarchical structure, The utility function of agent j is continuous, strict
quasi concave and strictly increasing, so it follows that the anticipated net trade
correspondence tij is singleton valued. By the Maximum Theorem it follows that tij
is upper hemi-continuous, and therefore corresponds to a continuous function of the

price %.

(b) Fj ~0
Let j be an agent of an inbetween echelon, i.e., the set of leaders of agent j is
non empty since it contains agent i, and there exists an agent m such that m E

Fj, i.e., agent j does have followers. Now we prove that the anticipated net trade
correspondence tij, i.e., the anticipated net trade correspondence ti; which agent i,
uses to "predict" the reactions of agent j, to changes in the prices from some Pij

to %, can be represented by a continuous function of qi; and (d".j)mEFj E yFj. As
we have seen, the value of the anticipated net trade correspondence ti; for a given

tuple (d".;)TnEFj E yFm and planned actions % E Q, denoted by ti;((d".;)mEF;,qi;),
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is derived from the solution of the following optimization problem:

subject to

qij • eji ~ 0

Yj ~ Wj + eji - L dmj.
mEFj

The anticipated net trade correspondence is derived from this problem because the
leader, agent i, takes the net trades between agent j and the followers of agent j as
given. The anticipated net trade correspondence tij only depends on the net trades

dmj for m E Fj and the price %.
The restrictions for the above optimization problem are such that optimization

takes place over a non empty set for every qij E Q. Furthermore, these restrictions
are such that the correspondence that describes the set over which agent j optimizes
is continuous and non empty valued as a function of (dmj)mEFj and of qji. Because
the function Uj is a continuous function the Maximum Theorem gives us that the
correspondence tij is upper hemi-continuous. But now the strict quasi concavity
of the function Uj and the convexity of the set over which is optimized -which is
easily checked- imply that tij is singleton valued. So the correspondence tij can
be represented by a function. Furthermore, because the correspondence tij is upper
hemi-continuous it follows that the corresponding function is continuous.
Q.£.V.

We describe a social system with co-ordination r using the concepts we defined in

Section 4.1 for an economy E.
Consider the social system with co-ordination r = (X, {.Ba, Pa, Ea} aEA) where

A := A, the set of agents of the economy E.

X := ilaEA(Xa x R~), the space of trade-price-allocation tuples of the economy E.

.Ba(d,p,z) := Ba(d,p) for every a E A

Pa(d,p,z):= ((e,q,y) E X I Ua(Ya) > Ua(Xa)}.
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Ea«d,p,z),(e,q,y)) := (j,r,z) where r := (P-a;qa), z := (z-a;Ya) and for b E A
with c E Lb

b f/. Fa U {a}
b=a
bE Fa.

Now we prove the following equivalence theorem.

Theorem 5.2.2 [Equivalence Theorem]
Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with the local information struc-
ture. Let r be the corresponding social system with co-ordination as described above.
Then the tuple (d·, p. , z·) is an equilibrium in r if and only if it is an equilibrium in

E.

Proof
Only if
Let (d·,p·,z·) be an equilibrium in E. Suppose (d·,p·,z·) is not an equilibrium in
r. Since !3a(d· .v', z·) = Ba(d· ,p.) for every agent a E A, it follows that Condition 1
of Definition 2.4.2 of an equilibrium in a social system with co-ordination holds.

So it must hold that

3(e,y,q) E I(d·,p·,z·): Va E M«d*,p·,z·),(e,q,y»:

[Ea« r, p., z·), (e, q, y» E Pa(r,v', z·) n .Ba(d· ,p., z·)].

Choose a E M« d·, p., z·), (e, q, y». Since Ea«d· ,p., z·), (e, q, y» E Pa(d· .r .z·) we
have that Ua(Ya) > Ua(z:). Furthermore, since E,,« d· ,p., z·), (e, q, y» E .Ba(d·,p., z·),
since .B,,(d·,p·,z·) = B,,(d·,p·), and by the definition of E" in r it follows that this
contradicts Condition 2 of Definition 2.4.2 of an equilibrium in E.

If
Suppose (d·, p., z·) is an equilibrium in r whereas it is not an equilibrium in E.
Since !3a(d·,p·,z·) = B,,(d·,p·) it follows that Condition 1 of Definition 5.1.6 of an
equilibrium in E holds. So it must be that there exists an agent i E A such that
for some (ea,q",Ya) E B,,(d·,p·) it holds that Ua(Ya) > Ua(z:). But this implies that
«d~a; e,,), (p:; qa), (z~,,; y,,») is such that Condition 2 of Definition 2.4.2 of an equilib-
rium in r does not hold. This is a contradiction.

Q.£.1J.
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5.3 The Existence of Equilibrium

In this section we prove a theorem on the existence of an equilibrium in a hierar-
chically structured trade economy with a hierarchical tree and the local information
structure. The existence theorem is rather restrictive. Example 6.3.1 of a hier-
archically structured trade economy with a hierarchical tree and the downstream
information structure in which no equilibrium exists, may also serve as an example
of non existence of equilibrium for the local information structure.

Since, amongst others, the functions Ea for a E A of the social system r are such
that Ea((d,p,z),(e,q,y)) E (3a(d,p,z) does not always imply (e,q,y) E (3..(d,p,z),
the theorem for existence of an equilibrium in a social system with co-ordination as
in Section 2.4, does not apply.

Theorem 5.3.1 [Existence Theorem for Local Information]
Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with the local information struc-
ture. Let Assumption 5.1.2 hold. Then there exists an equilibrium in E if for every
trade-price-allocation tuple (d,p) E X it holds for any i E A the set B.(d,p) is convex
and, additionally, that for k E Sl the set B,,(d,p) is non-empty.

Proof
Define the correspondence <P.: fIiEA(X, x R~) :::::Xi x R~ such that

We show that for every agent i E A the budget correspondence B. is non empty valued
and compact valued. Compact valuedness is obvious. Suppose i E A \ Sl' Then for
some h E A we have L; = {h}. Let p:= Phi. Now it follows that [e., (P)iEF" Wi) E
B.(d,p) where e. := EiEF, ti;((d.n;)mEFj'P)' This amounts to stating that those
agents that have a leader always have the option of setting the prices their leader sets
for them for all of their followers and consuming their initial endowments. Suppose
i E Sl' Then i is the top agent in the economy and by the assumption of the theorem
we have B. is non empty valued.

For every agent i E A it holds that B, is continuous in Ph. for h E L, and dm;
for i E F. and m E F;, and therefore it is continuous in (d,p) E X. As follows from
the optimization problem for agent i, the continuity of the utility function of agent
i and the Maximum Theorem that <P. is upper hemi-continuous. Furthermore t/>. is
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non empty valued, and because of the convex valued ness of B, and the strict quasi
concavity of the utility function of agent i it follows that <p, has convex values.
Define the correspondence rP: X X R~XA:::: X x R':A such that

rP(d,p,z):= IIrP,(d,p,z).
'EA

Now we can apply the Kakutani fixed point theorem on the correspondence rPto
prove the existence of a fixed point.

The fixed point of rPis clearly an equilibrium.
Q.£.V.

The next property shows that Example 6.3.1 of non existence of equilibrium in a
hierarchically structured trade economy with the downstream information structure
and with H := {{a,b,c},{(a,b),(b,c)}} as its hierarchical tree, also applies for the
local information structure. In this example the budget set of agent a is empty under
the downstream information structure. This need not be the case under the local
information structure.

Property 5.3.2 Let n := {{a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, cn} be a hierarchical tree. Let E be a
hierarchically structured trade economy which has 1i as its hierarchical tree. If the set
Ba is empty for E under the downstream information structure, then no equilibrium
exists in E under the local information structure.

Proof
Suppose (d', p', z') is an equilibrium in E under the local information structure. We
show that this implies that Ba under the downstream information structure is non
empty.

Since (d',p',x') is an equilibrium under local information it must be feasible
for every agent in A under local information. As follows from the definition of the
anticipated net trade correspondences under both information structures it follows
that for the agents band c the optimization problems do not differ for the two
information structures. This implies that (d', p' , z') is both optimal (stable) and
feasible for the agents band c under the downstream information structure. Under the
downstream information structure agent a knows this. But since (d', p', z') is feasible
and stable for every agent, in particular agent a, under the local information structure,
this implies that it is also feasible for agent a under the downstream information
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structure. But then Ba is not empty under the downstream information structure.

This gives a contradiction.
Q'£'D.

5.4 An Example

In this section we provide an example of a hierarchically structured trade economy
with the local information structure. This example with linear utility functions illus-
trates the impact of the choice of the spaces from which the agents can choose their
trades with their leaders. The example considers the same set of agents and the same
hierarchical trees as Example 6.3.3 in Section 6.3 of this monograph.

Example 5.4.1
Consider an economy E with two commodities, L := {I, 2}, and with the set of agents
A:= {a,b,c}. We assume:

Ua(Za)
Ub( Zb) =
Ue(ze)

Zal + Za2
Zbl + 2Zb2
2Zcl + Zc2

Wa = (0,0)
Wb = (1,0)
We = (0,1).

We consider the following three different hierarchical trees with respect to this set of
agents:

'Ii:= (A,{{a,b),(b,c)})
12:= (A,{{a,b),(a,c)})
T3:= (A, ({b,a), (a,c)}).

For the resulting economies we look for equilibria under the local information struc-

ture.

Let us start by considering the economy the results from Ti We can take

Q = S1
Yi. = [-2,2J x [-2,2J
Yc = [-I,IJ x [-I,IJ.

We find the following equilibrium for the local information structure.

p~ .- (J'P Z· .- (0,0)a
Pbc .- (a'a) Z· .- n,l)b

Z· .- (~, 0).e
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It should be noted that if Ye would have been such that it would allow for a larger
amount of commodity 2 to be traded, then no equilibrium would exist in the model,
since agent b would anticipate agent e to sell the maximum amount of commodity 2
allowed for by Ye. This would lead to a non feasible allocation for agent e.

Consider the economy that results from the hierarchical tree 7;. We find the fol-
lowing sets of prices and allowable trades:

Q Sl
y" = [-I,IJ x [-1, IJ
Y.: = [-I,IJ X [-1, IJ.

This gives us the following equilibrium for the local information structure:

• (1 1):to .- "2'"2
:tb := (O'~)
:t; := (~,o).

Once again it should be noted that suitably extending the sets y" and Y.:, e.g. such
that Y;, = Y.: = [-2,2J x [-2,2]' would have as its consequence that no equilibrium
exists.

Finally we analyze the economy that results form the hierarchical tree T3
(a, en). By applying the same procedure as before we find the sets:

Q Sl
Yo = [-2,2J x [-2,2J
Y.: = [-I,IJ x [-1,11·

For these sets Yo and Ye no equilibrium exists. The change of Yo into, e.g., Yo
[-2,2J x [-1,21 would allow for the following equilibrium:

Pbc .- (~'~) :to .- (~,O)a

P:e .- (~,~) :to .- (0,1)b
:to .- 0,0).e

We summarize the equilibria we found above, which depend on the choice of the sets
Yo, Y;, and Y;" in Table 5.1. In this table we use the following notational conventions.
In the economy which has 7j as its hierarchical tree we use p. to denote P~l and we

use q. to denote Pbel' for 7; we use p. to denote P:bl and q. to denote P:e1 and finally
for T3 we use p. to denote Pbcl and q. to denote P:e1'
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TABLE 5.1: Equilibrium Values

Variable Ti T2 73

p. 0.333 0.333 0.5
q. 0.667 0.667 0.667

Z:l 0 0.5 0.5
Z:2 0 0.5 0
zbl 0.5 0 0
zb2 1 0.5 1
Z;1 0.5 0.5 0.5
Z;2 0 0 0

U..(z:) 0 1 0.5
Ub(Zb) 2.5 1 2
Uc(z;) 1 1 1
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In Table 5.1 we find that in the economies that have 12 and 73 as their hierarchical
trees, the intermediary, agent a, has an advantage from his position as middleman.
This advantage is the largest in the economy which has 12 as its hierarchical tree.
Indeed, in this case agent a can claim the entire surplus from trade. In the economy
which has 73 as its hierarchical tree, the surplus from trade is divided by the agents
a and b. In the economy that has 'Ii as its hierarchical tree, agent a does not matter
at all, agent b behaves as if he were a monopolist with respect to agent c. In this
economy agent b can claim the entire surplus from trade.

As indicated before, however, not too much value should be attached to the out-
comes of this example, especially since they are so heavily dependent upon the spec-
ification of YtJ, Yr. and Ye. This is not just a consequence of the utility functions being
linear.



Chapter 6

Price Differentiation with
Downstream Information

The hierarchically structured trade economies of Chapter 5 link the conjectural ap-
proach of Chapter 2 to the relational approach of Chapter 3. They, however, do
not seem a very useful alternative for the model of actual trade without arbitrage
coalitions in Chapter 4. In the present chapter we analyze hierarchically structured
trade economies with a hierarchical tree and the downstream information structure.
These models are very similar to the model of actual trade in Chapter 4 for the no
arbitrage case. We retain the feature of the models of Chapter 5, which is implicit in
Chapter 4, that the anticipations of the agents follow endogenously from the struc-
ture of the economy. Unfortunately, the existence of equilibrium can only be proven
under restrictive conditions.

We consider a finite pure exchange economy that has the downstream information
structure which describes the situation in which each agent has aggregated knowledge
about the individual characteristics of each of the agents of which he is the (indirect)
leader, and about the institutional characteristics of the relations between those fol-
lowers and their leaders, the institutional characteristics of his own relations with his
leaders. Furthermore, in a given state of the economy, each agent knows the actions
of his leaders and those of the agents in an echelon at least as high as that of himself
that influence the behavior of the agents in his subgraph. This allows each agent to
correctly anticipate the reactions of his followers to his actions.

In this chapter we also discuss the subgraph information structure, of which the
downstream information structure can be seen as a special case. Every agent has
about the same information under the subgraph information structure as under the

145
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downstream information structure. Under the subgraph information structure, how-
ever, the (planned) actions of an agent i in the subgraph of some agent h are assumed
by h not to change if non of the agents of a hierarchical level higher than agent i
changes his actions with respect to agent i or the subgraph of agent i. Therefore,
under the subgraph information structure, the agents use more information about the
state of the economy than they do under the downstream information structure. We
therefore find that in the models in this chapter any equilibrium for the downstream
information structure is also an equilibrium for the subgraph information structure,
whereas the reverse need not to be true. In the present chapter we restrict ourselves
to the downstream information structure.

The specification of knowledge of the agents in the economy for the downstream
information structure corresponds to that of players in a multi stage game with a
backward induction solution as in Bicchieri (1989). Therefore, in the case of an
economy with a hierarchical tree, our equilibrium concept boils down to a subgame
perfect equilibrium in an economy where the agent who is highest in the hierarchy
moves first, the agents who are of one hierarchical level lower move next, etc., provided
this game is well defined. There appears to be a trade off between the consistent
economic interpretation of the specification of the model and the more abstract game
theoretic requirements as the game being well defined.

An equilibrium in a hierarchically structured trade economy is defined to be a
tuple of actions of the agents, such that these actions are anticipated to be feasible
by every individual agent, the actions of the agents are actually feasible in equilib-
rium, and no agent anticipates to be possibly better off by choosing any actions he
anticipates to be feasible. We prove a theorem on the existence of an equilibrium for
an economy with a hierarchical tree and the downstream information structure, with
the rather restrictive assumption that the set of feasible choices of the top agent in

the economy is non empty.

We give three examples of hierarchically structured trade economies. In the first
example we find that there does not exist an equilibrium because the set of feasible
actions of the top agent in the economy is empty, although this economy has only
three agents. From this example it also follows that the top agent in the economy
may end up with a consumption bundle which yields him a lower utility level than
his initial endowments. So it need not be advantageous to be the top agent in the
economy. The reason for this is that the top agent does not always trade voluntary.
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He has the obligation to meet the net trades of his followers and he is the only agent
in the economy that does not have the possibility to transfer these net trades to a
leader.

The other two examples illustrate the impact the hierarchical structure of the
economy may have on the equilibrium outcomes. For a set of three agents it is shown
what the equilibria in the economy are for different hierarchical trees. One of the
examples is about the economies that are analyzed in Example 5.4.1 for the local
information structure.

From the results as derived in this chapter we conclude that in a hierarchically
structured trade economy with more than two hierarchical levels, a general existence
result for a straightforward extension of a well accepted equilibrium concept for the
case of two echelons can no longer be proven. This illustrates that the structure of the
market has consequences for the existence of the equilibria for those situations. This
shows that the trade - or social economic - structure of the economy is relevant
for the description of economic trading processes.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1 we introduce the model, we
derive the anticipations of the agents as a function of the information structure and
we introduce the equilibrium concept. In Section 6.2 we prove the existence theorem.
Finally the three examples are presented in Section 6.3.

6.1 The Model

In this section we give a definition of hierarchically structured trade economies. For a
discussion of the background of this approach we refer to Chapter 1. A hierarchically
structured trade economy is defined on the basis of an hierarchical structure which,
in this chapter, is assumed to be a hierarchical tree. The definitions of a hierarchical
graph and a hierarchical tree are as in Section 3.2.1.

Definition 6.1.1 A Hierarchically Structured Trade Economy with I com-
modities is a tuple E = ((A, W), {Ui,Wi};EA, {monw},uEw), where:

1. (A, W) is a hierarchical tree.

2. U, : R~ -+ R is the utility function of agent i E A.

3. Wi E R~ is the initial endowment of agent i E A.
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4. mon., with w = (i,j) E W denotes that the relation (i,j) is endowed with the
institutional characteristic of mono price setting.

The above definition of a hierarchically structured trade economy is similar to that
in Chapter 5. There is, however, an important difference. In the definition in Chap-
ter 5 the utility functions of the agents are defined over RI, whereas here the utility
functions are defined over R~. Once again we assume "nice" utility functions and
initial endowments.

Assumption 6.1.2 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy. For every
agent i E A it holds that the utility function U, is continuous, strictly increasing and
strictly quasi concave. Furthermore for every i E A \ 51 it holds that Wi »O.

We define a tuple of price vectors and (net) trades of commodity bundles that we
allow to occur in the economy. As in Chapter 5 we first construct the choice spaces
of the agents. Let 51-1 be the (/- I)-dimensional unit simplex defined by

51
-
1 := {q E R~ I L qc = I},

eEL

where L = {I, ... , I}. We show that we can restrict ourselves to a compact price
space contained in int 51-1, the (relative) interior of 51-1•

For each agent i E A the function zi: int 51-1 x R~ ---+ R~ is defined such that for
each (p, z) E int 51-1 x R~ :

So zi(p,w;) is the consumption for the, for this purpose price taking, agent i E
A, given the price vector p. Since the utility functions of the agents are strictly
monotonic, there exists, as in Chapter 5, some e > 0 such that without loss of
generality we can restrict ourselves to the set

Q := {q E 51-1 I q 2: g. II}

where e satisfies

q E int 51
-
1

\ Q * ViE A \ 51: 3 c E L: z:"( q, Wi) > We,
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We define the choice set of agent i to be Xi = yL; X QF;, where Y := {d E RI I -w ::;
d ::; w}. Furthermore we denote Y+ = Y n R~ and

X:= IIXi'
iEA

We give the following definition of a trade-price-allocation tuple in a given hierarchi-
cally structured trade economy.

Definition 6.1.3 A Trade-Price-Allocation Tuple in the hierarchically struc-
tured economyE is a triple (d,p,x) E yW x QW x Y/ where:

1. dji E Y is the vector of net trades on the trade relation (i,j) E W. We denote
d; := (dih)hEL;.

2. Pij E Q is the price vector denoting the prices charged on the trade relation
(i,j) E W. We denote Pi := (Pij)iEF;.

3. Xi E Y+ is the consumption bundle for agent i E A.

Agents assume that their actions do not influence the prices their leader sets for them.
On the other hand we assume that each agent correctly anticipates the net trade with
his followers as a function of the prices he sets. We assume him to take into account
the consequences of the prices these followers may set for their followers etc. This
behavior may occur if each agent has perfect information about the (aggregated)
reactions of the agents in the subgraph starting from him and if he knows nothing
about the rest of the economy except the price his leader sets for him and, in case
the hierarchical structure can not be represented by a hierarchical tree, the prices
agents of at least the same hierarchical level set for the agents in his subgraph. Thus,
we assume the subgraph of each agent is perfectly transparent for this agent, or at
least that each agent has the information that summarizes which net trades result
from this subgraph as a function of the prices he sets for his followers. We call this
specification of knowledge the Downstream Information Structure.

This specification of knowledge differs only a little from that of the Subgraph
Information Structure as in Chapter 10; it can be interpreted as a special case.
Under the subgraph information an agent knows the (planned) actions of any of the
agents in his subgraph and anticipates the actions of an agent i in his subgraph not
to change if the prices set for this agent by his leader are not changed. Therefore,
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under the specification of the subgraph information structure, the anticipations of
the agents concerning the net trade with his followers does not just depend on the
prices he sets, it also depends on the (planned) actions ofthe agents in this subgraph.

The conjectures of the agents are described by their anticipated net trade cor-
respondences. These anticipated net trade correspondences are defined recursively,
starting with the agents j E Ao := {j E A I Fj = 0}, who do not have any follow-
ers. Then, given the anticipated net trade correspondences for some set of agents At
with t E IN, we derive the anticipated net trade correspondences for the set of agents
Ot+1 := {i E A \ At I r. C At}. Then we define At+1 := At U Ot+! etc. We stop
this procedure when we reach a i" such that At. = A. Since 1t is a hierarchical tree
such a t' exists. The anticipated net trade correspondences can thus be derived using
the following definition. Note that, in this special case, the anticipated net trade
correspondence ti; is exactly the reaction correspondence of agent j with respect to
the net trades with agent i, as a function of the prices Pi; as set by agent i.

Definition 6.1.4 The Anticipated Net Trade Correspondence ti; : Q =t Y of
agent i with respect to agent j E F; is recursively obtained such that for every qi; E Q

where q,j: Q =t R~ such that V e;i E Y

q,;(e;i) := {yj E R~ I Yj:::; e;i + Wj - L emj
mEFj

where \:1m E Fj: 3 qjm E Q: em; E tjm( q;m)}.

In the definition of anticipated net trade correspondences in Chapter 5 we have the
implicit property that if an agent does not change his actions with respect to one of his
followers, then he anticipates the trade with this follower not to change. This prop-
erty is explicitly in the corresponding definition under the local information structure
in Chapter 9 and, with some adaptions, under the subgraph information structure
in Chapter 10. Using the downstream information structure in this chapter, as in
Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, instead of the subgraph information structure does not
influence the results with respect to the existence of an equilibrium. It does influ-
ence the outcomes of Example 6.3.3, in which a continuum of trade-price-allocation
tuples that would have been equilibria for the subgraph information structure, are
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not equilibrium tuples. The reason is that the above definition implicitly assumes
certain coordination problems between the leader and his followers to be solved. In
the models with arbitrage in Chapter 9 it is shown that this implicit assumption has
major consequences for results on Wa.lrasian equiva.lence.

Under the downstream information structure and the anticipated net trade cor-
respondences the agents are assumed to be optimistic with respect to the reactions
of their followers. It is assumed that the follower, when he is indifferent between two
actions at prices as set by his leader, chooses those actions that are the best for his
leader. Finally, using the downstream information structure instead of the subgraph
information structure destroys the property that a trade-price-allocation tuple that
is both anticipated to be feasible and stable for every agent, is a.lsoactually feasible.

With use of the anticipated net trade correspondences we define the budget cor-
respondence of some agent i with L; f:- 0 to be such that given the prices set by
his leader the corresponding budget set contains the actions agent i anticipates to
be feasible. We define the budget set of the top agent to be the set of actions he
anticipates to be feasible.

Definition 6.1.5 The Budget Correspondence B, : Q =: Xi x Y+ of agent i with
L, = {h} under the downstream information structure is such that for every Phi E Q

eih E Tmon(Ph;),

and u. S; Wi + eih - L eji
jEF,

with eji E tij( qij) }.

The budget set for the top-agent, i.e., the agent k with Lie = 0, is

Yle S; Wle - L ejle
jEF.

with ejle E tlej(qlej) }.

The optimization problem of agent i E A \ Sl who has agent h E L, as his direct
leader maximizes his utility over his budget set. This budget set depends on the
prices Phi his leader sets for him. Therefore agent i solves the following optimization
problem:
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The optimization problem of the top-agent k E 81 in the economy is:

Now we have described the individual optimization problem for every agent i E A we
define an equilibrium in the hierarchically structured net trade economy in the case
of downstream information.

Definition 6.1.6 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with the down-
stream information structure. A tuple (d' ,p', z') E X X Y+is an Equilibrium in E
if 'V i E A such that :3 h E A with L, = {h}:

and for the top-agent k E A with Lie = 0 we have that

An equilibrium is a tuple of actions of the agents in the economy such that the
properties of anticipated feasibility, stability, and actual feasibility hold. The first two,
anticipated feasibility and stability both follow from the first equilibrium condition.

Note that, contrary to the economies with the local information structure of Chap-
ter 5, we no longer have the property that actual feasibility follows if for all agents
anticipated feasibility and stability hold. The reason for this is that the agents have
"optimistic" anticipations with respect to the behavior of their followers. The fol-
lowers need not oblige in choosing the corresponding actions. In that case the agent
with the optimistic anticipations is in trouble and out off equilibrium. Even if for
his actions both the anticipated feasibility and the stability condition hold, as they
may for any other agent, the agent may not be able to actually attain the consump-
tion bundle he, optimistically, anticipated. This type of problem does not occur in
Chapter 5 because there the anticipated net trade correspondences are singleton val-
ued. It, also does not occur if one uses the subgraph information structure since,
in equilibrium, the anticipated net trade correspondences of the agents are singleton

valued.
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6.2 Existence of Equilibrium

In this section we prove a theorem on the existence of an equilibrium in hierarchically
structured trade economies with a hierarchical tree and the downstream information
structure. First, in Lemma 6.2.1, we prove the anticipated net trade correspondences
have compact graphs. In the proof of Theorem 6.2.2, the theorem on the existence
of equilibrium, we use this lemma and we apply Weierstrass' Theorem.

As followsfrom the definitions of the anticipated net trade correspondences and of
equilibrium, we find that the equilibria in the hierarchically structured trade economy
correspond to the subgarne perfect equilibria in the following game and vice versa, if
the game is well defined. In Stage 1 of the game the top agent sets the prices for his
followers. In Stage 2 these followers determine the amounts they want to trade with
the top agent and simultaneously they set the prices for trade with their followers,
and so on for the next stages until each agent in the economy has made his moves.
Indeed, if the corresponding game would always be well defined, we could have defined
the downstream information structure as arising from a multi stage game.

This property might lead to the idea to prove Theorem 6.2.2 by using the ex-
istence theorem of Harris (1985) or the theorem of Hellwig and Leininger (1987).
Unfortunately the budget correspondences as defined in Section 2 do not satisfy the
assumptions of this theorem since the budget set of the top agent may be empty, in
which case the corresponding game is not well defined. Assuming the budget set of
the top agent to be non empty solves this problem. We prove that an equilibrium
in the economy exists if and only if the budget set of the top agent is non empty,
without explicitly using one of these theorems.

The condition for existence of equilibrium is satisfied if for each agent who has the
top agent as his direct leader, it holds that the function which describes the profits he
makes due to his position as a middleman for the prices he may set for his followers,
is single peaked for every price his leader may set for him. This type of assumption
is, amongst others, made in Marschak and Selten (1974) and Krelle (1976).

In Lemma 6.2.1 we make use of the property that we can separate the optimization
problem of an agent i E A with L, i- 0 in maximizing his income from trade and
optimizing his consumption given his total income. The income from trade of agent
i are the profits he can make because of his position as a middleman. This income
from trade and the value of his initial endowments determine the total income of
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agent i, which determines his set of affordable consumption bundles over which he
maximizes his utility function.

Lemma 6.2.1 ViE A, j E F; it holds that tij has a compact graph.

Proof
We prove this theorem by induction.
Starting Condition: Suppose Fj = 0, Lj = {i}. Then tij has a compact graph.
This follows directly from applying the Maximum Theorem.
Induction Hypothesis: Suppose Fj =I 0, Lj = {i}. Suppose that for each m E Fj it
holds that tjm has a compact graph. Then it holds that tij has a compact graph.
Proof of the Induction Hypothesis.
Since X is compact we must show that if pij E Q and e'Ji E Y for each n E N such
that

{ n}"" 0 {n }"" 0Pij n=l -+ Pij' eji n=l -+ eji

and

then

Define 'Ir;: Q:::: R to be such that

where Tj := ((q;,(em;)mEFj) E QFj x yF; I Vm E F;: emj E t;m(qjm)}. 'lrj(pij)

is the maximal income from trade that agent j can induce given Pi;' evaluated at
prices Pi;' Since Vm E Fj the correspondence tjm has a compact graph by assump-
tion, it follows by the Maximum Theorem that 'lrj can be represented by a continuous

function. Furthermore it holds for all Pi; E Q that 11'j(Pij) 2:: O. Define the corre-
spondence profit maximizing prices and net trades JLi: Q:::: (Q x y)F; such that
(qjm, emj)mEFj E JL;(Pij) jf and only jf the tuple (qjm, emj)mEFj maximizes the income
for trade of agent j given Pij' From the Maximum Theorem and from the compactness
of Q and Y it follows that JLj has a compact graph.
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The optimal consumption bundles for agent j at prices Pi; E Q, as they follow from
the optimization problem of agent j as described in Section 6.1, result as solutions of

such that

and vice versa.
By the continuity of the inner product for Pi; E Q, since U; is a continuous func-
tion and since 7r; is a continuous non negative function, we can apply the Maximum
Theorem. Since U; is strict quasi concave and since the set of feasible y; is convex
for given Pii> we can represent the solutions of the problem by a continuous function
:I);: Q -+ Y+ of Pi; such that :I);(Pi;) is the optimal attainable consumption bundle
for agent j.

By definition the trades e'Ji E ti;(pij) follow from solving the optimization problem of
agent j as described in Section 6.1. Using the strict monotonicity of U; we find that

this is equivalent to stating that for each n E N there exist (qlm, e;:';)mEFj E JL;(pij)
such that

e'Ji = L e;:'; + :I);(pij) - W;
mEFj

for all n E N \ {O}.

By the continuity of :I);, by the continuity of the summation, and since JL; has a

compact graph we have that 3 (qJm' e~;)mEFj E JL;(p?;) such that

e~i = L e:!.; + :I);(p?;) - Wi·
mEFj

But this is equivalent with e~i E ti;(p?;).

The fact that T is a hierarchical tree completes the proof.

Q.£.D.
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Theorem 6.2.2 [Existence Theorem]
Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with the doumstream information
structure. An equilibrium in E exists if and only if for the top agent Ie E SI we have

that B" =/: 0.

Proof
Only if
Follows directly from Definition 6.1.6.
If
First we show that the budget correspondence B, has compact and non empty values
for every i E A \ SI' Since by Lemma 6.2.1 we have that for all i E A, j E F. the
anticipated net trade correspondence tij has a compact graph, the budget correspon-
dences B, have compact values. Let i E A, L; =/: 0 and let h E L•. Now for every
Phi E Q it holds that (eih, qi,Yi) E Bi(Phi) for eih := EjEF. eii with eji E tii(Phi),
qi ;= (Phi)jEF. and Yi := Wi.Therefore B. does not have empty values.
Now we use the following inductive procedure to construct an equilibrium tuple

(d.,p·,z·).
Define Do := {Ie E A I L" = 0}. By assumption we have B" =/: 0. Since B. is a
compact set there exists a tuple (Pk' zk) E x. x R~ such that

(p;, x;) E argma~q"II.)EB. U.(y,,).

By the definition of B" there exists a tuple (di.)iEF. E yF. such that for each j E F.
we have that dj" E t";(Pkj) and zk ::; w" - EjEF. dj".

Choose some h E D, and i E Fh \ Dt• We already have constructed dhi E thi(Phi)'
By the definition of thi it follows that there exists a tuple (d;, pi, zt) E Xi x R' with

di ;= di.i such that

By the definition of B, there exists a tuple (dj;)jEF. E yF. such that for each j E Fi

we have that dji E tij(pij) and z; ::; Wi + dih - EjEF. djle'
Now define Dt+1 ;= o, U {i}.

Applying this procedure until for some t· we have Dt•

rium tuple.

A gives us an equilib-
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Q.£.V.

The following corollary states that if for each of the direct followers of the top agent k
it holds that the function describing the incomes from trades for the prices set for his
followers is single peaked for each price vector agent k may choose to set. This is a
common assumption in the realm of successive monopolies. This type of assumption
can, amongst others, be found in Marschak and Selten (1974) and Krelle (1976).

Corollary 6.2.3 If for each agent i with F; :f 0 and L, = {k}, with Llc = 0, it holds
that for all Phi E Q we have that the set of profit maximizing prices and net trades
Pi(Phi) is singleton valued, then an equilibrium in E exists.

Proof
By Lemma 6.2.1 we know that tlci has a compact graph. By the singleton valuedness
of Pi and the strict quasi concavity of U, we know that tlci must be singleton valued
and therefore corresponds to a continuous function. Since XIc is a convex set it follows
by the Mean Value Theorem that there exists a tuple of prices (qlc;)iEF. such that
LiEF. tlci(qloi) = O.Therefore we have that BIc is non empty and thus by Theorem 6.2.2
we know that an equilibrium in E exists.
Q.£.V.

6.3 Some Examples

In this section we give three examples of hierarchically structured trade economies
with the downstream information structure. The first example illustrates the possible
non existence of equilibrium in a trade economy with downstream information. In
this example we do not make explicitly use of the specific utility functions and initial
endowments of the agents in the underlying economy. The chosen specifications are
made in order to simplify calculations.

In the other two examples we investigate the influence of different hierarchical
trees on the equilibrium outcomes in the economy. In order to do so we consider an
economy with two commodities and three agents for which we calculate the equilibria
for different hierarchical trees. We investigate whether some hierarchical trees lead to
more efficient equilibrium outcomes in the economies than others. In Example 6.3.3
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we analyze the economies with the local information structure of Example 5.4.1 for
the downstream information structure.

Example 6.3.1
Consider an economy with two commodities, L ;= {1,2}, and three agents, A ;=

{a, b, e}. Assume the hierarchical tree is T := ({a, b, c}, {(a, b), (b, en), i.e. agent a is
the top agent, agent b is the middle man and agent e is of the lowest hierarchical level.
We use Pl to denote the price of commodity 1. Given Pl the price P2 of commodity 2
follows as P2 ;= 1 - Pl' Agent e has a net demand function which has the following
form on the interval [j,~l.

This net demand function is continuous and monotonous on the interval [i,~l.From
the strict monotonicity of the utility functions it follows that the total value of the
trade over each trade relation is zero, so the net demand function of agent e for
commodity 2 is;

The functions del and de2 are depicted in Figure 6.1.
The optimization problem of agent b can be separated in maximizing the (antici-

pated) income from the trade with agent e, and maximizing his utility given his total
wealth at the prices set for him by agent a.

The function denoting the income from trade for agent b at price Pbl! given the
net demand functions of agent e and given the price Pal set by agent a is given by
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FIGURE 6.1: The net demand functions of agent c.
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FIGURE 6.2: The income from trade function for agent b when PAl = ~.

The (anticipated) income from trade for agent b as a function of Pbl for P...l = ~
is drawn in Figure 6.2. The net demand function of agent c corresponds to the
anticipated net trade correspondence tile.

The income from trade function of agent b has two global maxima for PAl = ~,
each corresponding to a different anticipated net trade between agent c and agent
b. The value of the income from trade function in each of the maxima is 1, the

• ••• 5 d 11maxirmzmg pnces are Pbl = i an Pbl = 18'

Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show the income from trade function of agent b for
the prices P...I = ~ and Ptll = ~,respectively. For each of these prices there exists
a unique global maximum of the income from trade function of agent b, although
there are two local maxima. For Ptll < ~ the anticipated net trade of agent c in
commodity 1 at the price that maximizes the income from trade for agent b, exceeds
the largest of the net trades for the prices that maximize the income from trade for
agent bat Ptll = ~. For Ptll > ~ the anticipated net trades of agent c in commodity 1
at the prices that maximize the income from trade for agent b are smaller than the
smallest of the net trades for the the prices that maximize the income from trade for

agents b at Ptll = ~.
Now suppose that agent b has a net demand for commodity 1 for his own con-

sumption of 4 units, for each of the prices Ptll E [~, jJ, independent of the income
from the trade with agent c. Using the budget constraint and the strict monotonicity
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FIGURE 6.3: The income from trade function for agent b when Pol = ~.
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FIGURE 6.4: The income from trade function for agent b when Pol = ~.
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of the utility functions we arrive at the following net demand function of agent b &8

function of the prices following from Po.I, disregarding the amounts of the commodities
necessary for the trade with agent c:

This leads to the net demand correspondence of agent b as depicted in Figure 6.5.
This is exactly the anticipated net trade correspondence to.b. Lemma 6.2.1 and the
Maximum Theorem ensure this correspondence is upper hemi-continuous, but it need
not be singleton valued. The non convexity in the value of the anticipated net trade
correspondence at Pal = ~ is caused by the existence of two global maxima of the
income from trade function of agent b at price Po.I = ~.

Assume agent a has relatively small endowments (Wo.I,Wo.2) of the commodities 1
and 2 depicted in Figure 6.5. We safely assume that the total net demand of agent
b for commodity 1 does not decrease as Pal decreases and that it does not increase
as Po.I increases. Now the non convexity in the value of the anticipated net trade
correspondence makes it impossible for agent a to set a price Pal such that he can
supply the amount he (correctly) anticipates agent b to order in their trade relation
at Po.I' But then no equilibrium in the economy &8 in this example exists.
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Similarly we may find the initial endowments of agent a to be Wa := (1,wa2)'
These initial endowments are such that there is exactly one allocation which agent a
anticipates to be feasible. This allocation is obtained by setting a prices Pal = ~ and
selling all of the initial endowment of commodity 1. Clearly agent a might prefer Wa
to the thus resulting equilibrium consumption bundle z: := (0,Wa2 + 3).

Example 6.3.2

Consider an economy with two commodities, L := {1,2}, which has three agents,
A = {a, b, c}. We assume commodity 1 to be the numeraire and we assume:

Ua(Za)
Ub(Zb)
Uc(zc)

Wa = (0,0).
Wb = (1,0).
Wc = (0,1).

With respect to this set of agents we consider the following three different hierarchical
trees:

7i := (A,{(a,b),(b,c)}).
12:= (A,{(a,b),(a,c)}).
13:= (A,{(b,a),(a,c)}).

In the economy which has 7i as its hierarchical tree we use P to denote Pab and we
use q to denote Pbc, for 12 we use P to denote Pab and q to denote Pac, and finally for
13 we use P to denote Pha and q to denote Pac.

This example is such that an allocation Z is Pareto efficient if and only if LiEA Ui( Zi)

= 4. So we may represent the efficiency of the organization as it follows from a hier-
archical tree T which has Z· as its equilibrium allocation as Eff(T) := ~LiEA Ui(z:).
We find the equilibria as in Table 6.1.
For 7i we find that the equilibrium corresponds to the duopoly outcome where agent

b dominates agent c. If we delete agent a from the economy the equilibrium outcome
does not change. As Example 6.3.1 shows us, this does not hold in general, we may
have individual characteristics of the agents band c such that no equilibrium exists
if agent a has (0,0) as his vector of initial endowments. We find that in an economy
with three agents and a structure as above, a top agent with zero initial endowments
either does not matter or he is the cause of non existence of equilibrium.

In the economy which has 12 as its hierarchical tree we find that agent a has the
position of a monopolist who can perform price discrimination between the agents b
and c. The consumption of agent a is non zero because his power as an intermediary
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TABLE 6.1: Equilibrium Values

Variable Ti 12 13

p. 1.4740 0.4142 0.9113
q. 0.5729 2.4142 0.3825

Z:1 0 0.1716 0.0698
Z:2 0 0.1716 0.0840
zb1 0.7913 0.7071 0.8244
zb2 0.3642 0.1213 0.1927
Z;1 0.2087 0.1213 0.1058
Z;2 0.6358 0.7071 0.7233

U..(z:) 0 0.6864 0.3069
Ub(Z;) 2.2290 1.4142 1.8141
Uc(z;) 1.5730 1.4142 1.3823

Efficiency 95.05% 87.87% 87.58%
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allows him to make profits from trade. Therefore we can interpret the level of utility
agent a achieves as a measure of the value of his position as intermediary.

For 73 we find that the consumption of agent a is lower than it was for 72. So his
position as an intermediary in this structure is of less value than it was in the second
example.

We find that 11 is the most efficient hierarchical tree for this example, although
for none of the structures the outcomes are preferred by all agents to the outcomes
of another structure. Therefore we may say that in this example none of the above
three structures dominates another of these structures. The efficiency attained for 11
in this example is also attained for the hierarchical trees which have as their set of
arrows {(a, c), [c, bn, {(b, c), (c, an, {(c, b), (b, an, {(b, c), (b, an, or {(c, b), (c, an.
Example 6.3.3
Consider an economy E with two goods, L:= {1,2}, and three agents, A:= {a,b,c}.
As in Example 5.4.1 we assume the prices to be chosen from S1. We assume the
following individual characteristics of the agents:

U,,(Z,,)
Ub(Zb)
Uc(zc) =

Z,,1 + Z,,2

Zbl + 2Zb2

2Zcl + Zc2

W,,=(O,O)
Wb = (1,0)
Wc = (0,1).

As in Example 5.4.1 we consider the following three different hierarchical trees with
respect to this set of agents:

11:= (A, {(a, b), (b,c)})
72:= (A, {(a, b), (a,c)})
73:= (A, {(b,a),(a,c)}).

In the economy which has 11 as its hierarchical tree we use p to denote P,,6 and we

use q to denote Pbc, for 72 we use P to denote P,,6 and q to denote P"c, and finally for
73 we use p to denote Pba and q to denote p"c.

Although we refrain from defining efficiencyin an exact manner, we define Pareto
efficient outcomes to have an efficiency rate of 100%, as we did in Example 6.3.2. In
this example, contrary to the previous example, the equilibrium outcomes are Pareto
efficient for each of the hierarchical trees, which is easily checked. Hence, each of
these equilibria has an efficiency of 100%. In Table 6.2 we find that in the economy
with 73 the intermediary, agent a, does not have any advantage from his position
as a middleman. The presence of agent a does not even influence the outcome as
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TABLE 6.2: Equilibrium Values

Variable Ti 12 13

p. 0.333 0.333 0.333
q. 0.667 0.667 0.667

Z:1 0 0.5 0
Z:2 0 0.5 0
zb1 0.5 0 0.5
zb2 1 0.5 1
z;1 0.5 0.5 0.5
Z;2 0 0 0

U..(z:) 0 1 0
Ub(Zb) 2.5 1 2.5
Uc(z;) 1 1 1

Efficiency 100% 100% 100%
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compared to the duopoly outcome for the agents band c with agent b dominating
agent c.

In the economy with 72, however, we find that agent a, in his position as a price
differentiating monopolist, can claim the entire surplus from trade. In this economy
his position as an intermediary is very valuable indeed.

Finally it should be noted that the equilibrium outcomes for the economies with
the hierarchical trees 11 and 72 are the same as those, for the same hierarchical
trees, for the local information structure in Example 5.4.1. In the economy with the
hierarchical tree 73 we find that the equilibrium outcomes differ. Since agent b cannot
observe agent c in the case of the local information structure, he cannot "squeeze"
agent a as to keep him at the consumption bundle x: := (0,0), as he can do under
the downstream information structure.



Chapter 7

Economies with a Class Structure:
An Example

In this chapter we consider economies with a class structure that consist of a repre-
sentative worker W, a representative capitalist C, and a representative producer P.
One can imagine such an economy to result from the aggregation process as described
in Section 3.1. We analyze the equilibria in these economies for three different hier-
archical structures, all of which have the same relational structure. This relational
structure is as follows. The representative capitalist C has a relation with the rep-
resentative producer P and so has the representative worker W. The representative
capitalist and the representative worker do not have a relation. We consider the
following hierarchical structures:

• The C - P - W structure in which the representative capitalist is highest in the
hierarchy, the representative producer is second and the representative worker

last.

• The P - (C U W) structure in which the representative producer dominates
both the representative capitalist and the representative worker.

• The W - P - C structure in which the representative worker is highest in the
hierarchy, the representative producer is second and the representative capitalist
is last.

Each of these hierarchical structures is analyzed in a separate section, and each
of them is interpreted as an abstraction of Western society at a certain point in
hierarchy. The hierarchical structure is assumed to represent the division (political)

169
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power between different classes in society. Each of the hierarchical structures is
represented by a hierarchical tree.

In the models we give political dominance relations between classes a somewhat
awkward economic interpretation. The hierarchical relations in the economy are
endowed with the institutional characteristic of mono price setting, i.e. the agent
higher in the hierarchy acting as a price setter with respect to his direct followers
who act as price takers in their trade relation with this direct leader. Furthermore,
implicitly, we assume the economies to have the downstream information structure.

In the last section we compare the equilibria for the different hierarchical struc-
tures. We find that the development of society in our example satisfies some historical
stylized facts. Furthermore, we can reconstruct the historic developments in the divi-
sion of political power between the classes in society within the setting of our models.
We can illustrate this change in the power structure within our model to be both to
the benefit of all, and difficult to accomplish. Our model can therefore be used to
illustrate possible changes in the hierarchical structure of the economy and therefore
in the social structure of our stylized version of a society.

7.1 The C-P-W-structure

In this section we discuss the economy with a representative capitalist, a represen-
tative producer, and a representative worker. Somewhat boldly, we interpret the
economy as a crude abstraction of a medieval society. The representative capitalist
is identified with the class of feudal lords, the land owners and the nobility. The
representative producer is interpreted as representing the class of craftsmen, and
the representative worker is interpreted as representing the class of landless farmers.
The class of landowners and nobility has most political influence in the medieval
society, therefore the representative capitalist is highest in the hierarchy. Second in
political influence and therefore in the hierarchy are the craftsmen with their guilds,
represented by the representative producer. Finally, the representative worker, who
represents the landless and the small peasants, is of the lowest hierarchical level.

We choose the institutional characteristic of mono price setting to reflect the way
in which a class of a higher hierarchical level, i.e. with more political influence, uses
its dominant position in its relations with the class it dominates.
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The Model

The capitalist C is the top agent in the economy, whereas the producer P is the
middleman. The worker W is of the lowest hierarchical level. Given the institutional
characteristic of mono price setting that we assume for the hierarchical relations,
this implies that the worker acts as a price taker with respect to the producer. The
producer sets the prices for both labor and consumption good for the worker. On the
other hand, the producer is a price taker for both capital and consumption good in
his relation with the capitalist. The capitalist sets these prices for the producer.

The capitalist has a preference for consumption good, which is produced by the
producer, and capital. He does not care for labor; the productive services of labor
that are provided by the workers are of no interest to him. The capitalist is endowed
with two units of capital only. The prices he sets for the producer are the price of
consumption good, q, and the price of capital, 1 - q. These two prices are assumed
to be non negative. The capita.list is assumed to have a utility function that is linear
in capital and consumption good. He is assumed to face the following optimization
problem.'

max Uc(:cc(q),k(q)).- :cc(q) + :~(2 - k(q))
qE[O,l]

s.t. 0~k(q)~2
:cc(q) ~ 0.

The amount of consumption good :cc(q) the capitalist has to buy in exchange for
the amount k(q) of capital is determined by the producer in his optimizing behavior.
The difference of the initial endowment of capital and the amount of capital sold,
2 - k(q), appears in the utility function. The constraints ensure the consumption to
be non negative and the amount of capital sold to be non negative and not to exceed
the initial endowment of capital of the capita.list. The utility of the capitalist in the

absence of trade is Uc(O,O) = !:~0.3356.
Given the price q for capital and the price 1 - q for consumption good as set by

the capitalist, the producer determines the prices for the consumption good for the
worker, p, and the wages, 1 - p. He also determines the amount of capital he wants

IThe reason that the constant :~ is chosen in the above utility function is a technical one. This
value of the constant assures that in the calculations some polynomial of the third degree has an
analytical real solution.
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to buy and how much he wants to produce. The producer has no initial endowments
whatsoever and has a Cobb-Douglas production technology with coefficient j to pro-

duce consumption good from capital and labor.
The utility function of the producer is as follows:

( ) {
p(1 - p)zpUp P,zp:= 1
:tZP

P E [O,~]
pE(j,1].

This indicates that the producer derives utility from profits, measured as amount of
consumption good, and of low wages relative to the price of the consumption good.I
The utility of the producer in the absence of trade is Up(O,O) = 0. This leads to the
following optimization problem for the producer:

max Up(p,zp)
(p,")E[O,l)xR+

s.t. Zp
q·zc

1 1 (k •. l(p). - Zc - Zw p)
(1 - q) . k,

Here l(p) is the amount of labor the worker supplies given the price p for the con-
sumption good and the wage 1-p, and zw(p) is the amount of the consumption good
the worker receives in payment of the supplied labor. The second constraint ensures
that the value of the net trade of the producer with the capitalist equals zero.

The worker determines his consumption and his supply of labor given the price
for the consumption good and the wage as set by the producer. The worker has an
initial endowment consisting of one unit of time, to be used as labor or as leisure.
The worker derives utility from consumption goods as well as from leisure. His
optimization problem is as follows:

max Uw(zw,l):= (zw + 1)(1-1)
IE[O,I)

s.t. p·zw=(1-p)1.

The worker has utility from the combination of consumption good and leisure as well
as from leisure in its own right. The constraints assure that the worker has value
zero on his net trade with the producer and that he does not work more than the
amount of time he is endowed with. The utility of the worker in the absence of trade

is Uw(O, 1) = 1.

lThe prices are an explicit part of the utility function to keep the model analytically solvable.
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The Reaction Curves
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The worker has the following supply of labor l(p) and demand for consumption good

:l:w(p) :

I(p) ,~ {
if
if
if

P E [~, 1)
p·E (O,~)
p=O

o
1-2p
2-2p

o

'w(P)~ {
if
if
if

o
1-2p
2p
00

P E [~, 1)
pE (O,~)
P = O.

For the producer, knowing the reaction curves of the worker, this leads to his reaction
curves. This gives for the price of consumption good for the worker:

{

!
._ q+12 1-q

p(q) .- 4q+1~ 1-q

if
if
if

q E (O,~)
q E (~, 1)
q = 1.

For the demand for capital it can be derived that:

k(q):= { ! . (.....L)2 ~ q+121-q
4 1-9 49+161-9

00

if
if
if
if

q=O
qE(O,~)
qE(~,I)
q = 1,

and for the supply of the consumption good for the capitalist:

:l:c(q) := { ! .(.....L).~ 9+121-9
4 1-9 4q+161-9

o

The Equilibrium

if
if
if
if

q=O
q E (O,~)
qE(~,I)

q = 1.

Given the reaction curves of the producer, the capitalist sets the price for the con-
sumption good in his trade with the producer as to obtain his maximal utility. This
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q', in its turn, determines the equilibrium values of the other variables in the model.
This leads to the following result:

q' 5 ~ 0.8333 (kO)i(I')i 10 ~ 0.13166 7e

p'
17 _

0.4722 Zw 1 ~ 0.058836- 17

I' =
1 _

0.0526 z· 5 ~ 0.065819- c 7e

k' =
25 _

0.3289 z·
9 _

0.0070.7&- p 1292 -

Notice that the capitalist gets one half of the produced consumption good. The other
half is divided amongst the producer and the worker.
The value of the utility functions of the agents in this equilibrium are:

Uc(z;) 5 + 99 127 ~ 0.34627e 690 • T6

Up(z;) (U(I:92) ~ 0.0017

U..,(z:,) 324 ~ 1.0031.323

7.2 The P-( CUW)-structure

In this section we give a stylized version of a society in a different point in history. As
before, we interpret the representative capitalist to represent the class of extremely
wealthy retired people, e.g. landowners and nobility. The representative producer
stands the class of newly rich entrepreneurs, the bourgeois, who create their fortunes
through production in, e.g., relatively large factories. The representative worker
stands for the class of those who work in the factories. As in the days after the
French Revolution, we assume the political power in society is in the hands of the
bourgeois. Therefore, the representative producer is highest in the hierarchy. The
representative capitalist, i.e., the landowners, and the representative worker, i.e., the
workers, have less influence and are therefore of a lower hierarchical level. Since
we assume that no relations exists between the class of landowners and the class of
workers, we need, for the model we use, not to specify which of these both classes
has more political power than the other. Once again, we are as bold as to give the
(political) dominance relations the institutional characteristics of mono price setting.
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The Model

In this section we investigate the model in which the producer is the leader in the
hierarchy and has both the capitalist and the worker as his direct followers. One
can think of the producer as being a monopolist in both the market for labor and
the market for capital. In both markets he sets the prices. He chooses the price p

for consumption good for the worker and the price q for consumption good for the
capitalist. The individual characteristics of the agent are the same as in the model

of Section 7.1.
The optimization problem of the capitalist, who now behaves as a prices taker

with respect to the prices of capital and consumption good is as follows:

max Uc(ze, k) := Ze + :!(2 - k)
"'e[O,2)

s.t. q . Ze = (1 - q)k.

The optimization problem of the worker is as in the previous section.

max Uw(zw,/):= (zw + 1)(1 -I)
le[O,I]

s.t. P • Zw = (1 - p)l.

Finally the optimization problem of the producer, who now acts as a price setter on
both his relations, is:

max Up(p,zp)
(p,q)e[O,I]X[O,l)

s.t. Zp = k(q)4 .l(p)! - ze(q) - zw(p).

The Reaction Curves

The capitalist has the following supply of capital k(q) and demand for consumption
good zc{q) in the model of this section:

if
if
if
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if
if
if

q E [0, ::)
q = ::
q E (::,1].

The worker has the following supply of labor l(p) and demand for consumption good
zw(p) :

I(p) ,= {
o

1-2p
2-2p

o

if
if
if

P E [~,lJ
pE(O,~)
p=O

zw(p) ,= { '~
if
if
if

P E [~,lJ
p E (O,~)
r= o.

Once again, if the capitalist is indifferent between some actions that maximize his
utility, the producer is allowed to choose one of these optimizing actions.

The Equilibrium

Given the reaction curves of the worker the producer sets the price for consumption
good in his trade with the worker, p. Furthermore, he chooses the price q for the
consumption good for the capitalist. This leads the following equilibrium:

pO 889 ::::: 0.45081972

q. 690 ::::: 0.8563689

kO ! . (590)2 . ( .sz, ) ::::: 0.79534 99 1083

1· 91 ::::: 0.08961083

(kO)i(lO)i (~:)(1:3) ::::: 0.2669

ZO 97 ::::: 0.1091w S89

z· !(~)(690) ::::: 0.1334c 4 1083 99

z· !(690)(...!L)_.E _ 0.0243.p 4 99 1083 889 -
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Notice that the capitalist once again gets one half of the produced consumption good
and that the other half is divided amongst the producer and the worker.
The values of the utility functions of the agents in this equilibrium are:

198
590 ~ 0.3356

~ 0.0060

(::)(19:a) ~ 1.0098.

7.3 The W-P-C-structure

The model as discussed in this section is interpreted as a stylized version of modern
democratic societies. The representative worker represents the class of workers, the
vast majority of people in the society. This is the class that has most political power
in the democratic system. Therefore, the worker is highest in the hierarchy. The
representative producers represents the employers, the firms. The employers or firms
are second in (political) influence in society and therefore are second in the hierarchy.
The capitalist represents the small group of very rich retired people. In a modern
democratic society their political influence is rather restricted. So they come last in
the hierarchical structure. Once again we are as bold as to describe the (political)
dominance relations by relations with the institutional characteristics of mono price
setting.

The Model

The model we use in this section consists of the same representative worker, producer
and capitalist as in the previous sections, i.e., their individual characteristics remain
the same. What is different is their position in the hierarchical structure. We assume
that the worker is the highest in the hierarchy. The producer is the middleman, and
the capitalist is lowest in rank. This implies that in this section we assume that the
worker sets the price p for the consumption good for and the price 1 - p for labor for
the producer. The producer then decides how much labor he wants to buy, given p.

Furthermore he decides the price q for the consumption good and 1 - q for capital
for the capitalist. The capitalist finally decides what amount of capital he wants to
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sell in order to get the consumption good given the price 1 - q for capital.
The optimization problem of the worker is:

ma.x Uw{zw{p),l{p»:= (zw{p) + l){l-l{p»
I'E[O,lj

s.t , ° s l(p) ~ 1.

The worker no longer takes the constraint into account which ensures the value of
trade to be zero, because he has become a price setter instead of the price taker he
was in the previous section. Typically the price taker takes care of this constraint.
Therefore it becomes part of the optimization problem of the producer.

The producer has the same utility function as in the previous section. His opti-
mization problem is:

max Up(p, zp)
(q,ljE[O,ljxR+

s.t. zp

P'zw
= Ie{q)-i ·l! - Zw - zo{q)

(1- p)l.

The optimization problem of the capitalist is:

max Uo{zo,Ie):= Zo + :!(2 -Ie)
IeE[O,2j

s.t. q . Zo = (1 - q)le.

The Reaction Curves

The capitalist has the following supply of capital k(q) a.nd demand for consumption
good zc{q) :

k(q),~ 1 E [~,21

zc(q) := J (-¥~Ie{q)1 2(!=i)q

if
if
if

q E [0, !:)
_ 690

q - BtBo
qE (S89,1]

if
if
if

q E [0, ::)
q = ::
q E (::,1].

For the' producer, knowing the reaction curves of the capitalist, this leads to the
following reaction curves. Notice that in case the capitalist is indifferent between
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some optimal actions, the producer, his direct leader in the hierarchy, is allowed to
choose between the actions for which the capitalist is indifferent. This gives for the
price of consumption good for the capitalist q(p) := ::.

For the demand for capital it can be derived that:

'(p),~ { E [~'2[
if
if
if

P E [0, ~::)
p = :::
p E (:::' IJ.

The demand for labor by the producer is:

if
if
if

P E [0, :::)
p = :::
p E (:::, IJ,

and for the supply of consumption good for the worker:

:l)W(p) := { ~ . (~). k(p)
1.(-L)
2 1-p

if
if
if

P E [0, :::)
p = :::
p E (:::,1J.

The Equilibrium

Given the reaction curves of the producer, the worker, W, sets the price for consump-
tion good in his trade with the producer, P, and decides on the amount of capital the
producer is going to buy from the capitalist as to obtain his maximal utility. These
p. and k", in their turn, determine the equilibrium values of the other variables in
the model. This leads to the following result:

p. 396 ~ 0.4016 (k*)~(l·)~ .sz ~ 0.4899986 198

q* 590 ~ 0.8563 :I). 97 ~ 0.2449889 W 396

r 97 ~ 0.1644 :I). 97 ~ 0.2449590 c 396

k* (590)(!!) ~ 1.4598 :l)p 1(97) 97 97 0
396 99 ~ 2 9ii - 396 - 396 = .

Notice that the worker gets one half of the produced consumption good and that the
other half is for the capitalist. In the previous section one half of the production
was divided between the producer and his follower, the worker. There, however, the
producer was left with a positive amount of profit. In this case the profit of the
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producer equals zero.
The utility values of the agents for this equilibrium are:

J!!. + (198 _ J!!.)
396 690 398 ~ 0.3356

o

(~:)(::) ~ 1.0403.

7.4 Comparison of the Equilibria

In the previous sections we have repeatedly interpreted our models as crude abstrac-
tions of specific class structures of Western societies in different points in history.
Although the models are not very descriptive, it still is interesting to see if we can
find some explanation for the shift in political power in these societies over time
within the context of our models. Before we discuss this question we first summarize
the most important results of the foregoing sections in Table 7.1. As can be seen
in Table 7.1, the price of labor relative to consumption good is increasing over the
course of history, as are the amounts of capital and labor used in the production
process. Therefore the total output (production) of the societies is also increasing.
Furthermore, since labor becomes more expensive over time and the amount of la-
bor used increases, we are not surprised to find that the utility of the representative
worker is increasing over time. It is also pleasing to find the capital-labor ratio is
increasing over time, although it remains constant during the transformation from
the P - (C U W) structure to the W - P - C structure, as does the price of capital
relative to the price of consumption good. The reason it remains constant is that the
utility function of the representative capitalist is linear in capital and consumption
good. Although the consumption of the representative capitalist is increasing over
time, as is the consumption of the representative worker, his utility is decreasing with
the shift form the C - P - W structure to the P - (C U W) structure. In this shift
the capitalist has to give up a, from his point of view, profitable position at the top
of the hierarchy. Similarly, the producers profits decrease. Indeed, they disappear,
during the shift of the P - (C U W) structure.

Does the drop in utility of the representative capitalist during the shift of the
C - P - W structure to the P - (C U W) structure and the drop in utility of the
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TABLE 7.1: Equilibrium Values

Variable C-P-W P-(c\ w) W-p-c

p. 0.4722 0.4508 0.4016
q. 0.8333 0.8563 0.8563

k· 0.3289 0.7953 1.4598
l" 0.0526 0.0896 0.1644
Ie- 6.2500 8.8792 8.8792To

(k·)~(l·)~ 0.1316 0.2669 0.4899z· 0.0588 0.1091 0.2449wzc 0.0658 0.1334 0.2449
zj, 0.0070 0.0243 0

Uw(zw) 1.0031 1.0098 1.0403
Uc(zc) 0.3462 0.3356 0.3356
Up(zj,) 0.0017 0.0060 0
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representative producer during the shift of the P - (C \ W) structure rule out the
possibility of the historic transformation of the structure of the class societies in our
model? Do we need to rely on force well out of the context of our economic model,
like unexplained wars, revolutions and the like to explain the changes of the structure
of society, to break the resistance to change of the class in power? Or is it possible
to find an explanation of the slower, more evolutionary like changes which seem to
have taken place in history.

The answer to those questions is that, within the context of our models, there is
room for an explanation of a gradual, albeit difficult, "peaceful" shift in the power
structure in society. The shifts in the hierarchical structure, the structure of political
power, may be accompanied by side payments, by lumpsum transfers of consumption
goods that compensate the class that would otherwise have blocked the shift in the

power structure because this shift would make it worse off.

During the shift of the C - P - W structure to the P - (C U W) structure the
beneficiaries of this shift, the representative producer and the representative worker,
would have to compensate the representative capitalist. The compensation must at
least be an amount of 0.0106 of consumption good. If the representative producer
were to pay this compensation all by himself, he would after having paid it end up
with a utility of 0.4508 x (1- 0.4508) x (0.0243 - 0.0106) ~ 0.0034, almost doubling
his utility under the C - P - W structure. This could explain a peaceful transition
from the C - P - W structure to the P - (C U W) structure, possibly after some
difficult implicit negotiations in the form of a struggle for political power.

With respect to the transition of the P - (C U W) structure to the W - P -
C structure, we could consider the same type of solution. In this case it is the
representative worker who has to compensate the representative producer. In order
to fully compensate the representative producer, the representative worker has to pay
the producer at least the amount of 0.0250 of consumption good. As can be seen in
Table 7.1, the representative worker would be willing to pay considerably more than
an amount of 0.0250 unit of consumption good to the producer in order to induce a
change from the P - (C U W) structure to the W - P - C structure. So once again,
the change in the hierarchical structure of society can be induced peacefully by the
use of side payments, once again, possibly after along and fierce struggle for political

power.
So changes in the power structure in Western societies over the ages for a feodal
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society (C-P- W structure) through a society with bourgeois liberalism (P-(C\ W)
structure) to a western style democracy (W - P - C structure) in which the mass
of workers have the power, can be reconstructed in the rather crude models of this
chapter.

It should be noted that the results of the model depend too quite some extend
on the characterization of the agents which is chosen. In the case of symmetry
between the capitalist and the worker the results of the C - P - W structure would
be symmetric with those of the W - P - C structure. Furthermore, one could
interchange the form of the utility functions of the worker and the capitalist to attain
the opposite results. This characterization is, except for the results, not less plausible
as the characterization chosen in the model in this chapter. Finally it is noted that
the course of history is more subtle than the representation chosen to illustrate the

model.



Chapter 8

Setting Bid and Ask Prices with
Downstream Information

In Chapter 6 we have analyzed a model that is similar to the model of actual trade in
Chapter 4 when (effective) arbitrage coalitions are absent. Unfortunately we found
that an equilibrium need not to exist in these models. In the present chapter we
assume hierarchical relations to have other institutional characteristics. As a con-
sequence we not only model intermediaries more realistically, we are also able to
prove that an equilibrium in the resulting economies always exists. It seems that the
models as presented in the present chapter form a more suitable basis for the actual
trade stage in the model for choice of trading partners in Chapter 4 in the absence
of arbitrage coalitions.

One of the most characteristic features of intermediaries is that they exploit their
positions as middlemen by quoting different prices for buying and selling. In the
general equilibrium model in the tradition of Arrow and Debreu (1954) the problem
of intermediation is suppressed by assuming that each agent can buy or sell every
commodity in any amount he chooses at the prevailing market prices through the
market. In this context one may say the Walrasian auctioneer or the market acts as
an extremely powerless intermediary. This feature is stressed by the observation, as
in Chapter 9, that the Walrasian auctioneer can be interpreted as a monopolist with

negligible initial endowments.
A different kind of intermediaries has been modelled m theories of successive

monopolies. In models of successive monopolies, as e.g. in Machlup and Taber (1960)
and Krelle (1976), a producer, who is a monopolist, sets the price for the commodity
he produces for some trader who acts as an intermediary. The trader on his turn

185
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sets, possibly different, prices for this commodity for his customers, the consumers.
In these models the trader sets the prices as to maximize his profits as an intermediary.
The partial equilibrium models are then solved by backward induction. The feature
of an intermediary setting different prices for buying and selling is not relevant in
these models of successive monopolies since the customers are assumed not to be
able to sell the trader the commodity that is produced by the monopolist.

In the present chapter we analyze a model similar to that of Chapter 6, but we
assume the relations to have other institutional characteristics. We assume that in
a hierarchical relation the dominating agent, the leader, sets prices for buying and
selling for each of the commodities in the economy. The prices for buying and selling
the same commodities may differ. We refer to those prices as bid and ask prices,
respectively.

The dominated agent in a relation acts as a price taker with respect to this relation.
The anticipations of the agents regarding the consequences of the prices they set are
assumed to follow from anticipating correctly the optimal reactions of the agents
downstream from them in the hierarchical structure. Thus, as in Chapter 6, we
assume the downstream information structure to hold. Allowing for differences in
bid and ask prices is not only a better way to model intermediaries, it turns out that
under this specification of the institutional characteristics of the hierarchical relations
we can prove the existence of an equilibrium.

In Section 8.1 we introduce the model of a hierarchically structured trade economy
and we define an equilibrium in such an economy. In Section 8.2 we prove the
existence of an equilibrium, and in Section 8.3 we give two examples and discuss the
relation between equilibria in economies with and without equal bid and ask prices.
In Section 8.4 we give a dynamic exchange process for model. This interpretation
uses the concept of inside money and is inspired by Funk (1990).

8.1 The Model

In this section we give a definition of a hierarchically structured trade economy with
bid and ask prices. For a discussion of the background of this approach we refer to
Chapter 1. A hierarchically structured trade economy is defined on the basis of a
hierarchical structure which is assumed to be a hierarchical tree.
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Definition 8.1.1 A Hierarchically Structured Trade Economy with Bid and

Ask Prices and with 1 commodities is a tuple E = ((A, W), {Ui,WihEA, {hapw}wEw),
where:

1. (A, W) is a hierarchical tree.

2. U, : R~ -+ R is the utility [unction. of agent i E A.

3. Wi E R~ is the initial endowment of agent i E A.

4. bap., with w = (i,j) E W denotes that the hierarchical relation (i,j) is endowed
with the institutional characteristic of bid and ask prices.

Thus, a hierarchically structured trade economy with bid and ask prices differs only
from a hierarchically structured economy as introduced in Chapter 6 in the institu-
tional characteristics of its relations. We make the same assumption with respect to
the utility functions and the initial endowments of the agents as we did in Chapter 6

Assumption 8.1.2 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with bid and
ask prices. For every agent i E A it holds that U, is continuous, strictly increasing
and strictly quasi concave. Furthermore, it holds for every agent i E A that Wi ~ O.

As before in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, the next step in introducing the model is to
define the choice spaces for the agents in the economy.

We define a tuple of price vectors, of net trade vectors and of consumption bundles
that we allow to occur in the exchange economy. Let S21-1 he the (21-1 )-dimensional
unit simplex defined by

21

s21-1 = {q E R~ I Lqo = I}.
0=1

Define

We show that, without loss of generality, we can restrict ourselves to a compact price
space in the (relative) interior of P. For this purpose we define the correspondence

B: (int P) x R~ =: R~ such that V(p, z) E (int P) X R~ :

B(p,z) {y E R~ I (y - z) E TbaP(p)}

{y E R~ I L Pc' max{O,yc - zc} + L e: min{O,yc - zc} :::;O}.
~L ~L
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For each agent i E A the function zi: (int P) x R~ -+ R~ is defined such that for
every p = (p,~) E int P and Wi E R~ :

Z;(p,Wi) E argmax.iE1i(P,CoI') Ui(Z;).

Define for e > 0 :

We choose some t* > 0 such that for each p E (int P) \ Q(t*) we have that for each
i E A \ S1 there exists some commodity c E L := {I, ... , I} such that zt.,(p, Wi) > We,

where W := EiEA Wi. Such an e: exists because the initial endowments of the agents
are strictly positive and the utility functions are strictly monotonic.

Denote:

Q := Q(tO).

where We:= 2:max zie(q,w).
iEA qEQ

Y:= {d E RI I-w ~ d ~ W}.

Xi:= yL. X QF•.

X:= IIXi.
iEA

We give the following definition of a trade-price-allocation tuple in a given hierarchi-
cally structured trade economy with bid and ask prices.

Definition 8.1.3 A Trade-Price-Allocation Tuple in the economy E is a tuple
(d,p,z) E yW x QW x y.t where:

1. dji E Y is the vector of net trade on the trade relation (i,j) E W. We denote

di := (d;h)hELo-

2. Pij = (Pij,E.) E Q is the price vector denoting the bid and ask prices charged
on the trade relation (i,j) E W. We denote Pi := (Pij)iEF •.
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9. Xi E Y+ is the consumption bundle for agent i E A.

Agents assume that their actions do not influence the prices their leader sets for
them. On the other hand we assume that each agent correctly anticipates the net
trade with each of his followersas a function of the prices he sets. We assume he takes
into account the consequences of possible changes in the prices his followers set for
their followersetc. These anticipations may occur if each agent has perfect aggregated
information about the part of the economy that is downstream from him and knows
nothing but the prices his leader sets for him about the rest of the economy. Thus
we assume the subgraph of each agent is perfectly transparent for this agent, or at
least that he has the information that summarizes what net trades to anticipate as a
function of the prices he may set for his followers. Thus, as in Chapter 6, we assume
the Downstream Information Structure to hold. The conjectures of the agents
are described by their anticipated net trade correspondences. The anticipated net
trade correspondences are defined recursively. In the present context the anticipated
net trade correspondences are exactly the reaction correspondences. Therefore the
anticipated net trade correspondences can be derived by using the followingdefinition.

Definition 8.1.4 The Anticipated Net Trade Correspondence tij : Q =: Y
of agent i with respect to agent j E F; under downstream information is recursively
given by:

-twhere Wj: Q x Y -t R+ such that Veij E Y:

W;(eji} = {y E R+ I y:S Wj + eji - L emj
mEF;

where "1m E Fj: 3qjm E Q: emj E tjm(qjm)}.

In the definition of Chapter 5 we have the implicit property that if an agent does not
change his actions with respect to one of his followers, then he anticipates the trades
with his followers not to change in a given state of the economy. This property is
explicit in the corresponding definitions in Chapter 9 and Chapter 10. In the above
definition the agents are assumed to be optimistic with respect to the reactions of their
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followers. It is assumed that a follower, when he is indifferent between two actions at
prices as set by his leader, chooses those actions that are the best for his leader. As in
Chapter 6, this difference, which implicitly assumes certain co-ordination problems
between a leader and his followers to be solved to the benefit of the leader, does
not influence the results on the existence of equilibrium. Finally, as in Chapter 6, a
consequence of the above definition of anticipated net trade correspondences is that
the equilibrium conditions of anticipated feasibility and stability no longer imply
actual feasibility.

Given the anticipated net trade correspondences we define the correspondences
that describe the actions an individual agent anticipates to be feasible for him. We
refer to these correspondences as the budget correspondences of the agents in the

economy.

Definition 8.1.5 The Budget Correspondence B, : Q =! Xi x Y+ of agent i E
A \ S1 with L, = {h} under downstream information is such that V Phi E Q :

Bi(Phi) = (.(eih,qi,y;) E Xi x Y+ I eo. E T""P(Phi)

Yi :5 Wi + eih - L eji
jEF,

where v i E Fi : eji E tij(qij)}.

The budget set BIc for the top agent k E S1 is given by

Ble = ((qle,YIe) E Xle x Y+ I Yle :5 WIc - L ejle
jEF.

where eile E tlei(qlei) }.

The optimization problem of agent i E A \S1 who has agent h E L; as his direct leader
is to maximize his utility over his budget set. Here his budget set depends on the
prices Phi his leader sets for him. Therefore agent i solves the following optimization

problem

The optimization problem of the top agent k E S1 in the economy is given by
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Now we have described the individual optimization problem for each agent i E A we
define an equilibrium in the hierarchically structured trade economy in the case of
downstream information.

Definition 8.1.6 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with bid and
ask prices. A tuple (d·, v', :t.) E X x Y+ is an Equilibrium in E if V i E A \ S1 such
that 3 h E A with L, = {h}:

and for the top agent k E 51 we have that:

8.2 Existence of Equilibrium

In this section we prove the existence of an equilibrium in the model of Section 8.l.
Unfortunately we cannot use the line of proof of Chapter 6. There the optimization
problem of a middleman is separated in two problems. The first problem is setting the
prices for the followers as to maximize the profits from his position as an intermediary,
given the prices set by his leader. The second problem is choosing the optimal
consumption bundle, given the income of the agent. The income (or wealth) of
the agent consists of the value of the initial endowments of the middleman and the
(maximal) profits from his position as a middleman, given the prices set by his leader.

Since in our present model with bid and ask prices we cannot separate the opti-
mization problems of the agents as we did in Chapter 6, we use a different approach.
We define a correspondence of attainable allocations which we show to be continu-
ous. Then, following the line of proof of Chapter 6, we prove the anticipated net
trade correspondences to have a compact graph. This property is then used to con-
struct an equilibrium in the hierarchically structured trade economy with bid and ask
prices E. As in Chapter 6 we do not make explicitly use of the existence theorems of
Harris (1985) and of Hellwig and Leininger (1987).
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Before we define the correspondences of attainable allocations, we define the set
of after downstream trade bundles. The set of after downstream trade bundles of
agent i E A contains the bundles agent i anticipates to be attainable as a result of
the trade trade with his followers, without trading with his leader.

Definition 8.2.1 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with bid and
ask prices. Let i E A. The set I', is the set of After Downstream Trade Bundles
of agent i where:

I', = {:Ci E R' I :Ci = Wi + L eji
jEFi

with 'Vj E Fi: :lPij E Q: eji E t,j(p,j n.

The correspondence of attainable allocations of agent i E A such that L, := {h}
is the correspondence that for each price vector Ph, assigns the set of consumption
bundles that are attainable for agent i.

Definition 8.2.2 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with bid and ask
prices. Let i E A such that L, = {h}. Then ~,: Q::::: R~ is the Correspondence
of Attainable Allocations of agent i if for each Ph, E Q :

Next we prove the following crucial lemma.

Lemma 8.2.3 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with bid and ask
prices for which Assumption 8.1.2 holds. If for each i E F; it holds that t,j has a
compact graph, then ~i is a continuous correspondence.

Proof
(i) ~i is an upper hemi-coniinuous correspondence.
Since 'Vj E F; the correspondence t'j has a compact graph we have that I', is a
compact set. Therefore I', is bounded and ~, has a bounded graph.
Next we prove that ~i has a closed graph and therefore is a upper herni-continuous
correspondence.
Suppose ~, does not have a closed graph, i.e.,
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such that

For each q E IN\ {OJ, since yq E Ai(pq), there exists some zq E ri such that

L p~ . max{O, (y~ - z~)} + L E! . min{O, (y~ - :r:~)} :::;0.
~L ~L

From the definition of Ai it follows that yO ¢ Ai(pO) implies jl:r:o E I', such that

LP~' max{O, (y~ - :r:~)} + L~.min{O, (y~ - :r:~)} :::;0.
~L ~L

Since pq --+ pO, pO ~ ° and yq --+ v" we have that zq --+ ZO ¢ rio This contradicts ri

being a closed set.
Thus it follows that Ai is a u.h.c. correspondence.
(ii) Ai is a lower hemi-continuous correspondence.
If we prove that Ai is lower hemi-continuous it follows by the definition of continuity
of correspondences that Ai is a continuous correspondence.
The correspondence Ai is lower hemi-continuous if and only if Yq EN, p9 E Q :

implies that

LP~' max{O, (y~ - z~)} + LE~' min{O, (y~ - :r:~)} :::;0.
~L ~L

(8.1)

(a) Suppose that for yO E Ai(pO) and for some ZO E ri in Equation 8.1 the inequality
holds. It follows that for q sufficiently large there exists some yq E Ai(pq) such that

L P~. max{O, (y~ - :r:~)} + L E: . min{O, (y~ - z~)} :::;°
~L ~L

and hence yq --+ yO.

(b) For yO = ° there always exists some :r:o = Wi E ri such that the inequality in
Equation 8.1 holds. Therefore case (a) applies.
(c) Assume that for yO E Ai(pO) and for every ZO E I', that satisfy Equation 8.1, the
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equality holds and that for some such ZO E I', we have that 3 eEL: y~ - z~ > 0

and y~ > O.
We construct a sequence {y9}~1 such that y9 E Lli(p9) and y9 -+ yO.

Suppose that for q we have that yO E Lli(p9). Then we take y9 := yO.

Suppose we find yO f- Lli(p9) for q sufficiently large. This implies yO - ZO '" 0 and

therefore 3 c E L : y~ - z~ > O. (H not then Vc E L : y~ - z~ S 0 and yO E Lli(p) for
each p E Q.) By assumption this implies that y~ > 0 and therefore there exists some
Y such that y < yO and some z E I', such that

:Ep~ . max{O, (Ye - zen + :E~ .min{O, (Ye - ze)} SO.
~L ~L

Take y9 := y9 for the y9 with the property that there exist some Z9 E I', such that
the above equation is satisfied and that V y E Lli(p9) : 1 y9 - yO 1SI y - v" I, where
1 • 1 denotes the Euclidean norm.
The sequence constructed in this way has the property that y9 -+ yO.
(d) Assume that for yO E Lli(pO) C R~ for ZO E I', that satisfies Equation 8.1, the
equality holds and that for any such ZO we have that VeE L: [y~-z~ > 0 => y~ = 0).
Suppose yO - ZO = 0 and v" 4- o. As before this implies that yO E Lli(p) for each
p E Q and the sequence we are looking for is easily constructed.
Suppose yO - ZO '" O. This implies that either (b) applies or that 3 c· E L: y~.-
z~, S 0, y~. > O. In the latter case, because pO E Q, we know that p~. > O. For
q sufficiently large there exists some 0 S Ye' S y~, such that (Y~e' j Ye') E Ai(p9).
Choose y9 := (Y~e' j Ye') E Lli(p9) such that for each (Y~e.j Ye.) E Ai(p9) it holds that

1 (Y~e' j Ye' ) - yO 1 ~ 1 y9 - v" 1 .

As before the sequence constructed in this way has the property that y9 -+ yO.
Q.E.D.

Lemma 8.2.4 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with bid and ask
prices for which Assumption 8.1.2 holds. For each i E A \ Sl, hE Li, the correspon-
dence thi has a compact graph.

Proof
We prove this lemma by induction, following the induction procedure we used to
construct the anticipated net trade correspondences in Section 8.1.
(i) Starting Condition.
For each j E A: Fi = 0, i E Li we have that tii can be represented by a continuous
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function on Q and therefore has a compact graph.
(ii) Induction Hypothesis.
Let i E A \ S, j E F.h E L •. Suppose for each j E F. the correspondence t'j has a
compact graph. Then th• has a compact graph.
Proof
Since vi E F. we have that t'j has a compact graph it follows by Lemma 8.2.3 that
~i is a continuous correspondence.
Define Xi: Q =! Y+ such that

Xi(Ph.) = argmaxlI;EA;(p,,;JUi(Y;)·

By the Maximum Theorem it follows that Xi has a compact graph.

To prove that thi has a compact graph we must show that if P~i E Q and e1h E Y for
each q E IN', such that {P~i}~l -> P~i' {e~h}~l -> e?hand Vq E IN'\ {O}: ell. E thi(pt),
then e?h E thi(p~i)'

We have that eih E thi(Phi) if and only if for each j E F; there exist P'i and ej'
such that ej' E t'j(Pii) and

eh. - L eji + w. E X.(pih)'
jEF;

Since Xi is a correspondence with a compact graph, it followsfrom {P~;}~l -> P~. that

{X'(P~')}~l -> X'(P~i)' Furthermore {elh}~l -> e?h' 50 it follows that e?h E thi(p~i) if
and only if {(LiEF; e'i)}~l -> (LiEF; e~;) where for each q E IN' and j E F; we have
e1i E tii(p1j) for some p1j E Q.
Since {Xi(pt)}~l -> Xi(P~i) it follows from the definitions of ~. and I', and from
t'i having a compact graph for each j E F., that such a sequence {(e1.,p?j)iEFJ~1
exists.
This proves the induction hypothesis.
Q.£.V.

The next theorem states that an equilibrium in a hierarchically structured trade
economy with bid and ask prices E exists. To prove this theorem we construct an
equilibrium, which proves its existence.
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Theorem 8.2.5 [Existence Theorem]
In each hierarchically structured trade economy with bid and ask prices E for which
Assumption 8.1.2 holds, an equilibrium ezists.

Proof
By Lemma 8.2.3 and Lemma 8.2.4 it follows that for each i E A \ S1 the correspon-
dence Lli is continuous and has non empty values.
From Lemma 8.2.4 it follows that for each i E A \ S1 the correspondences B; has a

compact graph. Similarly it follows that BI" k E S1I is a compact set.
Finally we have that for each i E A, j E F; it holds that ti;(Pi;,O) = 0, so that each
agent i E A always has the no trade option. Therefore Bk :f: 0 for k E S1 and for
each i E A \ S1 the correspondence B, has non empty values only.

We recursively construct an equilibrium tuple (d· ,p., z·).
Define Do := {k E A I Lk = 0}. Since Bk is a compact non empty set there exists a

tuple (Pk' zk) E Xk X Y+ such that

By the definition of Bk there exists a tuple (djk);EF. E yF. such that for each j E Fk
we have that djk E tk;(Pk;) and zk :::;WI. - E;EF. dik'
Choose h E Db i E Fh \ Dt• We have already constructed dih E thi(Phi)' By the
definition of thi it follows that there exists a tuple (di, pi ,zn E Xi X y+ with di := dhi
such that

By the definition of B, there exists a tuple (dii);EF; E yF; such that for each j E F;

we have dji E ti;(pi;) and zi :::;Wi + dih - E;EF; dji'
Now define Dt+1 := o, U {i}.

Repeating this procedure until for some t· we have Dt• = A yields an equilibrium

tuple.
Q.C.'D.
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8.3 Three Examples

In this section we consider three examples of (parts of) economies with bid and ask
prices. In the first and second example we consider cases in which the allocations of
equilibria with and without differences in bid and ask prices coincide. In the third
example we illustrate why this need not be the case in general. It is made clear that
even if the top agent has voluntary trade in the case without differences in bid and
ask prices, it need not be the case that the equilibrium allocations in the models with
and without differences in bid and ask prices coincide.

Example 8.3.1
Consider the economy with the set of agents A := {a, b, c} and two commodities,
where L := {I, 2} is the set of commodities and the individual characteristics of the
agents are:

b:

U.. :=~+~
U& := y'Zbl + Jib2
Uc := yIzcl + ~

w.. := (0,0)

w&:=(l,O)

We := (0,1).

a:

c:

Consider the economy that follows from the hierarchical tree 'Ii := (A, {(a, b), (a, cn)
over the above defined set of agents. The optimization problem of agent b at given

prices Po& := (Po&, Eo&) is:

such that

Since w& := (1,0) we have the peculiarity that
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So this optimization problem boils down to:

such that

After rescaling the prices Pabl' P L2 to prices qabl := _ P~I and qabl := _ fM+' ,
_OU P.'l f.'2 Put l•.,

this is the problem for the corresponding situation without differences in bid and ask
prices as in Example 6.3.2. The anticipated net trade correspondence tob therefore
corresponds to the anticipated net trade correspondence without differences in bid
and ask prices. The same line of reasoning holds with respect to agent e, and there-
fore the optimization problem of agent a also corresponds to that without differences
in bid and ask prices. As a consequence we have that although in our example we
have a continuum of equilibrium price vectors Poe and Pob, the equilibrium allocation
is the equilibrium allocation in the corresponding model without differences in bid

and ask prices.

Next we consider the economy with the set of agents A as before and the hierar-
chical tree T2 := (A, {(b, a), (a, en). By the same type of reasoning as before we have
that the optimization problem of agent e, and therefore the anticipated net trade
correspondence toe, corresponds to the optimization problem in the model without
differences in bid and ask prices. Furthermore we know that, because Wa = (0,0) and
We = (0,1), for the trade between agent a and agent b it holds that

This once again implies that the optimization problem of agent b corresponds to his
optimization problem in the model without differentiated bid and ask prices. As a
consequence we find that, although we have a continuum of equilibrium tuples of
price vectors Pob and Pac, the equilibrium allocation is the equilibrium allocation of
the corresponding model without differences in bid and ask prices as in Example 6.3.2.
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Finally consider the economy with the set of agents as before and with the hier-
archical tree 73:= (A, {(a,b), (b,c)}). The optimization problem of agent c and the
anticipated net trade correspondence tbc correspond to those in the model without
differences in bid and ask prices.
The optimization problem of agent b now becomes, at given prices pob := (Pob,E.,b) :

(

such that

Since Wo = (0,0) we must have dba = 0 in equilibrium. Once again this is attained at
prices that correspond to those in the corresponding model without differences in bid
and ask prices. So we find a continuum of equilibrium tuples of price vectors pob and
Pbc, all of which result in the same equilibrium allocation as that of the corresponding
model without differences in bid and ask prices.

Example 8.3.2
Consider an economy E with two goods, L := {I, 2}, and three agents, A := {a, b, c}.
As in Example 5.4.1 and Example 6.3.3 we assume the agents have the following
individual characteristics:

Uo(Zo)
Ub(Zb)
Uc(zc) =

Zol + Zo2
Zbl + 2Zb2
2Zcl + Zc2

Wo = (0,0).
Wb = (1,0).
Wc = (0,1).

As in Example 5.4.1 and in Example 6.3.3 we consider the following three different
hierarchical trees with respect to this set of agents:

Ti:= (A, {(a, b), (b,c)})
12:= (A, {(a, b), (a,c)})
13:= (A, {(b, a), (a,c)}).
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By the same type of reasoning as applied in Example 8.3.1 we find that the equilibrium
allocations of Example 6.3.3 for an economy with the institutional characteristics
of mono price setting are also the equilibrium allocations in an the corresponding
economy with the institutional characteristics of bid and ask prices.

Example 8.3.3
Suppose we have an economy with bid and ask prices with two commodities, L :=

{I, 2} and a set of agents A::> {a, b,e} in which consumer b is such that Fb = {e}, Lb =

i

FIGURE 8.1: The Anticipated Net Trade Correspondence t..,.

{a}, a.nd the anticipated net trade correspondence t.., with respect to commodity 1
as depicted in Figure 8.1, in which the prices are sta.ndardized as to have l..u. = 1.

f.u
This leads to a set of after downstream trade allocations I', as in Figure 8.2.
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FIGURE 8.2: The After Downstream Trade Set r".
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The set rb in Figure 8.2 denotes (a part of) the set of commodity bundles agent b
can obtain through downstream trade. Since these commodity bundles are obtained
through downstream trade only, the set rb does not depend on the prices Pab set by
the leader of agent b, agent a. In general the set r" is not restricted to R~. The set
of allocations attainable for agent b, ~I>' depends both on rb and on the prices Pab.

In Figure 8.2 the point on the outer frontier of ~I>(ptlb) to the left of the point B
equal to (zf, z~) can be obtained by agent b by generating trades with agent c as to
end up with the after downstream trade bundle (zf, zf) and selling commodity 1 for
commodity 2 at the prices set by agent a. The points on the outer frontier of ~"(Pab)
to the right of the point B but to the left of the kink K, are obtained by starting
from the point B and buying commodity 1 for commodity 2. The difference in the
slope to the right and to the left of B is caused by the difference in the bid and ask
prices set by agent a. The point K of the kink in the outer frontier of ~1>(Ptll» can
be obtained in two different ways. Firstly by starting from B and buying commodity
1 for commodity 2. Secondly by starting from point C and selling commodity 1 for
commodity 2. The points still further to the right of this kink are obtained by starting
from point C and choosing suitable trades with agent a.

The set {y E R~ I j z E r" such that y :::;z} in Figure 8.2 is not convex, i.e.
the set r" is not comprehensive. Contrary to the case without differentiated bid and
ask prices, agent a has the possibility to set prices Pol> which are such that, at least
to some extend, this non convexity carries over to the set of attainable allocations

~b(p",,). Now suppose the utility of agent b of the allocations (zr,.,z~) and (zft,z~)
in Figure 8.2 is the same. In this case the non convexity in ~"(Po") may lead to an
optimal consumption bundle X"(p,,,,) which is strictly smaller than the corresponding
consumption bundle X,,(pb.,) at the optimal price vector P:b without differences in bid
and ask prices. Assuming that both Po" and P:" lead to the same optimal trades
between the agents band c, the strictly smaller consumption bundle of agent b leads
to a strictly larger after downstream trade bundle for agent a which, all other things
remaining equal, leads to a preferred consumption bundle for agent a. This implies
that, because of the non convexity of the set {y E R~ I j z E I', such that y:::; z},
in this stylized example the equilibrium allocations in the models with and without
differences in bid and ask prices differ.
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8.4 A Dynamic Interpretation of the Exchange
Process

The model of hierarchically structured trade economies with bid and ask prices,
as introduced in this chapter, allows for a dynamic interpretation of the exchange
process in the economy. This exchange process depends on the subgraph information
structure and on the possibility of leaders to write enforceable I-Owe-Yous for their
direct followers.

The exchange process consists of three main parts, each consisting of a finite
number of stages. In the first part of the exchange process, the information about
the equilibrium prices and net trades is disseminated through the economy. In the
second part of the process the bundles of commodities that are to be sold by the
individual agents to their direct leaders, given the equilibrium prices and net trades,
are transferred to those direct leaders in exchange for enforceable I-Owe-Yous. These
I-Owe-Yous promise to deliver the bundle of commodities the agent wants to buy
at given equilibrium prices and net trade bundles. In the third and last part of
the exchange process, the commodity bundles, as promised in the I-Owe-Yous are
delivered.

Before we describe the separate parts of the exchange process, we recursively
construct an echelon partition of the set of agents starting from the hierarchical tree
(A, W) of the economy. We define

SI = {a E A I La = 0}.

Let n E N be such that Ui'=1 S, i- A. Then we define
n

Sn+l = {a E A \ (U Si) I La n s; i- 0}.
i=1

We stop this procedure when we find some mEN such that l£,1 S, = A. The tuple
e := (SIt· .. , Sm) is then an echelon partition of the set of agents A that is compatible
with the hierarchical tree (A, W). We find that each of the three parts of the exchange
process consists of m - 1 stages.

The first part of the exchange process is such that the aggregated information the
top agent has about the equilibria in the economy is disaggregated to the individual
agents in the economy. This disaggregation of the aggregated information takes
place as described in the proof of Theorem 8.2.5. In this proof an equilibrium for the
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economy is constructed. As a consequence, this disaggregation results in equilibrium
prices and net trade, from which equilibrium consumption bundles result. In the first
stage agent k E SI sets prices (p"j )jEF. E QF. for his followers and announces for
each agent j E Flo the net trades djlc E tlcj(p"j) he likes to result as a consequence of
these prices. For any i E A we denote

li:= {(qi,(eji)jEFi E QFi x yFi I v i E Fi: eji E tij(qij)}~

The prices p" and net trades (dj")jEF. are such that

e)lc((ejlc)jEF.) := {y" E y+ I Ylc~ w" - E ej"}.
jEF.

Since, by the definition of t"j, the followers can not do better by deviating, they
oblige. In stage n E {2, ... ,m - I} any agent i E Sn with Li = {h} gets prices
Phi E Q being set to him by agent h, and quantities ~h E thi(Phi) announced by his
leader. Agent i chooses (pi, (dji)iEF.) E QFi x yFi such that

(Pi,(dj;)jEF.) E argmax(qi'('·i)· P.ETi{ max {Ui(Zi)}
s ,E. ZiE~i(d/o.i'(';i);EPi)

where ~i: Y x yFi ::::::y+ such that for any (dhi, (ej;)iEF.) E Y X yFi :

~i(dhi' (eji)jEF.) := {yi E y+ I Yi ~ Wi + dhi - E eji}'
jEFi

After m -1 stages this part of the exchange process, the disaggregation of information
is finished.

In the second part of the exchange process, the commodities that are to be sold
by the followers to their leaders are transferred to those leaders. In return for the
commodities transferred, the leaders write enforceable I-owe-yous that promise to
deliver, in the third part of the exchange process, the commodities the followers
are to buy from their leaders. In stage n E {I, ... ,m - I} in this part of the
exchange process, any agent i E Sm+l-n with Li = {h} transfers the bundle dti. :=

(max{O'~h,J)cEL to agent h in exchange for an enforceable l-Owe-You of agent h
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that promises to deliver the bundle s: := (- min{O,dihc} )cEL to agent i in the third
part of the exchange process.

In the third and last part of the exchange process the commodity bundles promised
on the I-Owe-Yous of part two are actually delivered. In stage n E {I, ... , m - I}
agent i E Sn delivers to each of his followers j E F, the commodity bundle s:
in exchange for the corresponding I-Owe-You from the second stage of the exchange
process. The prices set and the net trades announced in the first part of the exchange
process are equilibrium prices and corresponding equilibrium net trades. Therefore
the net trades are feasible for every agent. Since the I-Owe-Yous are enforceable, the
corresponding commodity bundles are delivered, and every agent ends up with his
(corresponding) equilibrium consumption bundle.
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Chapter 9

The Local Information Structure

In Part II the importance of the anticipations of the agents for our type of models is
recognized. The anticipations are assumed to depend on the "transparency" of the
economy. Two extreme cases, one of high and one of low transparency, ca.lled the
local information structure and the downstream information structure, are analyzed
in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. The analysis is confined to economies in
which the hierarchical structure can be represented by a directed graph with a tree
structure and one source. The economic consequence of this restriction is that none of
the agents can perform arbitrage. The existence theorems for equilibrium are proved
under very restrictive assumptions.

In this chapter we start by giving the model of a hierarchically structured trade
economy. The agents are assumed to be embedded in a hierarchical structure. A
hierarchical relation between two agents is assumed to have the institutional char-
acteristic of mono price setting, i.e., the dominating agent acts as a price setter,
whereas the dominated agent is a price taker with respect to this relation. We define
the local information structure for an economy with arbitrage and describe how the
anticipations of the agents are derived from it. The main idea behind this is that if
two price setting agents set different prices for the same follower, then this follower
is anticipated to engage in arbitrage. He is anticipated to buy commodities that are
relatively cheap from one agent in exchange for commodities that are relatively expen-
sive, compared to the prices set by this other leader. In order to prevent problems
with infinitely large net trade flows, we construct the anticipated net trade corre-
spondences by using the idea behind taking limits. The anticipated net trades are
anticipated to be "sufficiently large" instead of "infinitely large". Finally we define

209
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equilibrium in the hierarchically structured trade economy under consideration.

We prove a theorem on the existence of an equilibrium. This existence theorem
states that if there are sufficiently many possibilities for arbitrage in the economy, then
an equilibrium exists. Furthermore it is shown that in the models in this chapter, some
agents in Sl! the set of agents who do not have any direct leaders in the hierarchical
structure, may find themselves being rationed in the equilibrium. The main reason
for this is that any agent, in particular any agent in S1, is assumed to anticipate the
net trades with any of his followers not to change if he himself does not change the
prices he sets for this follower. On the other hand, changing the prices for a follower if
the net trade with this follower does not suit the agent, may be anticipated by him to
induce arbitrage that is too large for him to handle. If the agent has no direct leader,
then he is not able to shift this problem to his direct leader in choosing suitable net
trades. Thus, in equilibrium there may be coordination problems between the agents
in Sl as to who handles which net trades.

These coordination problems do not always arise. We prove a theorem that gives
conditions for which the coordination problem does not arise. First we show that in
general equilibrium models the Walrasian auctioneer can be replaced by a Walrasian
monopolist who has to set a uniform price for the whole market and who has negligible
initial endowments. This result is then used to prove a theorem that states that
above mentioned coordination problems need not arise. Indeed, this is a theorem
on Walrasian equivalence. The intuition behind the theorem is that no coordination
problems occur if either the set Sl is empty or if the initial endowments of the agents
are such that any potential equilibrium in which the coordination problem would
occur is not feasible for some of the agents in Sl' This in particular is the case if
every agent in Sl has initial endowments O.

Summarizing, in the models of this chapter we find that even if an equilibrium
with uniform prices exists in the hierarchically structured trade economy, this by
no means implies these equilibria to result in Walrasian allocations. We argue that
mono price setting in an exchange economy may lead to equilibria that are not Pareto
efficient. In the equilibrium some agents may be rationed. Therefore in our stylized
world with price setting agents the invisible hand may fail, even when it succeeds in
establishing a uniform market price.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. A hierarchically structured trade
economy is defined in Section 9.1. The local information structure is described and
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equilibrium in a hierarchically structured trade economy is defined. In Section 9.2
a theorem on the existence of an equilibrium and a theorem that states that some
agents may be rationed in equilibrium are proved. In Section 9.3 we prove that
the Walrasian auctioneer may be replaced by a monopolist with negligible initial
endowments. This result is then used to prove a theorem on Walrasian equivalence.

9.1 The Model

In this section we define a hierarchically structured trade economy. We describe
such an economy by its hierarchical structure, the individual characteristics of its
agents and the institutional characteristics of its relations. The hierarchical structure
describes between which pairs of agents a hierarchical relation exists and which of
the agents in a hierarchical relation dominates the other. Each individual agent is
described by his utility function and his initial endowments. Finally each hierarchical
relation is assumed to have the institutional characteristic of mono price setting. We
use the local information structure to derive the anticipations of the agents about the
consequences of their actions for the behavior of the other agents. The anticipations of
the agents are described by the anticipated net trade correspondences. The actions
an agent anticipates, for a given state of the economy, lead to outcomes that are
feasible for him form his budget set. The correspondence that for each state of the
economy has the budget set as its image is called the budget correspondence. Finally
an equilibrium is defined to be a state that is (anticipated to be) feasible for each
agent is the economy, and that no agent anticipates to be able to improve upon.

Definition 9.1.1 A Hierarchically Structured Trade Economy with I com-
modities is a tuple E = ((A, D), {Ui,WihEA, {moIlw}wED) where:

1. (A, D) is a hierarchical graph.

2. Ui : R~ --+ R is the utility function of agent i E A.

9. Wi E R~ are the initial endowments of agent i E A.

4. mon., with w = (i,j) denotes that the hierarchical relation (i, j) is endowed with
the institutional characteristic of mono price setting.
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An economy consists of a hierarchical graph that describes the social position of
the agents in the economy, a set of agents who have utility functions and initial
endowments as their individual characteristics, and a set of relations with their insti-
tutional characteristics. Although every hierarchical relation between two agents has
the institutional characteristic of mono price setting, we mention this explicitly in the
definition of a hierarchically structured trade economy. The leader in a hierarchical
relation sets the prices for the trade on this relation. The prices for buying and selling
are assumed to be the same. The follower determines the amounts that are traded,
the leader has the obligation to buy or sell whatever amount the follower decides to
trade at the given prices. This obligation may be disadvantageous for the leader 1.

Our model of a hierarchically structured trade economy should not be interpreted
as a model of spatial economics with a no-costs transportation technology. Superim-
posing a hierarchical structure on the economy does not change the location of the
goods in the economy in any way, it merely restricts the possibilities to transfer own-
ership of the commodities. In a spatial model the same good at different places may
be represented by different commodities in the corresponding economy in the formu-
lation of Debreu (1959). In our model, representing a good "held" by different agents
by different commodities would amount to representing a good owned by agent i by
a different commodity as the same good held by a different agent j. This, however, is
something we do not want. Therefore superimposing a hierarchical structure on a set
of agents does not [evenimplicitly) change the set of commodities in the economy.

Assumption 9.1.2 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy. For each
i E A the function U, is continuous, strictly increasing and strictly quasi concave.
Furthermore, ViE A \ S1 : Wi ~ O.

The (net) trades, the prices and the consumption bundles in the economy are de-
scribed by the trade-price-allocation tuple. We use Xi := RL, xl X (SI-1 )Fi to denote
the space of trades and prices agent i can choose from. L:= {I ... , I} denotes the
set of commodities in the economy.

Definition 9.1.3 A Trade-Price-Allocation Tuple in the hierarchically struc-
tured trade economy E is a tuple (d,p,x) E X x R~xl := RDxl x (SI-1)D X R~xl

where:

IThis follows from Chapter 6, Example 6.3.1.
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1. dji E R' is the vector of net trades in the relation (i,j) E D. We denote

dj := (djh)hEL;-

2. Pij E S'-l is the vector of the prices charged on the trade relation (i,j) E D.

We denote Pi := (Pij)jEF,.

9. Xi E R~ is the consumption bundle of agent i E A.

The prices a leader sets prices that depend on what he expects to be the consequences
of setting these prices. Here the transparency of the economy becomes important.
One might assume an agent correctly anticipates the consequences of his actions for
the behavior of the agents of lower echelons in the economy, and that he assumes the
actions of the remaining agents not to be influenced by his (change in) actions. This
amounts to analyzing the subgame perfect equilibria of a hierarchically structured
trade economy, where agents who are of the highest hierarchical level move first, the
agents of the second level move next etc., if the corresponding game is well defined.
The case where the hierarchical graph has a tree structure and only one source is
analyzed in Chapter 6. For economies with a different class of hierarchical structures
we refer to Chapter 10.

In this chapter we assume the economy is not sufficiently transparent to enable
each agent to have the anticipations of the consequences of his actions as described
above. We assume an agent, say i, knows the utility function of his direct followers,
knows their initial endowments, knows the aggregate of the net trades between them
and their direct followers in the current state of the economy, and knows the prices
their other leaders set for them. This specification of knowledge or information is
called the Local Information Structure. We assume agent i forms his anticipations
about the net trades that result from a change in the prices he sets by solving the
optimization problem of his follower, say i. assuming the prices set by the other
leaders of agent j and the net trades between agent j and his direct followers do not
change. The resulting anticipations of agent i about the consequences of a change in
the prices he sets for the behavior of this follower j are described by the anticipated
net trade correspondence of agent i for agent j E Fi•

Definition 9.1.4 The Anticipated Net Trade Correspondence tij : X x Xi :::::::
R' of agent i E A for j E F, for the local information structure is defined to be such
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that if % = Pij then tij((d,p),qij) = {dji} and if qij =I- Pij then tij((d,p),qij) is the
set of values of eji for the solutions of

max
(0;,1/; lERL; xl XR'

such that

Yj $ L ejle - L dmj + Wj
IeEL; mEF;

if this optimization problem has a solution.
If the optimization problem has no solution ti;((d, p), qij) is defined to be the set of

values of eji for the solutions of the above problem with the additional restriction that

Yj is such that Uj(Yj) $ U*(-y) := Uj( Zj) + I' where Zj := Wj +L.hEL; djh - L.mEF; dmj
is the consumption of agent j which results from (d, p), I' > 0 being "sufficiently
large" and U-l(U·(-y» =I- 0. I' E R+ is said to be "sufficiently large" if one of the
following holds for each i ;:::I' such that U-l(U·(i» =I- 0 ;

1. 1l Yi E R~ that results from an optimizing net trade of agent j and is anticipated
by agent i to be attainable for him for 1', and ,tI iii E R~ that results from an
optimizing net trade of agent j and is anticipated by agent i to be attainable for
him for i.

2. Vi> 1': :lYi E R~ that is anticipated by agent i to be attainable for him and
Ui(Yi) > Ui(Zi).

It should be noted that in the above definition first I' is chosen such that it is suffi-
ciently large, and only then tij is constructed.

For a follower j that has agent i as his sole leader, i.e., Lj = {i}, the anticipated
net trade correspondence of agent i for agent j for the local information structure
can be represented by a continuous function.P If agent j has more than one leader
things get more complicated.

lSee Chapter 5, Lemma 6.2.1.
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If some agent j has, say, two leaders who set the same prices, then agent j is
indifferent about which of the agents to trade with. This results in anticipated net
trade correspondences for the leaders of agent j that have a hyperplane in R' as their
image in the case the prices for trade with agent j are the same.

If the, say two, leaders of agent j set different prices, then j will perform ar-
bitrage. Therefore the optimization problem that defines the anticipated net trade
correspondence of agent i for agent j has no solution, since agent j will generate a
net trade flow which is infinitely large in its absolute value. To prevent mathematical
difficulties we define the anticipated net trade flow in these cases to be "sufficiently
large" instead of infinitely large in absolute value. We sayan anticipated net trade
flow is sufficiently large if for agent i who provokes it one of the following holds.

1. The anticipated net trade flow, or any such flow that would make agent j still
better off, is large enough to make sure agent i can not deliver.

2. The anticipated net trade flow is large enough to ensure that agent i can take
actions, given this anticipated net trade flow, that make him better off than he
was before he induced the flow and that any higher utility level agent j may
want to reach can be obtained by a net trade flow which makes agent i still
better off.

The latter situation may arise if agent i can transfer the anticipated net trade flow
to one of his leaders or another of his followers at profitable prices.

Despite the difficulties mentioned above we can analyze hierarchically structured
trade economies with the local information structure. The reason for this is that the
economies we analyze in this chapter have rather particular hierarchical structures.
These structures are such that the agents effectively only use the utility functions
of their followers to be strictly increasing. In economies with a tree structure and
only one agent who does not have a (direct) superior in the hierarchical structure
the agents need to know more about the utility functions of their followers than that
they are strictly increasingP

The set of actions agent i anticipates to be feasible is called the budget set of
agent i. Since it depends on the state of the economy as described by the trade-price
tuple and the anticipated net trade correspondences of agent i with respect to this

3See Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
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followers, it would be more suitable but also more cumbersome to refer to it as the set
of anticipated feasible actions of agent i. The budget correspondence of agent i is the
correspondence that gives the budget set of agent i as a function of the trade-price
tuple. Once again the term anticipated feasible actions correspondence of agent i
would be more appropriate but still more cumbersome.

Definition 9.1.5 The Budget Correspondence Bi : X:::: Xi x R~ of agent
i E A is such that

Bi(d,p) = ((ei,qi,Yi) E Xi X R~ I Vh E Li: eih E Tmon(Phi)

and Yi S Wi + L eo. - L eji
hEL; iEF;

with V j E Fj: eji E tij((d,p),qij)}.

We assume each agent chooses his actions as to maximize his utility over his budget
set as it follows from the state of the economy.

The equilibrium concept we use in this chapter comes close to the concept of
conjectural equilibrium, and even closer to the concept of equilibrium with coordina-
tion of Vind (1983), as might be expected from the equivalence result of Chapter 5,
Theorem 5.2.2.

Definition 9.1.6 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy. A trade-price-
allocation tuple (d·, p", :/:.) E X X R~xl is an Equilibrium in E if for each agent
i E A:

The condition of actual feasibility is satisfied if the two other equilibrium conditions,
anticipated feasibility and stability, hold. Therefore Condition 2 for an equilibrium
may be deleted. This is a consequence of the definition of the anticipated net trade
correspondences. In Chapter 6 and Chapter 8 we have a different definition of the
anticipated net trade correspondences which is such that anticipated feasibility and
stability no longer imply actual feasibility.
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9.2 The Existence Theorem

In this section we prove a theorem on the existence of equilibrium. As a corollary we
prove that in equilibrium some agents in SI := {i E A I L; i- 0}, the set of agents
that are not dominated in the hierarchical structure, may be rationed.

For the case that #51 = 1 a theorem on the existence of equilibrium in an
economy in which the hierarchical graph has a tree structure can be proved under
very restrictive conditions by using a fixed point theorem.t

We prove a lemma which states that if two agents have the same follower they
will, in equilibrium, set the same prices for this follower. The intuition is that if they
do not, their common follower could improve his allocation by performing arbitrage
between these two leaders.

V-_h
P P

l

Lemma 9.2.1 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy for which Assump-

tion 9.1.2 holds. Suppose (d·, r', ;v.) is an equilibrium in E. Let i E A: #Li ~ 2.

Then Vg,h E L;: P;i = Phi'

Proof
Let (d·, po, ;VO) be an equilibrium in E. Let i E A such that #L; ~ 2. Suppose

g, h E A with 9 f:. hand P;, f:. Phi'

Since P;i, Phi E int 51-1 there exist commodities, say a, bEL, such that

P;i<l > Ph;<l
P;ib < Ph;b'

The optimization problem of agent i is

max
('i,Qi,lIi)EXi xR~

such that

4See Chapter 5, Theorem 5.3.1.
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Yi ::; Wi + L eilc - L eii,
IoEL. iEF.

where Vj E Fi : eji E tij((d·,p·),qij).

Now 3(dsga,diSlb,dih4,~hb) E R4 such that e., being di with di/c replaced by ~/c

for f E {g,h} and c E {a,b}, is such that (ei,pi,Yi) E Bi(d',p') with Yi := Wi +
EIcEL. eik - EjEFi eji' and furthermore

eigG + eiho > diga + diho
eigb + eihb = digb + dihb'

The thus constructed net trades d, lead to a consumption bundle Yi which is weakly
larger than zi which results from (d', p'). By the strict monotonicity of the util-
ity function of agent i this implies that Yi is preferred by i to xi. This contradicts
(d', p., e") being an equilibrium.

Q.E.D.

f

9 h

Lemma 9.2.2 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy for which Assump-

tion 9.1.2 holds. Suppose (d',p',x') is an equilibrium in E. Let 9 E A such that

:3 f E t.; Let i E FII such that h ELi, h f:. g. Then pig = P;i = Phi'

Proof
By Lemma 9.2.1 it follows that P;i = Phi'
Suppose pill f:. p;'. This implies there exist commodities a, bEL such that:

Pjga > P;ia
Pjllb < P;ib'

Choose P E SI-1 such that Pc = pillc for all commodities c E L \ {a, b} and

pjga > Pa > P;'a
pjllb < Pb < p~.
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Define U*(-y) := Ui(zi) +,with, > 0 and such that U-l(U*(-y)) '" 0. The optimiza-
tion problem of agent i that defines tgi( (d', p'), qg;) is

such that

V Ie E t; \ {g} : Pki . eik ~ 0

Yi ~ Wi + L eik - L dji'
kEL; jEF;

The solution of this problem can be obtained by net trades e, such that

e;ga > diga
eigb < digb

and eige = dige for all other commodities c E L \ {a, b}. This implies agent i is assumed
to make all other changes in his consumption through his net trade with agent h.
Furthermore there exist net trades eg such that for egi we have that

egia + eigG > d;/o + digG
egib + eigb = d;/b + dil/b

and egke := d;ke if either Ie E LI/ \ {f} or c E L \ {a, b}. Clearly (eg,Pg, Yg) E Bg( e,pO)
for Yg := Wg + LkEL, egk - LjEF,\{i} djg - e;g. The resulting consumption bundle Yg
for agent 9 is weakly larger than the bundle z; and is therefore preferred by 9 to z;.
This contradicts (d·,p*,z*) being an equilibrium.
Q.f.V.

f 9

J Ie

Lemma 9.2.3 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy for which As-
sumption 9.1.2 holds. Suppose (d',p*,z*) is an equilibrium in E. Let i E A, let

i.Ie E F;, j '" /C. Suppose i '"f E Lj and i '"9 ELk· Then pi; = pi; = pi" = p;".
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Proof

By Lemma 9.2.1 it holds that pi; = pij and pi" = p;".
Suppose P = pi; ::f. p;" = p. Then there exist commodities a, bEL such that

Define qj, q" such that qjc = q"c = Pc for eEL \ {a, b} and qja., qjb, q"a., qleb such that

Pa > qja. > q"a. > Pa.
Pb < qjb < q"b < Pb·

Define e such that

if (m,n) ED \ {(J,j),(i,j),(i,k),(g,k)}
if (m,n) E {(J,j),(i,j),(i,k),(g,k)}.

Now there exist eif, e,i, e"i, e"g, induced by some 'Y sufficiently large, such that for
the allocation y, which results from e such that for each i E A we have that Yi :=

Wi + LhEL, ejh - LjEF, eji, it holds that

U;(y;) > Uj(zj)
U,,(y,,) > U,,(Zk)
Ui(Yi) > Ui( Z:).

By the definition of tij((d·,p·),qij), ti,,((d·,p·),qi;) and Bi(d·,p·) it follows that
(ei,qi,Yi) E Bi(d·,p·).
But this contradicts (d·, p", z·) being an equilibrium.
Q.e.D.

Lemma 9.2.1, Lemma 9.2.2 and Lemma 9.2.3 enable us to prove a theorem on the
existence of equilibrium in hierarchically structured trade economies. The intuition
behind the existence theorem is that if there are enough possibilities for arbitrage in
the economy and if there is a uniform price which leads to a total net demand from
the agents from A \ S1 such that the agents from S1 can meet this total net demand,
then this uniform price is an equilibrium price. The reason for this is that no single
agent dares to deviate from the uniform price since he anticipates such a deviation
to result in arbitrage which is disadvantageous for him.
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Theorem 9.2.4 [Existence Theorem]
Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy for which Assumption 9.1.2 holds
and Vk E S1 : Wle ~ o. Suppose ViE A \ S1: #L, 2 2. Then there exists a
uniform price equilibrium in the economy E. Furthermore every equilibrium in E is
an uniform price equilibrium.

Proof
Let p E S'-1 an the Walrasian equilibrium price for the economy consisting of the
agents A. By the assumptions on the individual characteristics of the agents some
Walrasian equilibrium (ii,:c') exists for the economy consisting of the agents A. Let
the net trades d' be such that the corresponding Walrasian allocations z' result.
Clearly (d',p',z') with p' := (ii)WEDis feasible. It remains to show it is stable.
Suppose 3i E A \ {S1}: 3 (e"q"y;) E B.(d·,p·) such that the resulting consumption
bundle for agent i, y. := w. + LhEL;e,h - LjEFiej, with ej' E t'j((d·,p·),%), is
preferred to z: by him.
This implies that q. :f. pi. So 3j E F.: q;; =J p'. So there exist commodities a,b E L
such that

q,jo - Po
q;;& - p&

> 0
< O.

Arbitrage by agent i with another of his leaders inclines agent i to anticipate

ej'o - d: < 0
ej.h - db > o.

For the profits from trade for agent i with respect to agent i, this means that
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This implies that the value of the consumption y" at given prices p, is less than that
of the bundle xi, therefore y, is worse for agent i than xi-
Suppose :3i E Sl: :3 (q" y.) E B,( d·, p.) such that the resulting consumption bundle
for agent i, y,:= w, - EjEF; ei' with eji E t.;«d·,p·),qii), is preferred to xi by him.
Once again this implies that q, f:. pi. So:3 j E F,: % f:. p. By the same line
of reasoning as before it follows that for ei" induced by , sufficiently large, this
results in a consumption bundle for agent i such that y, ¢ R~ which contradicts
(q"y,) E B,(d·,p·).
Therefore (P)WED is a uniform price equilibrium in E.
Furthermore suppose p. is not an uniform tuple of price vector. Now one of the
following three cases holds:
Case 1.

:3i E A: :3 s, hE La: p;, f:. Ph•. This contradicts Lemma 9.2.1.
Case 2.

:3t,g, h, i E A as in Lemma 9.2.2 with Pjg f:. P;. = Ph,' This obviously contradicts
Lemma 9.2.2.
Case 9.

:3i E A: :3i, kEF. as in Lemma 9.2.3 and pi; f:. pile' This contradicts Lemma 9.2.3.
Q.£.V.

Theorem 9.2.4 shows that even if the individual agents in the economy know al-
most nothing about the economy they participate in, equilibrium still exists. The
weak point, of course, is that this theorem does not give any indication of how this
equilibrium could be attained. To attain an equilibrium, actions between agents who
may not even know about each others existence have to be coordinated, one way or
another.

It should be noted that the line of proof of Theorem 9.2.4 only shows that the
Walrasian equilibrium is one of the possibly many equilibria of this economy. This
implies the Second Theorem of Welfare Economics holds under the assumptions of the
theorem. However, not every equilibrium need to be Pareto efficient. For instance,
if there are at least two agents in Sl who have initial endowments that are not zero,
then there exist equilibria with the Walrasian equilibrium prices in which all agents
except the agents in Sl end up with the Walrasian allocations. This may happen
because there is no way for the agents in Sl to co-ordinate their net trades in such
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a way that they too end up with their Walrasian allocations. This example also
indicates there may be a continuum of equilibrium allocations.

Another example of an equilibrium which is not Pareto efficient is the following.
Suppose 3 k E Sl: WIc i- O. Now the monopoly price of agent k for the market
consisting of the agents of A \ {k} is also an equilibrium price. Summarizing we
conclude that our specification of price setting behavior and arbitrage destroys the
First Theorem of Welfare Economics for the economies under consideration.

In fact, one may interpret these examples as examples in which the agents in Sl
that do not end up with their "price taking" consumption bundles for the uniform
price p. are being rationed in equilibrium. Because they are obliged to meet the net
trades of their direct followers they end up with a consumption bundle which differ
from the best bundle at prices v", which is the "price taking" bundle at prices p".

This is formalized by the following corollary.

Corollary 9.2.5 [Rationing in Equilibrium]
Let E be as in Theorem 9.2.4 and assume #Sl 2': 2. Now a tuple (d·,p·,x·) tS an
equilibrium if and only if the following holds:

1. 3p E Sl-l such that p. := (P)WED.

2. 'V i E A \ Sl the consumption bundle xi is the optimal consumption of a price
taking agent i at prices p.

3. 'V i E Sl we have that xi E R~ and p . xi = p. Wi.

The proof of this statement follows the line of proof of Theorem 9.2.4 and uses the
definition of equilibrium and the strict monotonicity of the utility functions of the
agents in E.

9.3 The Equivalence Theorem

In this section we prove a theorem on Walrasian equivalence. In order to do so we
first prove that the Walrasian auctioneer is equivalent to a monopolist with negligible
initial endowments. To be more precise, we show that the Walrasian auctioneer is
equivalent to a monopolist with initial endowments that equal zero and who is forced
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to set the same prices for all his followers. This theorem is inspired by Gilles (1989,
Theorem 4.3) as discussed in Chapter 4.

The economy E is constructed as follows. Consider the set of agents A := {O,1, ... ,
n} with strict quasi concave, strictly monotonic and continuous utility functions. We
take the agents i E {I, ... ,n} to be price taking consumers with initial endowments
Wi E R~, such that Vi E {1, ... ,n}: Wi ~ O. Agent 0 is assumed to have initial
endowments Wo = O. Agent 0 sets the prices in the economy and we assume he cannot
discriminate in the prices for the other consumers in the economy. Since the agents in
the trade economy have strictly monotonic utility functions, there exists some e > 0
such that without loss of generality we can restrict the set of prices to

I

S!-l := {:c E R~ I L:Ci = 1 and :c ~ e ·1/},
i=1

where 11 is the l-dimeneionel vector of ones. The optimization problem for agent
i E {I, ... ,n} for a given p E S!-l is

subject to

p·di:SO

This is the familiar optimization problem for a price taking consumer. We define
ti: S!-l --> RI to be a function that for each p E S!-l we have:

ti(P) E argmax.E{dER' IpodO} { max U,(:Ci)}.
• + - ... E{yER~III~"';+';}

The optimization problem for agent 0, the trader, is

max Uo(:co)
("o'P)ER~ xs!-'

subject to

n

:Co :S 0 - L ti(p),
i=1
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Theorem 9.3.1 [Walrasian Monopolist]
Any equilibrium in the trade economy E corresponds to a Walrasian equilibrium in
the pure exchange economy E = {Ui,Wi}iEA and vice versa.

Proof
Only if
Let (x',p') be an equilibrium in the trade economy E.
Furthermore let i E {I, ... , n}.
Given the optimization problem of agent i it follows that the trades ti(p) of agent i
will be the "Walrasian trade" of a price taking consumer. So it remains to be shown
that if (x', p') is an equilibrium in the trade economy E, then p' is a Walrasian
equilibrium price. For in the case p' is an Walrasian equilibrium prices the trades of
agent i E {I, ... ,n} with agent 0 as specified above just are the (net) trades of agent
i on the Walrasian market.
Because the utility function of agent 0 is strictly increasing we have that

n

o S; x~ S; - L: ti(P'),
i=l

and therefore that }:i'=1 ti(P') S; O.
Because the utility function of every agent i E {I, ... ,n} is strictly increasing, we
have for every agent i E {I, ... ,n} that p' . ti(P') = 0, and, since p' E S!-l that

n

p' . (L: t.(p·)) = o.
i=l

Therefore we have for each p E S!-1 that

n

L:t.(p) = o .
•=1

Consequently we have that Xo = O.So the Walrasian equilibrium conditions hold for

the exchange economy E.
If
Let (x',p') be a Walrasian equilibrium in the exchange economy E, where x denotes
the allocation. Clearly x', with x~ = 0, is attainable for every agent in the trade

economy E.
Suppose (x' ,p.) is not an equilibrium in E.
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Then there exists a price p and an allocation z such that (i,p) is attainable for every
agent i E A and Uo(i) > Uo(O). Because of the utility function of agent 0 being a
strictly increasing function this implies that z > O. Since p E S!-l this implies that:

n

p . (L ti(P)) < O.
i=l

On the other hand the budget condition and the the utility function for every i E
{I, ... ,n} being a strictly increasing function imply

p. ti(P) = O.

Therefore
n

LP' ti(P) 0,
&=1

and we find that
n

P . (L ti(p)) = O.
i=1

This contradicts p . CL:::i=l ti(p)) < O.
Therefore (z.,p·) is an equilibrium in E.
Q.£.V.

To end this section we prove a theorem on the equivalence of equilibrium in a hi-
erarchically structured trade economy with Walrasian equilibrium. It states that if
the agents of SI have negligible initial endowments in an economy with a local infor-
mation structure and with sufficient possibilities for arbitrage, then every equilibrium
in the hierarchically structured trade economy is a Walrasian equilibrium and vice
versa. Note that this in particular is the case if SI = 0.
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Theorem 9.3.2 [Walrasian Equivalence]
Let E be as in Theorem 9.2.4. Assume additionally that 'Vi E 51 : Wi = 0, which is
equivalent to assuming ~iESI Wi = O. Then p' is an (uniform) equilibrium price for
E if and only if it is a Walrasian equilibrium price in E. Furthermore the equilibrium
allocations in E for p' are the Walrasian allocations for p' and vice versa.

Proof
Case 1. 51 #- 0.
The statement follows directly from Theorem 9.2.4 and Theorem 9.3.1.
Case 2. 51 = 0.
Every Walrasian equilibrium is an equilibrium in the economy E by the proof of
Theorem 9.2.4.
Let (d* ,p', :to) be an equilibrium in E. By Theorem 9.2.4 it follows that it is a uni-
form price equilibrium. So no agent can gain additional income from his position as
an intermediary. Therefore every agent solves the problem of maximizing his utility
given his initial endowments and the equilibrium prices as set for him by his direct
leaders. But this implies the equilibrium is a Walrasian equilibrium.
Q.£.D.

The Walrasian Equivalence of Theorem 9.3.2 is attained by assuming the initial
endowments of the agents in 51 to be such that the equilibrium condition of fea-
sibility "solves" the coordination problem of those agents. There is, however, an-
other way to solve this coordination problem. The definition of the anticipated
trade correspondences may be changed by dropping the condition "if q;; = Pij then
tij{(d,p),qij) = dj;". In this case we find that the equilibrium condition of stability
in the economy E "solves" the coordination problem, because for each uniform tuple
of price vectors the optimization problem of each agent in 51 is solved by trades
that yield him his Walrasian allocation for the given price vector. So any tuple that
does not give each agent in 51 his Walrasian allocation for the equilibrium tuple of
price vectors does not satisfy the equilibrium condition of stability and therefore is
no longer an equilibrium.



Chapter 10

The Subgraph Information
Structure

In Chapter 4, a model with choice of trading partners is discussed that is based on the
model of Gilles (1989, 1990). In this model we not only have a structure of "official"
hierarchical relations with the institutional characteristics of mono pricing, we also
have "inofficial" arbitrage coalitions. In Chapter 9, the model of Chapter 5 is adapted
to allow for arbitrage without having to rely on arbitrage coalitions. Theorems on the
existence of an equilibrium, on rationing in equilibrium and on Walrasian equilibrium
are given. A somewhat different way to model arbitrage is used in Roberts (1987).

In the context of a macro economic model with firms and consumers, Roberts (1987)
gives an example of an economy with price setting firms to underpin disequilibrium
models. This economy has a very flat hierarchical structure, the economy only has
two hierarchical levels. It consists of two firms, firm 1 and firm 2, and two separate
groups of consumers, A and B. It has five commodities, labor of group A and group
B, consumption good from firm 1 and from firm 2, and money. Firm 1 sets the price
for labor of group A and the price of the consumption good it produces for group
B. Firm 2 sets the price of the consumption good it produces for group A and the
price for labor of group B. Payments are made in money that is accepted by all.
In each group of consumers, arbitrage possibilities ensure uniform prices within the
group. A consequence of the price setting structure in this economy is that firm 1,
by setting the price for labor of group A, determines the income of the consumers of
the consumption good that is produces by firm 2 and, vice versa. From this it neatly
follows that in equilibrium the firms may both be rationed.

Although the model in Chapter 9 differs from that of Roberts (1987) in many
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aspects, it may also lead to some agents being rationed in equilibrium. The type of
rationing encountered in our model, however, is different from that encountered by
Roberts. Since in the model of Chapter 9 every price setting agent sets the prices for
all commodities in the economy, the cross effects on income that lead to rationing in
the model of Roberts do not occur. In our model it is the impossibility for the agents
who are price setter on all their trade relations to mutually coordinate the net trades
of their followers, that may lead to them being rationed in equilibrium. Agents who
are price taker with respect t~ at least one of their trade relations will not be rationed
in equilibrium. They can "solve" their coordination problems by choosing suitable
net trades with their leader(s).

The way arbitrage is modelled in the present chapter is similar to that in Chap-
ter 9. Still, assuming the subgraph information structure, as we do in this chapter,
complicates the construction of the anticipated net trade correspondences, and se-
riously complicates the notation compared with that of Chapter 9. Another conse-
quence of assuming the subgraph information structure is that it is no longer possible
to interpret the hierarchical graph as both restricting the possibilities to trade and
the information the agents have about the economy. Therefore, we describe the hier-
archical structure by a combination of a relational structure and a complete echelon
partition. As is shown in Chapter 3, from this combination a hierarchical graph can
be constructed in which all edges of the relational structure are directed. In the mod-
els of the present chapter, the hierarchical graph restricts the possibilities to trade,
whereas the echelon partition restricts the knowledge (or information) of the agents.

An exchange economy with price setting agents and arbitrage is modelled in which
a hierarchical structure on the set of agents is used. The hierarchical structure de-
scribes between which pairs of agents (trade) relations exist, and gives a partition of
the set of agents in hierarchical echelons. A relation between two agents of different
hierarchical levels is assumed to have the institutional characteristic of mono price
setting, i.e., the agent higher in the hierarchy behaves as a price setter with respect
to the agent lower in the hierarchy who, behaves as a price taker with respect to this
particular relation.

For economies that have sufficiently many possibilities for arbitrage we prove the-
orems on the existence of an equilibrium, and we find that in equilibrium some of
the agents in the economy who do not have a direct leader, may be rationed. Under
additional assumptions we prove Walrasian equivalence and the equivalence of equi-
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librium with monopoly outcomes, both with and without price differentiation (i.e.,
third degree price discrimination). Thus a generalization of the theory of successive
monopolies is used to provide a unifying framework for the three market forms men-
tioned above. The hierarchical structure of the economy, amongst others, determines
which of the market forms arises.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 10.1 we define the
model of a hierarchically structured trade economy and define an equilibrium. In
Section 10.2 we derive theorems on the existence of an equilibrium and Walrasian
similar to those in Chapter 9. Finally, in Section 10.3 we prove theorems on the
existence of an equilibrium and on equivalence of equivalence with markets with
monopolistic price differentiation that cannot be obtained for the local information
structure as in Chapter 9.

10.1 The Model

In this section we define a hierarchically structured trade economy. We describe
such an economy by its hierarchical structure, by its agents and their individual
characteristics, and by the institutional characteristics of the relations in the econ-
omy. The hierarchical structure of the economy is described by a relational structure
that describes between which of the agents in the economy relations exist, and by
a complete echelon partition of the relational structure that describes which agents
dominate which other agents. The agents of the economy are described by their
individual characteristics. Since we analyze a pure exchange economy, we describe
each agent in the economy by his utility function and his initial endowments. Finally
we assume that every relation in the economy has the institutional characteristics of
mono price setting between the dominating agent and the dominated agent. Then
we describe the subgraph information structure for a hierarchically structured trade
economy. The subgraph information structure is similar to the downstream informa-
tion structure in Chapter 6 and describes the transparency of the economy. We use it
to derive the anticipations of the agents about the consequences of their actions as a
function of the individual characteristics of the other agents and of the institutional
characteristics of the relations.

The definition of a hierarchically structured trade economy is similar to that in
previous chapters. The main difference is that the hierarchical structure is represented
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by a special kind of hierarchically structured population and not by a hierarchical
graph, or, more in particular, a hierarchical tree.

Definition 10.1.1 A Hierarchically Structured Trade Economy with I com-
modities is a tuple E= (((A,R),{),{U"WihEA,{mon'}'ER) where:

1. (A, R) is a relational structure.

2. { is a complete echelon partition of (A, R).

3. U, : R~ -+ R is the utility function of agent i E A.

4· Wi E R~ is the vector of initial endowments of agent i E A.

5. mon, with r := {i, j} E R denotes that the relation r has the institutional
characteristic of mono price setting, where the agent of the higher hierarchical
level acts as price setter.

An economy consists of a hierarchical structure that describes the social position
of the agents in the economy, a set of agents who have utility functions and ini-
tial endowments as their individual characteristics, and a set of relations and their
institutional characteristics. Every (hierarchical) relation has the institutional char-
acteristic of mono price setting, i.e., the dominating agent acts as price setter and the
dominated agent acts as a price taker. As in the Arrow-Debreu model, the price for
buying and selling a commodity are the same. The follower determines the amounts
that are traded, the leader has the obligation to buy or sell whatever amount the
follower decides to trade at the given prices.

We make the following assumption with respect to the individual characteristics
of the agents in the economy.

Assumption 10.1.2 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy. For ev-
ery agent i E A the function U, is continuous, strictly increasing and strictly quasi
concave. Furthermore, Vi E A \ S1 : Wi ~ O.

We use L := {I ... , I} to denote the set of commodities in the economy and we denote
Xi := RL;xl X (S'-1)F -.

Definition 10.1.3 A Trade-Price-Allocation Tuple in the hierarchically struc-
tured trade economy E is a tuple (d,p,z) E RRxl x (S'-1)R X R~XI where:
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1. di, E R' is the vector of net trade over the relation {i,i} E R with i >-e j. We
denote d; := (d'h)hEL,.

2. Pi, E s':' is the vector of prices charged on the trade relation {i,j} E R with
i >-e j. We denote p, := (P'i)iEF,.

3. :1:, E R~ is the consumption bundle of agent i E A.

The economy is assumed to have the subgraph information structure,' i.e., the econ-
omy is sufficiently transparent to enable each agent to correctly anticipate the con-
sequences of his actions for the agents in his subgraph. This leads to anticipations
of the agents that come close to those we find for the subgame perfect like equilibria
in the multi stage game in which the agents in SI choose their action in the first
stage of the game, the agents in S2 choose their actions in the second stage of the
game and so on. One of the problems is that this multi stage game need not be well
defined, in particular problems with some subgames may arise. We may find that for
some tuples of price vectors some agents may engage in arbitrage. This may result
in "infinitely large" arbitrage flows, which are not in R/. We try to circumvent this
type of problems in a way that is similar to that in Chapter 9. We assume that ar-
bitrage flows are anticipated to become "sufficiently large" instead of infinitely large.
Although this solves the problem of not having well defined subgames, it takes us
out of the realm of subgame perfect equilibrium into that of "quasi subgame perfect"
equilibria.

We construct the anticipated net trade correspondences by using a backward
induction like technique. Before we can define the anticipated net trade correspon-
dences, we have to define the anticipated actions correspondences and the feasible
actions correspondences. The anticipated actions correspondences are similar to re-
action curves.

The anticipated actions correspondence and the feasible actions correspondence
are defined recursively. In doing so we first determine the anticipated actions cor-
respondences Ti of the agents j in the lowest echelon, say Sic, of the hierarchical
structure. Since these agents do not have any followers this is a triviality. Given
these anticipated actions correspondences Tj we can define the feasible actions cor-
respondences (3; of the agents j in the lowest echelon Sic. Given the feasible actions

lSee Chapter 6 for a discussion of the relation between the eubgraph information structure and
the downstream information structure.
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correspondences {3j of the agents j in the echelon Sj we define the anticipated actions
correspondences Ti of the agents i in the lowest echelon but one, S"-l' We then are
able to derive the feasible actions correspondence f3i for the agents i E S"-l' Thus
we continue echelon by echelon until we have found the feasible actions correspon-
dences of the agents of the highest echelon of the hierarchy. We first define both the
anticipated actions correspondences and the feasible actions correspondences, then
we given a verbal interpretation of the anticipated actions correspondences.

First we introduce some notation.

Q: AxN~AwithQ(i,a):={hEAI{i,h}ER, h'!-ti, hESb, b~a}.

The correspondence Q gives for each agent i and each hierarchical level a the set of
agents that are have a trade relation with agent i in which they dominate him, and
are of a hierarchical level that is not lower than a. The set Q( i, a) is used to describe
the set of agents who are price setters with respect to agent i and who are at least of
hierarchical level a.
For all i E A we denote:

S+(i):= (S(i)U{i}).

ii: RRxl -+ R with ii(d) := w. + EhEL; d'h - EjEF; dj •.

h .' RRxl -+ RS(')xl ithLl,. -+ ++ Wl

~.(d) := ((h"j)jES(i) E R!~)XI IV j E S(i): Uj-1(Uj(zj(d)) + h"j) 1= 0}.

yS(') := ITjES(.)(Xj x Rl).

The set S+(i) denotes the agents in the subgraph of agent i to which agent i is
added. The function Zi assigns to each tuple of net trades d the resulting commodity
bundle z.(d) for agent i. The correspondence ~. is used to describe arbitrage flows
being sufficiently large. To each tuple of net trades d it assigns the set of tuple of
increases in utility levels for the agents in the subgraph of agent i, (h"j)jES(i), that
can be obtained by those agents by some consumption bundle. It ensures that the
inverse of the utility function for the resulting utility levels is non empty. Finally,
yS(i) denotes the space of prices, net trades and commodity bundles of the agents in
the subgraph of agent i. Note that in this space commodity bundles with negative
components are allowed for.
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The anticipated actions correspondences and the feasible actions correspondences
for the recursive process are is in the following two definitions.

Definition 10.1.4 The Anticipated Actions Correspondence Ti : X x Xi ::::

yS(i) of agent i E A is recursively given such that V((d,p),(ei,qi)) E X x Xi and
V(ej,qj,Yj)jES(i) E YS(i) we have (ej,qj,Yi)jES(i) E Ti((d,p),(ei,q;) if:::J(oj)jES(i) E
b.i(d) such that V (6j)iES(i) E b.i(d) with (6j)jES(i) ~ (OJ)jES(i) it holds that

1. V j E S(i) with bE IN such that j E 5b we have that if
V mE S+(j), V s « Q(m, b) n S+(i) it holds that qhm = Phm
then
(ej,qj,Yi) = (dj,pj,zj(d».
else

(a) (ej, qj, Yj) E ,8A(dg, P9)9EA\[Q(j,b)ns+(i)]' (eh, qh)hEQ(j,b)ns+(i)'

(b) ,,(ej,iii,Yj) E ,8j((dg,pg)gEA\[Qu,b)ns+(i)],(eh,qh)hEQu,b)ns+(i) such that
Uj(Yj) > U;(Yj) and Uj(Yj) :::;Uj(zj(d» + OJ.

2. :::J(ej,qj,Yj)jES(i) E yS(i) such that 1. holds with respect to (ej,qj,Yj)jES(i) and
• . 1

(OJ)iES(i) and, furthermore, if ,,(ei,qi,Y;) E Xi x R+ for (ej,qj,Yj)jES(i) and
(OJ)jES(i) that is anticipated by agent i to be feasible and optimal for him at
(Ph;)hEL; E (51-1 )L;,
then
,,(ei,qi,Y;) E Xi x R~ for (ej,qj,Yj)iES(i) and (6j)jES(i) that is anticipated by
agent i to be feasible for him.
else
:::J(ei,qi,Yi) E Xi x R~ for (ej,qj,Yj)jES(i) and (6j)jES(i) that is anticipated by
agent i to be feasible [or him and is such that Ui(Yi) :::::Ui(Yi) and if:::Jj E S(i) :
U;(Yj) :::::Uj(ij(d» = OJ then Ui(Yi) > Ui(Yi).

Now we have defined the anticipated actions correspondences we can define the fea-
sible action correspondences.

Definition 10.1.5 The Feasible Actions Correspondence ,8i: X:::: Xi x R~
of agent i E A is recursively given such that V (d, p) E X it holds that:

,8i(d,p) := {(ei, qi,Yi) E Xi x R~ I V n e u . en. E ym""(Phi),
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v. ~ Wi + L: eill - L: eji
IlEL; jEF;

such that 3 (c;,iij,Yj)jES(i) E Ti«d,p),(ei,qi))

with V j E Fi: eji = Cji}'

The anticipated actions correspondence of agent i as defined above contains all those
actions for the agents in his subgraph S( i) such that for any such agent j it holds

that:

1. These actions are feasible for j given the changes in the prices by agent i and
by the agents in the subgraph of i that dominate j in the hierarchical structure.

2. If none of the prices set for any agent in the subgraph of agent j or for agent
j himself changes, then the prices and the net trade of agent j are anticipated

not to change.

3. Given the prices set for him, agent j can not choose a bundle that he anticipates
both to be feasible and to make him better off.

if such actions exist.
If such a tuple does not exist, e.g., because for some of the followers there are

possibilities for arbitrage at the given tuple of price vectors, then the anticipated
actions correspondence contains those tuples of actions that are sufficiently large, i.e.
there exists some tuple (8;)jES(i) ~ 0 for the agents in the subgraph of i, such that

the following holds:

1. For any agent j E S(i) the above three conditions hold with the additional
restriction that the utility of the agents is not increased with more than 8;.

2. For any strictly large tuple (6;)j E S(i), the above condition holds and, addi-

tionally, we have that:

(a) If there are no feasible actions for agent i for (8;);ES(i)' then no feasible

actions exist for (6;)iES(i)'

(b) If there are feasible actions for agent i for (8; );ES(i), then there are feasible
actions for agent i for (6; );ES(i) that make him even better off.
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So we find that the above definition of the anticipated actions correspondences for-
malizes the concept of sufficiently large arbitrage flows in the setting of the subgraph
information structure. One of the catches is that some of the agents in the subgraph
of agent i may be involved in the arbitrage whereas others are not. Furthermore it
should be noted that, as in Chapter 9, neither the anticipated actions correspondence
nor the feasible actions correspondence need to be bounded. On the other hand, the
feasible actions correspondences may be empty valued for some hierarchically struc-
tured economies, as, e.g., in Chapter 6, Example 6.3.1. What we effectively need
is that both the anticipated actions correspondences and the feasible actions corre-
spondences do not give any problems in the hierarchical structures we consider in
this chapter, with respect to deviations from equilibrium behavior, if an equilibrium
exists at all. As we shall see, no problems arise for the hierarchical structures in the
theorems of this chapter.

The anticipated actions correspondences as defined above have a quite complicated
structure. It describes what agent i anticipates to be the consequences of a change
in his actions given a certain state of the economy. In determining his anticipations,
agent i takes into account almost all possible reoptimizations of the agents in his
subgraph. Still, he assumes that any agent who does not notice any changes as a
direct or indirect consequence of the change in actions of agent i, does not change
his actions. This assumption ensures that we do not assume away possible failures
in coordination between agents, as discussed in Chapter 9, Section 9.3.

Definition 10.1.6 The Anticipated Net Trade Correspondence t, : X X Xi =t
RI of agent i E A for j E F; is such that V«d,p),(ei,qi)) E X x Xi:

ti«d,p),(ei,qi)):= {(eji)jEF, E RF,xl I 3 (ej,qj,Yj)jES(i) E Ti«d,p),(e.,q.))

such that V i E Fi: ej. = ei'}

In earlier models we have defined the anticipated net trade correspondences of each
agent for each of his followers, independent of his anticipations regarding his other
followers.i We can no longer do so because the reactions of one follower can be
anticipated by the agent to be influenced by the prices the agent sets for another of

his followers.

lThis is the case in Chapter 5 to Chapter 9.
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The set of changes in his actions agent i anticipates to be feasible is called the
budget set of agent i. This budget set is a function of the state of the economy as
described by the tuple of net trades and prices. The budget correspondence of agent
i is defined as to give the budget set of agent i for each state of the economy. Note
that the budget correspondences are exactly the feasible actions correspondences of
Definition 10.1.5.

Definition 10.1.7 The Budget Correspondence B, X::: X, x R~ of agent
i E A is such that V (d, p) EX:

Bi(d,p):= ((ei,qi,Yi) E Xi x R~ I Vh E L,: eih E Tm'"'(Phi),

Y, :S Wi + L e,h - L eji
hELi iEF,

such that (eji)iEF, E t,«d,p),(e"q,)))}.

We assume each agent chooses to maximize his utility over his budget set as it follows
from the information structure of the economy. This leads to the following defini-
tion of an equilibrium in a hierarchically structured trade economy E. We define an
equilibrium to be a state that is feasible and that is such that no agent anticipates
to possibly be better off if he changes some of his actions.

Definition 10.1.8 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy. A trade-
price-allocation tuple (do.v', xo) E X x Rtx1 is an Equilibrium in the hierarchically
structured trade economy E if for any i E A:

1. (di ,pi, xi) E argmax(e"q;,II;)EB;(d.,p.)Ui(y,),

As in Chapter 5 and Chapter 9, anticipated feasibility and stability imply actual
feasibility. Therefore we can, without loss of generality, delete equilibrium Condition
2.

10.2 Some Results

In this section we prove theorems on the existence of equilibrium in hierarchically
structured trade economies which are similar to those we obtained in Chapter 9 for
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the local information structure. We show that in equilibrium agents who have no
leader may be rationed. We also prove equivalence theorems that state under what
conditions we have equivalence with Walrasian equilibrium. In the next section we
state some theorems that could not be obtained in the models with the local informa-
tion structure in Chapter 9. This are theorems on equivalence of equilibrium with the
Walrasian market and the monopolistic market with and without price differentiation
and a theorem on the existence of an equilibrium that only has assumptions on the
relational structure, not on the (complete) echelon partition or the individual agents.

First we introduce the following notation. We use (} := (A, R) to denote the
relational structure of the economy. Therefore, (} is a undirected graph. We use
1£ := (A, D) to denote the hierarchical graph derived from ((A, R), e). Let (} := (A, R)
be a undirected graph, then we denote

Wa := bc R I, is a path in (}}.

Similarly, if 1£ := (A, D) is a directed graph we denote

IT", := beD I, is a path in 1£}.

We introduce the following correspondence that for every path in graph give the set
of vertices in the path, minus its begin and end points. We separately define such a
correspondence for undirected graphs and for directed graphs. Formally, let (} be a

undirected graph. Then q,a: Wa::::!A such that 'h( a, b) E Wa :

q,a(-y(a,b»:= {i E A \ {a,b} I :3 j E A : {i,j} E ,(a,b)}.

Similarly, let 1£ .- (A, D) be a directed graph. Then ll",: II",:::::: A such that

'v',(a,b) E IT", :

ll",(-y(a,b»:= {i E A I :3j E A \ {a}: (j,i) E ,(a,b) or

3j E A \ {b}: (i,j) E ,(a,b)}.

Finally, for any undirected graph (} := (A, R) and for each r := {i,j} E R with i ~(j
we denote the price vector P« := Pi; and the net trade vector d; := d;i. Similarly, for
any directed graph 1£ := (A, D) and for each w := (i,j) E D we denote the price
vector p", := Pi; and the net trade vector d", := d;i. The first theorem we prove is a
theorem on the existence of equilibrium. First we prove three lemmas.
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9 h

Lemma 10.2.1 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with hierarchi-
cal graph 11. := (A,D) for which Assumption 10.1.2 holds. Let (d·,p·,z·) be an
equilibrium in E. Letg,h,i E A such that ::i,(g,i),'Y(h,i) E II"/t with ll"/t(-r(g,i))n
ll"/t(-r( h, i)) = 0. Then p. has uniform prices on 'Y(g, i) U ,(h, i).

Proof

Denote 'Y(g,i) = VIV2"'Vn and 'Y(h,i) = WIW2 ••• Wm'

Suppose P:, # P:'" Then there exists a tuple of price vectors p such that for all
wED \ b(g, i) u ,(h, i)] it holds that Pw = p:" and there exist commodities a, bEL
such that for all w E ,",((g, i) U 'Y(h, i) and eEL \ {a, b} : Pwe = P:'c and

Now there exists a tuple of net trades vectors e such that:

ewe = d:,c
ewe: = ewe

ifw ED \ b(g,i) U'Y(h,i)] or c E L \ {a,b}.
if wE ,(g,i) U 'Y(h,i) and c E {a, b}.

We choose e to be such that the value of net-trade over each trade relation is zero,

given prices p. Define for each j, E A the consumption bundle Yi := wi + LhEL! eih -

LiEF! eii' Furthermore we can choose e is sufficiently large to have:
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This contradicts (d', p' ,:c*) being an equilibrium.
Q.&.V.

g h

i

J k

Lemma 10.2.2 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with hierarchi-
cal graph 1-£ := (A, D) for which Assumption 10.1.2 holds. Let (d', p', :c.) be an
equilibrium in E. Let g, h, i, i, k E A, with g te i and k te i, such that :3 r :=

h(g,j),,),(h,k),,),(i,j),,),(i,k)} C II?{ such that '1/')'1,')'2 E r, ')'1 =f. ')'a, we have
TI?{hl) n TI?{ha) = 0. Then p' has uniform prices on U"'Er')'.

Proof
By Lemma 10.2.1 it holds that there exists a uniform equilibrium price p on ')'(i,j) U
,),(g,j) and a uniform equilibrium price p on ')'(h, k) U')'(i, k).
Suppose p =f. p. Denote ')'(i,j) = VIV2'" Vn, ,),(g, j) := V.V._1"· Vn+l, ')'(i, k) =

WIW2 •• 'Wm and ')'(h,k):= WrWr-l" 'Wm+1' There exist commodities a,b ELand a
tuple of price vectors p such that

- .
Pwc = Pwc' wED\b(i,j)U')'(i,k)] or cEL\{a,b}

and
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Now there exists a tuple of net trade vectors e such that:

if wEt := U-YEI' ir1((-y) U {i,j, k}
and c E {a, b}
else.

Let e be such that the value over each trade relation is zero, given the prices p. Define

for each! E A the consumption bundle Yi := Wi+ LhEL!i!!h - L;EF! e;i' We can choose
e sufficiently large to have:

1. (ei,Pi,Yi) E Bi(d',p'), for each i E t

2. Y is such that for each! E r . Ui(Yi) > Ui(zi)·

This contradicts (d' ,p' , z") being an equilibrium.
Q.£.V.

The following statement is a direct consequence of Lemma 10.2.1 and Lemma 10.2.2

Consequence 10.2.3 [Uniform Prices]
Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with relational structure g :=

(A,R) for which Assumption 10.1.2 holds. Let (d",p",z") be an equilibrium in E.
Suppose 3i,j E SI: 3-y(i,j) E Wo. Then p' has uniform prices on -y(i,j).

The corollary follows from (repeatedly) applying Lemma 10.2.1 and Lemma 10.2.2
to the path -y(i, j).

Now we give a theorem on the existence of equilibrium in a hierarchically struc-
tured trade economy that has the subgraph information structure. Essentially, it
states that if there are sufficiently many possibilities for arbitrage in the economy,
then an equilibrium exists.

Theorem 10.2.4 [Existence Theorem I]
Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with relational structure g :=

(A, R) for which Assumption 10.1.2 holds. Suppose V k E SI : WI< 2> 0 and V r E R :
3i,j E SI such that 3-y(i,j) E Wo: r E -y(i,j). Then an equilibrium in E exists.
Furthermore, ifVr E R the path -y(i,j) is not a circuit, then every equilibrium in E
is a uniform price equilibrium.
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Proof
The second part of the statement is a direct consequence of Consequence 10.2.3.
We proceed by proving the first part of the theorem. Let k E Sl. First we prove
that p, a monopoly price for agent k for the market A \ {k}, is a uniform equilibrium
price in E. Such a monopoly prices exists because of Assumption 10.1.2 and because
"i io E Sl : Wio ~ O. Let d* be a tuple of net trade vectors in E such that the
allocation z* under a monopoly of k and monopoly price p results, and that the value
of trade over each of the trade relations equals zero given the prices p. Such a tuple
of net trade vectors d" exists. Let p" := ((P)WED). Clearly (d", p"; z") is feasible. It
remains to show it is stable. Suppose 3h E A \ {k}: 3 (eh,qh,Yh) E Bh(d",p") such
that u« is preferred by h to z;'. This implies that qh i= P;', so 3i E Fh: qhi i= p.
Because of the structure of 9 3g E A,g i= h,g t( h, such that 3,(g,h) E ill" such
that {h,i} E ,(g,h) and q,,,h(g,h)) c S(g).
Denote ,(g,h) =: Vi •.• vn. By the definition of a path it follows that Vn = {h,i}.
Therefore denote ,(g, i) := Vi .•• Vn-l.

Since qhi i= p, 3a,b E L: 3p E (SI-lyr(g,i): "ir E ,(g,i), eEL \ {a,b}: pre =
P;e = Pc, and

15" = P"I" > ... > P",,_I" > qhi"

Define p E (SI-l)R such that "ir E R:

if r E R \ ,(g, h)
if r E ,(g,i)
if r = {h,i}

Now 3 (Er )rER E RRxl such that "i r E R :

ifrER\,(g,h)
if r E ,(g, h)

such that "ir E R: Pr· Er = 0 and the additional profits from trade are positive for all
agents in q,,,h(g, h)). Then, however, we have for agent h with respect to the trade

with agent i that
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But this implies that the optimal affordable consumption bundle of agent h given
trade eih, being Yh, is such that Uh(Yh) < Uh(zi.). This yields a contradiction.
Q.£.1J.

For the equilibria of which we proved the existence in the Theorem 10.2.4 we can
derive some properties as is done in the following two corollaries.

The first corollary shows that even in equilibrium agents may be "disappointed"
in the outcome. Suppose that #S1 ~ 2. Now it may well be the case that some agent
in S1 finds that his equilibrium consumption bundle is does not correspond to a best
element in his budget set at equilibrium prices p', which is the Walrasian bundle
given the prices p. and the corresponding income. This may occur since the agents
in S1 have no way to coordinate the trades with the rest of the economy. Still, they
do not anticipate to improve by changing the prices they set for their followers since
in that case they anticipate an arbitrage flow sufficiently large to make sure they
cannot deliver. Furthermore, as follows from the definition of the anticipated actions
correspondences, if they do not change some of the prices they set they anticipate
that the trades they are confronted with do not change. Still, this rationing may only
occur for agents i such that L; = 0.

Corollary 10.2.5 [Rationing in Equilibrium]
Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with relational structure 9 .-
(A, R), for which Assumption 10.1.2 holds. Suppose 'Vr E R: 3i,j E S1> i 1= i, such
that 3 ")'(i,j) E Wg: r E ")'(i,j). Let (d,p,z) E X x R~xI with p:= (P)rER for some
P E SI-1, such that 'V i E A: Zi:= Wi + LhEL. dih - LiEF. dii and 'V i E A \ S1 it holds
that:

Zi E argmaxll.E{vER~lp'lI:5p.",dUi(Yi).

Then (d,p,z) is an equilibrium in E.

The corollary follows directly from the line of proof of Theorem 10.2.4.

As in Chapter 9, we have that any equilibrium tuple of prices and consumption
bundles may be supported by a continuum of tuples of net trade vectors. The above
corollary indicates that, as we found in Chapter 9, there may be a continuum of
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equilibrium prices is the economy E. In some econorrues the set of equilibria in a
hierarchically structured trade economy is more restricted. This is stressed by the
following property which is on equivalence with Walrasian equilibrium.

Corollary 10.2.6 [Walrasian Equivalence I]
Let E be as in Theorem 10.2.4, with the exception that V k E Sl : Wle = O. Then fi is
a (uniform) equilibrium price in E if and only if it is a Walrasian equilibrium price
for the market A \ 51 .

This corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 10.2.4 and of Chapter 9, Theo-
rem 9.3.1.

10.3 Monopolistic Marktes

In this section we state two main theorems that cannot be obtained in the models
with the local information structure of Chapter 9. The first theorem states that
for certain relational structures in which one agent is the only agent in the highest
echelon in the economy, prices this agent would set if he where a price differentiating
(i.e., third degree price discriminating) monopolist for certain submarkets markets.
The second theorem gives conditions on the relational structure of the economy such
that, no matter which complete echelon partition is chosen, the resulting hierarchical
structure is such that an equilibrium in the corresponding hierarchically structured
trade economy exists.

Lemma 10.3.1 Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with relational
structure g:= (A,R) for which Assumption 10.1.2 holds. Let (d·,p·,z·) be an equi-
librium in E. Then p' has uniform prices on each circuit in g.

This corollary follows directly from Lemma 10.2.2 and the definition of a circuit.

The following theorem describes hierarchical structures that lead to those and only
those equilibria that are equilibria for the sole top agents in the economy behaving
as a third degree price discriminating monopolist for the suitable set of markets.
The submarkets consist of the maximal groups of agents for which the hierarchical
structure has for sufficiently many possibilities for arbitrage to ensure uniform prices.
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Formulated like this, the result is very intuitive indeed.

k

Theorem 10.3.2 [Third Degree Price Discrimination]
Let {Ga := (Aa, Ro)}aEI be a family of subgraphs of 9 := (A, R) such that

1. Va,bEI, a#b: AanAb={k}=Sl.

2. UoElAa = A.

9. UoEIR; = R.

4. Va E I the graph Ga is Hamiltonian.

Let E be a hierarchically structure trade economy for which Assumption 10.1.2 holds
and that has G as its hierarchical structure. The tuple p' E (S'-l)R is a tuple of equi-
librium price vectors if and only if it consists of prices which are uniform within every
Ga, a E I, and these prices are differentiated (i.e., third degree price discrimination)
monopoly prices of agent k for the set of markets (Aa \ {k} )aO.

For this theorem the line of proof is similar to that of Theorem 10.2.4.

As a consequence of this theorem we directly find the following corollaries on monopoly
equivalence and on Walrasian equivalence. The corollary on monopoly equivalence
states that if the hierarchical structure ensures uniform prices throughout the econ-
omy, then the top agent, k E SI! cannot engage in price differentiation and will
optimally set a monopoly price for the market.

Corollary 10.3.3 [Monopoly Equivalence]
Let E be as in Theorem 10.2.4- Suppose Sl = {k}. Then p is a (uniform) equilibrium
price in E if and only if it is the monopoly price for agent k for the market A \ {k}.
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This corollary is a direct consequence of the proof of Theorem 10.3.2.

The following corollary is the direct analogue of Corollary 10.2.6.

Corollary 10.3.4 [Walrasian Equivalence II]
Let E be a hierarchically structured economy with relational structure Q := (A, R)
for which Assumption 10.1.2. Let Q be a Hamiltonian graph. Suppose that 'IkE
81 : Wk = O. Then p' is a uniform equilibrium price in E if and only if it is a Wal-
rasian equilibrium price for the market A \ 81, Furthermore the equilibrium allocation
corresponding to p' is the Walrasian equilibrium allocation corresponding to p' .

This corollary is a direct consequence of Corollary 10.3.3 and Theorem 9.3.1.

Finally, we state the second main theorem of this section. It states that for any eche-
lon partition of a population that has a Hamiltonian graph as its relational structure,
an equilibrium exists.

Theorem 10.3.5 [Existence Theorem II]

Let E be a hierarchically structured trade economy with relational structure Q :=

(A, R) for which Assumption 10.1.2 holds and Vi E A: Wi ~ O. Let Q be a Hamil-
tonian graph. Then an equilibrium in E exists. Furthermore every equilibrium in E
is a uniform price equilibrium.

This theorem follows immediately from Theorem 10.2.4 and Corollary 10.3.3 since
81 i- 0.
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Samenvatting

Een van de bekendste en invloedrijkste economische modellen is ongetwijfeld het
algemene evenwichtsmodel. Dit model kan gezien worden als een formalizering van
de "onzichtbare hand" zoals deze beschreven wordt door Adam Smith; als de overheid
zich niet met de markten in de economie bemoeit zal de werking van de markt ervoor
zorgen dat de resultaten in ieders voordeel zijn. De combinatie van het Arrow-Debreu
model van een Walraaieans evenwicht in een markteconomie, en het criterium van
Pareto-efficientie geven een consistente (maar niet erg realistische) formalizering van
het inzicht van Adam Smith.

Ret Walrasiaanse evenwicht vormt de kern van de algemene evenwichtstheorie.
De algemene evenwichtstheorie houdt zich in essentie bezig met de Walrasiaanse
markt, met handelsprocessen die tot een evenwicht op deze markt leiden, en met mod-
ellen zonder markten die toch Walrasiaanse evenwichtsuitkomsten opleveren. Binnen
de algemene evenwichtstheorie wordt een speciale marktvorm diepgaand en uiterst
nauwgezet onderzocht, vaak met behulp van geavanceerde wiskundige technieken.

De tegenhanger van de algemene evenwichtstheorie is de bedrijfstakorganisatie.
Binnen bedrijfstakorganisatie wordt een groot aantal verschillende marktvormen be-
studeerd, vaak op een, naar maatstaven van de algemene evenwichtstheorie, opper-
vlakkige wijze. Soms lijkt bedrijfstakorganisatie een vakgebied dat slechts bestaat
bij de gratie van anekdotes en ad hoc aannames. Roe dit ook zij, bedrijfstakorgan-
isatie is in staat een veelheid aan interessante economische problemen met succes
aan te pakken. Deze problemen zijn slechts met de grootste moeite in het wiskundig
geavanceerde, maar voor dit doel te weinig flexibele, kader van de algemene even-
wichtstheorie in te passen.

Een van deze interessante economische problemen betreft veranderingen in de
struktuur van markten en, meer in het algemeen, van economieen of zelfs samen-
levingen. Ret probleem van veranderingen in de struktuur van markten lijkt de kern
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van de bedrijfstakorganisatie te vormen. Dit weerspiegelt zich, onder andere, in the-
orieen over produktdifferentiatie, in theorieen over markttoetreding, en in theorieen
over horizontale en vertikale integratie. Veranderingen in de omgeving waarin bedri-
jven opereren staan centraal in deze theorieen.

In deze studie richten we onze aandacht op algemene evenwichtsmodellen waarin
de (sociale) struktuur waarbinnen de deelnemers aan de economie, welke we agen-
ten noemen, opereren een belangrijke rol speelt. Deze sociale struktuur wordt, los
van de agenten, beschreven met behulp van bilaterale relaties. Deze relaties worden
gei"nterpreteerd als handelsrelaties. Omdat we aannemen dat in iedere handelsrelatie
een partner de ander domineert, zijn deze relaties asymmetrisch en kunnen ze worden
weergegeven met een hierarchische struktuur.

Om op een zinvolle wijze te kunnen beschrijven hoe de hiererchische struktuur
van handelsrelaties het gedrag van de deelnemers aan de economie beinvloedt, moeten
we voor iedere handelsrelatie vastleggen onder welke voorwaarden de handel plaats
vindt. We moeten voor iedere relatie de handelsregels specificeren. De handelsregels
van een relatie noemen we de institutionele karakteristiek van de relatie,

We zullen ons beperken tot institutionele karakteristieken waarbij de dominerende
agent in een handelsrelatie de prijzen waartegen handel plaatsvindt vaststelt. Met
uitzondering van Hoofdstuk 8 nemen we aan dat de prijzen voor de aan- en verkoop
van goederen aan elkaar gelijk zijn. De gedomineerde agent bepaalt hoeveel hij tegen
deze prijzen van ieder goed wil kopen en/of verkopen. De dominante agent is een
prijszetter, de gedomineerde agent een prijsnemer met betrekking tot hun handel-
srelatie. Als een agent in twee verschillende handelsrelaties prijsnemer is en in deze
relaties verschillende prijzen voor hetzelfde goed gezet krijgt, dan kan hij aan arbi-
trage doen. Hij kan het goed kopen waar het goedkoop is en verkopen waar het duur
IS. ZO kan hij willekeurig veel winst maken.

Het gedrag van de deelnemers aan de economie zal ondermeer afhangen van hun
positie in de hierarchische struktuur, van de institutionele karakteristieken van de
handelsrelaties en van wie de andere deelnemers aan de economie zijn. Deze aspecten
zijn mede bepalend voor wat een agent verwacht dat de gevolgen van zijn acties
zullen zijn, en daarmee voor zijn gedrag. Hoe de verwachtingen van een agent van
zijn omgeving afhangen zal mede bepaald worden door de "doorzichtigheid" van de
economie. De doorzichtigheid van de economie wordt weergegeven door de informatie
slrukiuur.
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Het proefschrift bestaat uit drie delen en een inleidend hoofdstuk. In het inleidende
hoofdstuk, Hoofdstuk 1, worden de achtergronden van de modellen losjes besproken.
In Deel I wordt op een wat formelere, wiskundigere, wijze op deze achtergronden
ingegaan. In Deel II worden hierarchisch gestruktureerde economieen met bijzondere
hierarchische strukturen waarbinnen geen arbitrage kan plaatsvinden, hierarchische
bomen, onderzocht. In Deel III worden economieen met hierarchische strukturen
waarin "voldoende" mogelijkheden voor arbitrage bestaan onderzocht. De Walrasi-
aanse markt en de monopolistische markt met en zonder prijs differentiatie blijken
speciale gevallen van de modellen van Deel III te zijn.

Deel I bestaat uit de Roofdstukken 2, 3 en 4. In Roofdstuk 2 wordt stil ges-
taan bij algemene evenwichtsmodellen waarin de verwachtingen van de deelnemers
met betrekking tot de gevolgen van hun acties een belangrijke rol spelen. De be-
naderingswijze waarbij de verwachtingen van de agenten expliciet worden gemaakt
noemen we de "Conjectural Approach". Een probleem bij deze benaderingswijze,
welke een van de pijlers van dit proefschrift vormt, is een manier te vinden waarop de
verwachtingen van de agenten op een zinvolle wijze afhangen van de omgeving waarin
ze opereren.

De tweede pijler van het onderzoek is de "Relational Approach", de relationele
benaderingswijze. De kern van deze aanpak is dat de interactie tussen de deelnemers
aan een economie via bilaterale relaties loopt. In Roofdstuk 3 wordt op deze benader-
ing ingegaan. Bovendien worden begrippen die nodig zijn om de sociale struktuur
van de economieen te beschrijven formeel geintroduceerd. Dit is in het bijzonder het
geval voor het begrip "institutionele karakteristiek van een relatie",

Ret eerste deel wordt afgesloten met Hoofdstuk 4, waarin een model geschetst
wordt waarin de hierarchische struktuur van handelsrelaties in de economie tot op
zekere hoogte endogeen bepaald wordt. Dit hoofdstuk is een wegwijzer voor toekom-
stig onderzoek.

In Deel II worden modellen die een hierarchische boom als hun hierarchische
struktuur hebben geanalyzeerd. Dit deel omvat de Roofdstukken 5 tot en met 8. Een
hierarchische boom is een struktuur met het minimum aantal relaties zodanig dat
iedere agent, mogelijk via een keten van tussenpersonen, met iedere andere agent kan
ruilen. Bovendien zijn de handelsrelaties in een hierarchische boom zodanig dat er
geen arbitrage plaats kan vinden. In dit dee! worden dus economieen zonder arbitrage
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onderzocht.

In Hoofdstuk 5 onderzoeken we of er een evenwicht bestaat in hierarchisch gestruk-
tureerde economieen zonder arbitrage die erg ondoorzichtig zijn. Dit modelleren we
met behulp van de lokale informatie struktuur. Slechts onder zeer beperkende voor-
waarden blijkt het mogelijk het bestaan van een evenwicht in zo'n economie aan te
tonen.

In Hoofdstuk 6 onderzoeken we soortgelijke economieen als in Hoofdstuk 5, nu
echter onder de aanname dat de economie extreem doorzichtig is. Dit wordt gefor-
malizeerd met de "downstream" informatie struktuur. Wederom blijkt dat er niet
altijd een evenwicht in de betreffende economieen bestaat. Toch zijn, in zekere zin,
de problemen minder groot dan in Hoofdstuk 5.

In Hoofdstuk 7 wordt een illustratie van een hierarchisch gestruktureerde economie
gegeven. Hiertoe wordt een voorbeeld van een economie met klassen besproken. Het
betreft een economie met een klasse van producenten, een klasse van kapitaalbezitters
en een klasse van werknemers. We laten zien hoe de hierarchische struktuur van deze
economie na verloop van tijd verandert, en hoe deze veranderingen in de termen van
een klassenstrijd te beschrijven zijn. Het blijkt dat de resultaten van de gestileerde
beschrijving van de klassenstrijd met de machtsverschuiving in de (West-)Europese
maatschappijen in de afgelopen eeuwen overeenstemt.

In Hoofdstuk 8 keren we terug naar het probleem van de existentie van een even-
wicht in een hierarchisch gestruktureerde economie met een hierarchische boomstruk-
tuur. In dit hoofdstuk staan we, in tegenstelling tot de andere hoofdstukken in deze
monografie, prijszetters toe om verschillende prijzen te zetten voor het kopen en
verkopen van hetzelfde goed over een handelsrelatie. Op deze manier worden de ac-
tiviteiten van tussenpersonen op een realistischere rnanier gemodelleerd. Bovendien
blijkt dat het voor deze institutionele karakteristieken van de handelsrelaties mogelijk
is het bestaan van een evenwicht aan te tonen. Bovendien is het mogelijk een plausi-
bel proces van prijszetting en ruil te beschrijven, Bij dit proces speelt "inside money"
in de vorm van schuldbekentenissen een cruciale rol.

Deel III bestaat uit de Hoofdstukken 9 en 10. In deze hoofdstukken worden
hierarchisch gestruktureerde economieen onderzocht waarin "voldoende" mogelijkhe-
den voor arbitrage bestaan. De aanwezigheid van voldoende mogelijkheden voor
arbitrage leidt tot uniforme prijzen in (delen van) de economie. Hoeveel en welke
mogelijkheden voor arbitrage "voldoende" zijn hangt af van de doorzichtigheid van
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de economie.
In Hoofdstuk 9 onderzoeken we economieen die ondoorzichting zijn; net als in

Hoofdstuk 5 analyzeren we economieen met de lokale informatie struktuur. We to-
nen aan dat, indien er "voldoende" mogelijkheden voor arbitrage zijn, er een even-
wicht in de economie bestaat. Bovendien blijkt dat de agenten die op ieder van hun
handelsrelaties prijszetter zijn een belangrijke rol spelen in het bepalen van de even-
wichten in de economie. Indien hun beginvoorraden strikt positief zijn kan het, in een
economie met voldoende mogelijkheden voor arbitrage, voorkomen dat ze in het even-
wicht gerantsoeneerd zijn. De reden hiervoor is dat ze hun handel met hun volgers
niet onderling kunnen coordineren. Als ze echter allemaal verwaarloosbare begin-
voorraden hebben in een economie met voldoende mogelijkheden voor arbitrage, dan
zijn alle evenwichten Walrasiaanse evenwichten en omgekeerd. Het is derhalve niet
nodig dat, zoals in grote economieen, alle agenten verwaarloosbare beginvoorraden
hebben om Walrasiaanse evenwichten te krijgen in een economie met prijszetters.
Het is voldoende dat de agenten met marktmacht verwaarloosbare beginvoorraden
hebben, vooropgesteld dat er voldoende mogelijkheden voor arbitrage in de economie
zijn.

In Hoofdstuk 10, tenslotte, onderzoeken we economieen met "voldoende" mo-
gelijkheden voor arbitrage die uitermate doorzichtig zijn. Anders dan in de Hoofd-
stukken 6, 7 en 8, formalizeren we deze situatie niet met de "downstream" informatie
struktuur maar met de subgraaf informatie struktuur. Hierdoor vinden we onder
andere soortgelijke resultaten als die in Hoofdstuk 9. Bovendien vinden we dat, voor
geschikte hierarchische strukturen, monopolistische markten met en zonder prijsdif-
ferentiatie speciale gevallen zijn van de modellen in dit hoofdstuk.
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